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LETTER FROM CHAIRMAN BOBBY - NO.2
A revolutionary polltlcian entrenched in the community ls ·the key to Black people understanding the Party
on a broad scale. Blackpeoplealloverthe Black communt.
ty have heard of the Party's Ten Point

Platform and

Program. Black people have heard of the Free Breakfast for Children (before school) Program. I'm pretty
sure they are aware that a petltlon for Community Control of Police ls being circulated ln the community. The
people actually know, basically, what they want, even
though It's all outlined in the Ten Point Program of "What
We Want, and What We Belleve."
Now where and how do we revolutionary politicians
bring the people over? When? When we begin to do this,

of course, ls now. Where ts, of course, down in the communities. How ? This will be regulated to Comm unity Centers and door-to-1oor contact with the people ot the community on a day to day basis . What more do we need to
be able to make the Party's polltlcal line clear and get
Black people to move? We have to be able to show them
the stgnitlcance, the basic essence--the general besides
the partlculars--of any speclflc community program, remembering that we are not opportunistic and that we are
not trying to trick the people in any shape, torm, or fashion .
We are, in fact, dedicated to the struggle to help them
take state power, starting with the pig forc es. One must
be a real, honest revolutlonary who can give depth in
NOT long, confusing explanations or being overly doctrinaire with everything you read, but really show the
masses the hows, whys, etc. ot community control of
police and the political signUicance as it's r elated to pigs
attacklng Panthers and making political prisoners ot our
members. This ls the toughest job or all We can't be
negligent at any point and must re late to listening closely
to our comrades and take responslbillty- -not authority, but
r esponsiblllty--to carry out the arduous task, thereby developing to be revolutlonary politicians.
We must understand this : When the Party circulates
and moves the people outside the Party to circulate
the petition for Community Control of Police on a national
scale (and now we have five clttes started: Los Angeles,
Oakland, Berkeley, Richmond, and San Franctsco--automatically fascist Alioto should pap into everyone's head),
now that we've got this moving then we must see the essence ot the revolutionary polittcs r elated to the petiUons. The most beautuut idea David (Hllllard) made one
day was this: David said, "We don't need to work on any
time schedule for a ballot date and let PIGS say when
we can vote for the control of the pollce." David went
on. "We'll go out and get 100,000 signatures in every city
and then that will be the voice of how we vote." Brothers,
do you know what popped into my head then ? This: I
thought to myself, 'Yeah, because all we neC!d ts a majority ot the people to vote It in, for one example, with a
proposition on the ballot. But it In Berkeley where we
need 13 ,000 to beg the city council to put it on the ballot,
instead of Just getting 15%, 13,000 registered voters' s ignatures, we get 100,000. That would be way over the majorftt of voters in that city. I thought about Oakland where
we would need 23,000 signatures for the ballot. "But
it in Oakland,' I thought to myself, •we set the goal at
175,000 or 200,000, then that would be way over the majority of voters needed to vote in Community Control of
Police.' I thought about the posslbUtty of thts going on
in every city across the country, especially where Black
people live and when• we had a National Comm ittee
(to Combat Fascism) which might work hard for these kinds
ot goals. I thought and asked myself a question. • How
hard would the pigs come down on us then?' The answer
to myself was, ' harder than they had been doing befor r-.' Through all these thoughts David said, "When we
get that many signatures, then the)"ll give up a special
e lection automatically.'· Then the r eason that the pigs
would come down harder on us was clearer than ever.
It
was c lear lri the fashion of rcvolutlonary politics-r evolutionary politics on a le vel where one can really
see what the Community Control or Police petition really
meant with the people destroying the fascist pig power
structure.
Check this out, I thought. All those brothers and sisters
who are registered voters and all those people not in
the Black community but also the Brown people and many
white working class and other poor people across this nation who are also all registered voters In thc--check-IN THE DEMOCRATIC OH REPUBLICAN PARTY (to hell
with Wallace's party!) This would become a r e volutionary
operation promulgated by the Black Panther Party that
would be transferring, actually changing, for the first
time thOse millions or brainwashed registered voters over
to the REVOLUT IONARY CAMP Nixon, Daley ot Chicago,
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CHAIRMAN BOBBY SEALE AT S.F. COUNTY JAIL
Reagan, etc., etc., Republtcans or Democrats, can't allow
that petition because we would be pulling people In the milllons--people who can also be moved to demand that Huey
be set free, to demand that Charles, Ericka, and the Connecticut Panthers, the New York 21, and all polltlcal prisoners be set free.
The Democratic and Republican parties in the political
machine arc, as everyone knows, the parties of the fascist ruling class. Alioto ts a Democrat; Nixon ls a Republican. Hell, they ain't fighting each other; Shit, the)"re
both working together to keep the Black Panther Party
from getting to all their brainwashed voters who have become at least aware of the fact that they don't want no
more pig brutallty and murder. we•11 be beginning to transfer the masses of registered voters who are either in the
Republican or Democratic party, both the parties of the
present ruling class. Shit. That kind or blew my mind.
I got nashbacks ot Party materials I had been reading,
trying to figur e out what revolutionary principle that would
be based on. It hit me later that the revolutionary people
amass In one camp and the bourgeoisie ruling class and
their running dogs amass in another. Win the masses, be
concerned wtth their well-being, and they will surely take up
with the struggle,
I think everyone remembers how I explain making one
example of community control of police will cause everybody across the nation, especially in the thousands ot
cities where Black and/or Brown people are brutalized
and murdered (people from all over will be here or findIng out about the National Committees and the Black
Panther Party) to try to move against the pigs. This will
be, 1n essence, more pf'Ople coming to work to get signatures In their respective cities. Signatures? Yes, slg-

natures o! registered voters. Thatwlllbeona broad scale.
Millions more will be siding with the r evolutionary camp.
One can see clearly how It's necessary to do this everyday--extra legal work. We can see the necessity to work
hard to organize
the people to go out with the petition. It ls necessary to study, but be as consistent as
possible with the correct Party lineandalso,and especially, the programs and functions of the Party in the community.
I was trying to run that down so Party members have
a broader perspective of the revolutionary politics. Some
people don't understand how to relate the petition to
revolutionary politics where the masses partlcipateorbegin to participate In attacking the armed bodies of the
state because, while we're working with the Community
Control of Police (petition), we will also be getting the
community to work with the Party on the Breakfast for
Children. And our goal, of course, ls to see to it that
20,000 children are fed in the bay area a lone. And it
other Party chapters and branches work across the country,
over 100,000 children can receive free breakfasts every
morning. One hundred thousand children everyday, regardless if It's In the Party or anyone else giving free breakfast, shows the people that the Party Is concerned with
their well-being and NOT the ruling class who are fascists and liars. Free clothing (new clothing from the businessmen of clothin1t stores). Liberation Schools. and Free
Health Cllntcs throughout the communities acr oss this
country are the basic necessities to get the people to
be aware and conscious of the need for change; and the
Black Panther Party, along with the Party's organizing
bureaus (N.C.C.F) can promulgate and mo ve this struggle to a higher level.
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'' SEIZE TBE TIME"
\\'hat is there to talk about?
Its heen three years now since
Huey Newton rounded the Black
Pflnther Party and many things

h.i.ve h,'1.opened.

In the [XI.st three years many
of thl' things that have happened
here in Babylon (America) havl'
heen the routine fluctuations of
a decadent, r:i.c-ist, capitalist society: ThesP routine happenings
have been J).lncluated by some
event~ that are not so routine
hut yet are the natural products
of a cesspool society,
On the other hand, Iluey Newton
has been shot and jailed and Black
and White communities have responded with indignation, ragP,
shock, rallies, funds, and demonstr:itions. Meanwhile, in the mother country, mini-skirts got
shorter, :ind hair got longer, In
the colony the quality of reddevils went down and the price
of weed went up.
Little Bobby Hutton, the first
to Join, became the first to die.
the Black Community was indignant, the liberal White Community
was shocked, The community agam responds with demonstrations
and funds. During this lime the
pigs have stepped up the ir attacks
against the Party, and the Party
has grown. In the mother country
the
"hippies"
have turned to
.. yippies, " and the "liberals'' have
become "radicals". T he Black
Colony ls filled with "blippies''
(Black hippies) in Afro-garb,
Swa hill names, and cultural flxations.
Eldridge C leaver was wounded
when Li 'l Bobby was murdered,
then jailed and bea ten . In the mother country people were devoting their lives to "rock music''
and ''light-shows·' •• Underground"'
papers were springing up everywher e with politics and J).llchrltude on the front page and want
ads for the hard-up as a flller.
People were ''doing their thing''
and finding themselves"', The
Black Colony was seething with
talk of guerrilla warfare, and saturated ~with proverty programs.
In the Black Colonies thf' "advances" made by the psychedellic
Whites have produced many new
"Cheap highs.''
Eldridge Cleaver chooses selfexile rather than a return to prison
and sure death. A few are concerened and many are still "doing their thing". The repression
on the Party increases again and
niggers in the colony sing of ••cloud
nine'' while White boys in Babylon build bigger and better ampliglers for guitars.
Charles Bursey and Warren
Wells become polltical prisoners
as a result of the April 6th shootout. Bunchy Carter and John Huggins have already been burled.
Mother country radicals engage in
heated 1diological debates, they
champion the cause or the Vietnamese Freedom Fighters, and
squeeze more politics into their
"Underground" papers. In the Colonies ''Black militants" scream
for Afro-American Sb.Jdies and
hope for the pr omised Black Capitalism.
A wave of raids, shoot-outs,
and frame- ups has swept the nation with Panthers as the main
target. White J ames Rector, a bystander, is killed in the struggle
:1t Peoples' Pa r k. Two more Panthers are killed by "n iggers" just
trying to be" Black'". Roc k-llght
s hows become bigger and better,
:1nd a new trip pops up In the mo-

ther country as people delve into
the occult for solutions to problems. Meanwhile In the colony
young,
would be pimps, dr ive
Volkswagons as they dream of
Eldorados, and the qual1ty drops
on the Benn ies.
The Black Panther Part y weathers the storm, J).lrges its ra nks,
and grows nationally and internationally. The Black Panther Party calls for a United Front Against
Fascism, and the fascis t repress ion intensifies. Chicago, two
raids, a couple of shoot- outs many
frame-ups ; New York f rame-ups
(14 in jail, many others unde rg1:ound -- two million dollars Jn
ransom).
Chairman Bobby Seale is kidnapped by F.B.I, pigs in the fi nal attempt to finish t he Black
Panther Party. The use of a Black
pig agen t in the frame-up catches

T he Black Pant her Part y wishes
to thank all thepeoplew hoattended
the benefit rall y, SUnday, August
24th at Lafayette (People' s) Pa r k-he ld in s upport of the 3 Je r sey
City
Isaiah (Duberry) How ley,
Charles (Count) Hicks, Victor
Perez and all political prisoners.
T hese 3 revolut iona r y brothe r s are
be ing held captives in the fascist
Hudson County pi g pen, framed on
alleged charges of a mac hine gun
attack on the 5th preclnt, under the
comhlned ransom/bail of $85,000.
We realize the pigs employed
l'Very device (terror tactics, de-

cepUve games and lies) to prevent the rally, but they falled ...
because 1n spite of runnin g us in
one door and out the other, red
tape , wlld goose chases, fasc ist
city hall demandi ng we post an Insu r ance certi ficate or $500 ,000 $1, 000 ,000 for use of the pa rk ..
wh il e know ing that this kind of
law and or phony requirement goes
against the rights of t he people and
is as unr('al as hog mayor Whalen becoming Mart in Luther King.. ,
In splte of the pigs lying over the
radio , saying the rally was off,
misleading the people and fr ighten~

DAVID HILLIARD, CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE B. P. P. WITH FAMILY AND
KATHLEEN CLEAVER, CQMMUNICATI ONS SECRETARY 0F THE R. P. P.
many people by surprise, but Mod- ture the pigs will attempt to jail
Squad ls still a popula:r show in and/or kill David Hilliard. The
the colony. The Berkeley Tribe Chief of Staff will be tried for
reveals a Berkeley plot to finish a second time on charges stem off the rest of the Central Comming from the April 6th shootmittee and Central Staff.
The out. (His first trial on these
pig media blocks It from 1:ubllc charges of attempted murder review, while the "Underground"
.suited in a dismissal, but the D..A.
newspapers that' comment on Jt appealed the dismissal).
treat it as the story of a nearAs yet another leader of the
serious auto accident.
people stands between the peoThis has been a quick run- ple and the wrath of the fascist
down on the three years that the power structure. How much more
Black Panther Party has existed/ apathy shall we witness from the
survived. Most of the details, and "militants",
radicals",
and
much of t he repression has neces- ''revolutionaries''. How much psysarily been omitted. This brings chedelllc escapeism, idealisticus to the present.
tripping, greedy political schemWith Booby In jail facing a mul- ing, and opportunism shall we wittitude of phony charges in New ness.
Haven and Chicago, the man most
Perhaps there are groups waitwanted by the powers' that run ing eagerly to wear the mantle
this country is Chief of Staff, of the "New Vanguard". Maybe
David Hilliard. In the near fu- their are those tha.tfeel their ideo-

logical - rhetorical well - being
threatened and see the fascist pigs
as saviours. The cases of David
HUI lard and Bobby Seale will tell.
It's hard to see who's for real
just by coming to ft.merals. The
Party has had overtwentyft.merals
with thousands of mourners but
that entails no commitment, not
like a gun or a petition, and not
like a gun and a petition.
So what's there to talk about?

"SEIZE THE TIME''
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE

Ray "Masai" Hewitt
Minister of Education of the B. P.P.

JERSEY CITY RALLY
lng those who heard these lies into
believing that the park was surrounded by plgs, .. in spite of fire
sirens blasting In t he surrounding
area because pigs pulled false
alarms to further frighten t he people .. .Jn spite of all these tricks
and deceitful snares by the exploiting oppressors to stop the
rall y and the people from hearing
the
truth ... they falled ... TIIEY
FAIL~m ... because the will of the
peopl"' Is stronger than the pigs
technology ; Ot!cause the people
showed a desire to have the
rally .. and because the duty of the

Black Panther Party ts to hold
oursel ves
responsible to the
people.Every word, every act and
every policy must conform to the
people's interests. Because we
have the interests of the people
and the sufferings of the great
majority at heart. .. we know as
the people know that laws and rules
must be made to serve the people
and not people serve rules and
laws ... As showed by the fascist
city demand of an Insurance certificate tor a park which they care
nothing about. (Nor the people who
Itve in the surrounding area, the

laws and rules which officials
attempt to inflict upon the poor
are non-functional In serving our
desires or needs, because the
racist dog oppressors have no
:~~\~ a;: 1:un;pic,r~~~';!c_~~~,~:
long as the racist dogs pollute
the earth with the evil of their
actions, they do not deserve any
respect at all, and their rules of
the game, written in the people's
blood, are beneath contempt!'
ALL POWER TO TH£ PEOPLE
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REPRlNTEIJ FROM LAST lSSUE
DUE TO ERRORS AND OMlSSlONS

PRESS RELEASE FROM
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER
MINISTER OF
INFORMATION
BLACK PANTHER
PARTY, ALGERIA
Regarding the massive repression of the Black Pan-

ther Party culminating with the arrest and selz.ure or
Chairman Bobby Seale. Bobby Seale, Chairman o! the
B l ack Panther Party was a'rrested by a massive squad
of FBI agents on August 19th outside or the State Church
in Berkeley, while returning from a wedding of friends.
He ls being held in the City Jail of San Francisco without bail. The FBI has charged Chairman Bobby Seale

wtth murder, conspiracy to commit murder, kidnap,

and conspiracy to commit kidnap.
Through news released to me by David HUllard, Chief

or Staff or the Black Panther Party, lt ls crystal clear
that the arrest of Chairman Bobby Seale Is part and
parcel of the intensified campaign of repression launched
by President Nixon against the Black Panther Party.
Nixon has released his repressive forces against the
Party. Starting with the frameup of Huey P . Newton,
Minister of Defense of the Black Panther Pa rt y tn
October 1967, ln his belng railroaded into prison the
obvious pattern Indicates that t he order has been g1ven
to destroy
the Party. Thus we have seen a massive
roundup of members of the Black PantherPart}·throughout the length and breadth ot the USA Most recently
21 members of the Party were arbllrartly arrested on
conspiracy charges and held tor bails of $100,000 and
$200,000. Sixteen members of the Party were similarly
arrested in Chicago and held for e xcessive ball sums.
Seven members have been held on charges to commit
murd!'! r without any ball in Connecticut. Two members
In Denver have been held on charges of inter-state
Olght to avoid prosecution and the ball is set at $200,000.
It Is clear that this massive campaign has been unleas hed by the Nixon admlntstratton. The Mayor of San
Francisco, Musslllni Alloto has taken a leadin g role
in travellng throughout the USA and denouncing the Black
Panther Part y and thereby spear-heading the creation
of an atmosphere of hysteria and confusion. Mayor
Musslllni Alioto after falling to obtain a local Grand
Jury
Investigation
Into the Black Panther Party
obtained a
Federal Grand Jury Investigation In
San
Francisco which
resulted
In nothint but a
smear campaign against the Black Panther Party. It
ls In San Francisco State that this fasc ist pig Is Mayor
and where Chairman Bobby Seale Is now being held.
On the National lPvel the McClellan Committee launched
a
series of clrc us
like hearings during which
a parade or pollce agents came rorth to testiry to sensational charges against the Party. And now at the close
of the Mc-Clellan Committee hearing the FBI ls conducting
anothe r wave or arrests of Black Panther Party members. Even a special task force made up or FBI Agents
from different departments has been crPated to conduct
a special Investigation, It Is clear from these arr1:-sts
that the target continues to be the top IPadershlp and
Central Staff of the Black Panther Party. The arrest
of Chairman Bobby Seate Is the most blatant move to
date by the forces of fascism In their curnmt tampalgn
of repression. Legal procedures and rPgards for the right~
of the accused have been thrown out of thl" window and
the other tactics of the fascist r('presslnn being t>mploy1-d
are reminiscent of the tactics used by HltlPr in f\azi
Germany.

ELD~ I [)r.E CLEAVER, Ml NI STER f1F INFORMATIO N OF TH E Fl. P. P.
Having tried and fallednumeroustlmestoframeChatr man Bobby Seale ln the San Francisco Bay Area which
they were unable to do because of the overwhelming
s upport given him by the people, the fascists began to
fabricate ways to arrest hlm outside of the Bay Area.
They indicted him in Chicago on a conspiracy charge to
disrupt the Democratic Convention along with members
of SDS, the Democratic Youth National Party and other
Peace Groups who organized the demonstratlon against
the Democratic National Party Con vention. Now these
pigs have charged Chairman Bobby Seale wlth murder,
conspiracy to commit murder, kidnap, and conspiracy
to commit kidnap.
An agent provocateur named George Sams was sent
Into the San Francisco Bay Area from Detroit Into
the Black Panther Party by Stokely Carmichael last
summer being used by the FBI to justify the arrest
of Chairman Bobby Seale. This man George Sams was
quickly discovered to be functioning In a hostile manner
cal culated to destroy the Black Panther Party and has
been barred rrom ever entering any orrtces of the Party
h, the USA. The FBI has released to the press a statement given to them by George Sams. This press statement places Bobby Seale in Connecticut at the same time
as the killing. The flagrant nature of thb accusation against Chairman Bobby Seale becomes Pven more vicious
whPn It is stated In the press statement issued by the
f Bl agent George Sams that Bobby Seale ordered the
kllllng and that such a thing could not have happened
without the unanimous consPnt of the Central Committee
or the Black Panther Party.
During the Pan African Cultural Festival which occurred beforP the apprehension or Bobby Seale, the
past and mutual problems the Party has had with the
former Prime Minister Stokely CarmlchapJ wPrt• discussed wlth him Ont> or thf' Items was thP problem
created In thE' Party by tlw presPnce u! George Sams
and at that time Stokely admitted that hP had madE' a

mistake by sending George Sams from Detroit to the San
Francisco Bay Area and that he, stokely had discovered
that George Sams was a police agenl Asked why he
had not relayed this Information to the Blac k Panther
Party; Stokely stated that he had been unable to contact anyone and that all letters he had sent to the P arty,
Including tbe last ones malled from Guinea in May
1969 had not been answered. He also stat ed that a t the
time of his letter of resignation from t he Honorary
Position of Prime Minister of the Black Panther Part y
why he had denounced the Party in the same vein and
e mphasis as the police agents were using to denounce
the Party had nothing to do with the hearings because
he did not even know that these hearings were taking
place.
It ts now clear that the arrest of the Chairman of the
Black Panther Pa rty by fascist FBI Agent s was !abrlcat ed from a long awaited pretext for rounding up the
entire Central Committee of the Black Panther Party.

FOR
US
THE PLOT TO DESTROY THE BLACK
PANTHER PARTY IS CLEAR. WE CALL UPON THE
PEOPLE OF THE WORLD TO POUR FORTH THEIR
INDIGNATION AT THE FASCIST TIDE IN THE U.S.A.
WE CALL UPON THE PEOPLE TO ORGAN IZE PROTESTS AGAINST THE ARREST OF THE CHAIRM AN
OF THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY IN PARTICULAR
AND AGAINST THE REPRESSION OF THE BLAC K PANTHER PARTY IN GENERAL.
THE PEOPLES OF THE WORLD!\IUSTTIIROWTHEIR
WEIGHT AGA INST THIS FASCISM AND HELP STEM THE
TIDE BEFORE IT ENVELOPS THE WHOLE WORLD
AND DROWNS OUT EVf.;RY SPARK OF HUMANITY
ON THE PLANET EAHTH.

PANTHERSI PIGS AND FOOLS
Word has rcac11ed Black Panther
Party National Headquarters that
people 1>0sing as Black Panthers
art" popping up In cltic>s across
the nation. Two such incidents art'
particularly prevelent in thf' estahlishment media al prPsent. OnE'
Is Charlotte, North Carolina aJ.
leged "Dlack Panthers"' have engaged In shoot...outs and so-called
comm unity programs . T he Black
Panther Party would like to inform
all the people of Charlotte and thE'
U.S. that no authorized legitimate
rt-presentatives, mE>mbers, Oranc hes or Chapters oftlJC> Dlack Panther Part} exist In the City of
Charlotte. To the mack P<>ople
of Charlotte we want to make It
clear that the Black Panther Party
seeks no monopoly on shoot-outs
ags. lnst fascist. rac ist piits. no~

d•) WP claim thP Brl'i!ktast Programs, or r- r!'l' IIPalth ClinlC's as
our own. All these belong to the
masses and nut the Black Panther
Party. What must bl:' understood
ls that only a pig or a fonl would
impersonate a Panther. A ~ool
would do so only m1t of ignorancf>
to the dangt•r to hlmself, the Part}
and the> people. A ptg would do
so for the sake ofmlsrPprcscnttng
the Party. alienating the ma$ses,
Infiltrating groups
and organlzations,
provoking Incidents,
gathering Information, and generally sabotaging the Peoples St rug.
gle for Liberation.
We advise that the following
J JCk-11- \pe niggers (that we must
assume to be a conglomeration
of Fools and Pigs) to cease re_PrE>sentrng•_ themselves as me m-

h('rs of the Black Pantlwr Par1y. in thf' AUb'\.ISt IGth shoot-out at izlng the community by the alleged
Chlcken-Rlbs R<'staurant arC' not "Panthers'' and one can see that
Grover BPnnPtt - Co-C hairman m@mlX'rs or tltt' Black Panther anything could happen.
Benjamin Harriston - So- CallPd Party. Theyarc>citherfoolsa.nd/or ·
News
n•ports
or alleged
:\llnlster or Information :md Ed- pigs.
"Panthers'' In OklahomaClty have
ucation
NOTE::
Ben Covington Is the begun to drut In. The t rut h ls
Ben Charis • "Party Ch::alrman·· 11. N I.C . and most like!} a Pig that thn<> Is no a uthorized Branch
(Sic )
and to ~ll who would aid. or or Chapter of the Black Panther
James Lovington - So-Call<>d :\lin- ahct 1his 1>,111d of Jack-n-.\iX'S, Party ln Oklahoma City, and a ny
lster of Derensp
you shouta understand tliat as long "Underground
Panthers"' would
Hochester Walls - &>-Called De- as these people pos, wrongfully not announce their presence In the
puty hl lnlstc>r of Deren sf'
as "Black Panthers" you an, In mass media. There Is a Branch
Veronla Huggins - So-Called Com- tact "aiding the enE'my" .
of thE' National Comm ittee to Communications Secretary
bat Fascism in Okla homa Cit y, and
Bernita Culbreth - So•CalledCor- WARNING
thP two should not be con fused.
rt>sponding Secrl'tar}
The actions of these Fools. Pigs Anyonf' who rosters such conruslon
Gene Gaither - Alleged Panther can incur ex1reme anger from the, Is either a root a nd/or a pig.
Jack Dixon - Alleged Panther
people and such angn from the
Lenard Smith - Alleged Panther l\lasses has been known to cause
James :\llchael Black 31, and James extreme bodily harm. Add to this
Edward Prothn I?
natural phenomonon a starved ego, ALL POWEil TO TIit-.: PJ:;OPLF
Two alleged Panthers "arrested an ar rogant attltud~, and terror-

-------
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REAGAN CHEERS, "LOOK" ATTACKS · ALIOTO OINKS
It's been a very rough month

for Mussolini Altoto Fascist Mayor
of San Francisco. Recently Pig
Alioto
had
been working to
strengthen his Anti-Panther coalition with Sam Yorty; theAmbltlous
Fascist Mayor of Los Angeles. Pig
Alioto's anti-Panther links with
Yorty• have been growing so untll
it reached the point that he was

able to put tn an appearance at
the Happy Darktes(WattsSummer)

FestlvaI. Alloto hasalwaysvotced
his love and understanding of
"M lUtants" , and he put it into

practlce as he mixed wlth some
of watts "Blackest Militants".
The fact that Alioto, Yorty and
Ron Karenga all see the Black
Panther Party as a threat to their
"status quo"
ts a very strong
unifyin g cause. The Fascist Italian
gangster, the Bootllcklng Black
Mtlitant, and the All-American
Anglo are fevershly conspiring to
destroy the Black Panther Party .
This gruesome three are not by
any means the perpetrators of the
nation -wide repression and persecution Inflicted on the
Black
Panther Party. " 'Tricky Dick
Nixon", "P lg Queeny Hoover",
a nd "Rin-Tln- Reagan" will not
be easily usurped no matter how
ambltlous the lesser Fascist may
be.

TH E BLUFF
A good indicatlon ot how big
pigs (like Governor Reagan) keep
llttle pigs (like Alioto) ln llne
Is the recent tussle over "Gun
laws" (not pros and cons but
jurisdiction).
Although big pig
Reagan ls the GovernoroftheState
of CaIUornla and little pig Alioto' s
turf ls limited to the San F rancisco
Bay Area, Alioto acted aslthewas
going to tell the Governor what he
could do with his gun law, and just
how tar to jam it. It ls the opinion
ot most people that pig-to-pig the
Little Mafioso can kick the hell

out of the big movie star, but
luckily no-one had placed any bets
because the next day all would learn
why the Uttle Italian Swine was acting in such an unruly manner toward his senior pigs.

I
I
I

I

THE SACRAFICE
Some one upstairs in the hierarchy had put some "Hallan
Ham" on the
political chopping
block. A soon to be published Look
Maga:z.ine Article Itnklng "legit"
Alioto with some not-so-"legit"
mafioso pigs, had been "leaked"
to newspapers throughout the State
by Governor Rln-Tln- Reagan. This
blew all the quiet- but-frantlc work
that the Uttle Italian pig maker
had been doing underground to
block or alter the Look articles
publication.
Like all die-hards
Alioto' s Response was ' 4 Fight to
the flnlsh". "If I should decide
to become a candidate for any other
o!flce I shall insist that the full
backgrounds of all the candidates
become an issue In the election."
Alloto' s mafioso cat was completely out of the bag by now, so
the only thing left was to mention
the obvious, put some of the heat
on his fellow pig politicians, and
deny everything. The revelations
first made by the Black Panther
Party's Minister of Information,
Eldridge Cleaver
have
been
verlfled by part-truths from the oinked Alioto.
sw~~:1~:nn~~~i. V. claim that the ;,Na;:e;are::a °c:f ch~~~.g~inked
authors of the article had never Alioto.
interviewed him was contradicted Salvatore Marino
and his son

C~~~a~t:~~ ~

~~ffi~

0
:~b~l~w~~t~~u~;afusd ~~t~rs~7a~:i~:
r n~a~~:°e'se
presumably, on hisunderstanJably Jose, Callfornla.
contused orders.
Alioto oinked that an attorney in
BIRDS OF A FEATHER
his law firm office had obtained a
small business loan for the
he had reOf the many mafia figures asked company and that
about in the Interview Alioto had presented Angelo ln an Income tax
case. (Angelo beat the case because
this to say:
of wiretap evidence)
,~N:v~rfe~~S~ih:~?
When asked if he knew anything
of the Marino family's acttvttles
in Pennsylvania prior to their
coming to San Jose Alioto squealed
weakly "There was a brother-inlaw who was tnvolyed in some kind
of illegal area in Pennsylvania, but
so long as I have known them, the

San Jose people, they have worked organized crime in San Francisco''
hard to build up thei r business". (The ''Life' ' account of the San
"our omce represented them and Francisco pig department was still
still does". He added that he ringing In Chief Cahill' s fat red
•thought' Salvatore and Joe Marino ears.) The
organized
crime
had contributed $2,600 to his elec- revealed In the Berkeley Pig Plot
tion campalghn .
to attack the National Headquarters

~rs:~ diet;,!

--/
(

J

MAFIOSO AUTO
The late Em lllo(Gamba) Gelrgettt, of the Black Panther Party was not
at one tlme San Mafeo• s biggest mentioned. The fact that two exgambler "When I met him he was Berkeley
pigs pleaded guilty
engaged In no tllegal activities" - to shooting up our National HeadAlioto.
James Lanza - a Malta quarters a year ago and have made
Don (Head of a Mafia "Family'') a deal with the Fascist courts was
also Ignored.
The two pigs
"My dad knew him when I worked Richard wuuams 29, and Robert
as a boy In my father's fish Farrell 27, have been at liberty
market".
on $3,0QO bail each. whi le Panthers
Jimm ie The Weasel Fratlanno are held for $100,000 ransoms all
a West Coast M a ''e orcer
across the country. It seems that
When asked about a loan to the
all that's necessary for under•~•
from
the
First standing from the courts ls to
San Francisco Bank of which confess to being a Fascist.
Alioto was one ot the founders,
a nd Chairman of the Board, Alioto
THE LAST ST AND
oinked that he didn't know him
Mussolini Altoto ls denying
(the Weasel) and had never heard everything, ftllng s uit ($12.5 mfl~ 1 1 Jack Goldberg (an llon) against Look Maga:z.lne, and
international organizer for the not about to gt ve up Ms Fascist
Teamsters Union) brought him to ways or hls"Blue-Shlrt" "Stormsee him about a loan . "Frattanno Trooper", Tac-squad. "Rin-Tlngot a loan based on c o ~ Reagan" {the movie star)hasdeflnately put the "Little Ital tan Ham"
back In his place. Alioto will either
It ls no wonder that Alioto gets
alon g better with a small time
learn some bootlicklng techniques
crook like Sam Yorty, and a hired
from
Ms
ace-r.oon-milltant
killer like Ron Karenga, If Alioto
Karenga or be disciplined further
can make his way back down to the
by "Miss Ronntf>." Our money ts
Farm Team In one plecethenmost on "SweetRonnie"this lime.
people will be surpr ised. Alioto
liberally quoted pig Chief Cahll l
to note the fact that "The re Is no ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE!

I
I

II

'
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' ON REVOLUTIONARY CULTURE ''
Born out of the people's desire
for change from a corrupt system to a system that serves the

I

people, a system that is free from
exploltation of man by man, and
meets the desires and needs orthe
masse-s of people.

II

I
I
I
I
I
I
I.
I
I
l
f
I
I

This new born culture Is not
Also out of the struggle for
liberation comes a new lltera- peculiar to the oppressed Black
ture and art. Based on the peo- masses but transcends communiple's struggle, this revolutionary ties and racial lines because all
art takes on new form. The revo- oppressed people can relate to relutionary arUst begins to arm his volutionary change whlch is the
talent with steel, as well as learn- starting point for developing a reing the art of self-defense, be- volutionary cluture.
coming one with the people by
SEIZE THE TIME!
going Into their midst, not standr:.:mory Douglas
ing aloof, and going into the very
Minister of Culture
thick of practical struggle.
Black Panther Party

eratlon Struggle brlngs about new
polttics, lt also brings about a new

culture, a revolutionary culture.

The old culture is a culture

based on exploitallon and competition whereas revolutionary
culture is based on cooperation.
"Breakfast for Children, Free
Health Clinics,

and "Liberation

Schools~• are just some orthepro-

grams implemented that are part
of the revolutionary culture. These
cultural programs will be carried

MI NI sTER OF Cu LTUR E ;~! ::;,~~~~~o~~~·~~::::!'i;v~t;~~
. EMORY DOUGLAS
~~~•;t,:':.~~~~0~ 1~;":V:t:f~:
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE

We, Black people in Babylon,
are fighting for liberation from po-

lltlcal domination at the hands of
the oppressor, from economic ex-

ploltation,

and

from a social

system
that deitrades us as
men and women. Out-of thisstrug-

gle comes a new way of life based
on the politics of the people's
struggle. This new way of lite

is a struggle for change, a revolutionary struggle involvln~ the
masses of people. Just as the Ub-

a culture that works In the interests or the people. Our new culture being based on the politics
information in school for too long of the People's Party can only be
at the hands of this oppressive implemented U1rough many battles
system, Through the new culture, with the pigs of the power strucour children receive the nutrients ture, the exploiters, since the new
that are needed to develop physl- culture is free of exploitation.
cally andmentally,sotheycansur- Therefore, self-defense becomes
vive this corrupt system and build a part of the new culture, mania new one that serves the people. fested in 357 r..tagnum, Machine
Guns, ).1-15's, Hand Grenades, 12
The cooperation on which the new Gauge Shotguns, and Browning Auculture ls based ls the masses of tomatics because the peo(lle have
people working together in the tn- accepted the realltyof armedselfterest of humanity, flghtlng off a defense being the only way to
decadent culture, replacing i~ with liberation.

L.A. PIGS
VAMP ON
FREE BREAKFAST
PROGRAM
The militarv take over or the
W'.ltts Free Breakfast Program,
by the Los .'\ngeles Police Department and
its agenl:. ,,1
s,-,.~· :•in.ie r 3th, is the Jal.:!'>. !JL l
mJ,;; outlandish :i.tr:1ci,y overtly
:ommltted by U1e f.:lsd ;_ govern.n en~s of the United St1les l·'.> d'\te,
w1thL1 lhe <' 11\ri,ps or t:ilscountry .
Children,
ranging from abOut
threP Lo fourte~.1 years, were a~
the loc:i.li11 i of the P1.11lher Party's
W:i.~ ·:, .t3, tkf'ls, to simply eat the
food that we provided for them.
They are there in the main because this government has not provided them with even the bask
necessities of llfe, food and
shelter, as are
the narural
rights of hu1n'ln ',f!;·lg'>, and is
the duty of the lnstituti )I\S by Which
they elect to U\! go\'J?rned to provide, And so W(":, the Black Panther
Pary then have L'lken upon ourselves to stniggle of not only prep:iri.ng for the total liberation of
all people, but the temporarily alleviation of some of the ills which
the great masses or people suffer
N0w .... H,· .. armed •r-nps-armed
with sh0tg11ns - 11\egnlly In a private building, where -rn to 50
children are trying to stave orr tl~e
1mnger they (laity St!ffe1·, and for<'e
these <'i11J(lren at gun point to leave
the building with no breakfast:
with the pretext of looking fol'
suspects of an alleged killing or
shouting in a house tlmt is wellknown to be the loc::ition or th('
bre:ik!ast is used to terrorize
elementary-sch:iol age children:
when even after the children have
Jett hysterically, their fOO<.l is
throw11 out by these sam(' gestapo
pigs; when, in essen<'e, te1rur replaces logic, and the gun 1·eplaccs
ju stice 'lnd law, then we musl
ref~1· . J li10 veq. constitution upon
wlu,• 1 '1i::; so-called government
was found:
... We hold these tni'i1:, !o be
self-evicl1•11', that all men are
cre:ued 1..'Qual; th'.'11 they :i.rc .JHdowed Uy their Creator with ccrL"lin unalienable rights; th"ltamong
.
tnese are JUe, )iberty, and U.ir'.

INFORMATION IS THE
RAW MATERIAL FOR
NEW tDEAS

"A NEW WAY OF LI FE"

WEST OAK LANE
MAN SHOT
BY PIGS
BY LEN LEAR

A West Oak man, who narrowly right through a pane of glass."
missed death after being shot by
"Then he swung at her, and I
a pig at point-blank range In his ran over topullheroutoftheway;•
own homeSundaychargedthisweek stated the father. "Then Patrolthat the pig broke into his home man Sixberry came into the house
purs'J!t of h.'lppiness. That, t, and the shooting was unprovoked. and pulled out his pistol. I said,
Joseph W. Slater Sr., 46,ofl608 'Put that thing away. There's no
sei.:ure these rights, go\·ernments
1
3.r1 ,ns~l. Jle I :'.!.Ill•) ,t, ·ncn,derivlng 68th Ave,, an employee at the Conneed for that, We called you for
their Just powers from the consent talner Corp, of America for 20 help.' "
At this point, according to the
of thP gover!led; that, whenever years, claimed he was shot 1n
retaliation
for
a
lawsuit
initiated
family,
Joseph said to the officer,
any form of government be<"Ollles
destructive or these ends, It is by his attorney against two pigs "Get out of the house. l hate cops,"
thP rigltt or the people to :i.:ter and the City of Philadelphia last as he stood wllh one hand on his
belt and the other hand partly In a
or to abolish it, and to institute December.
The suit was started at'ler two trouser pocket.
a new government, laying its founPatrolman Slxberry then pointed
dallon on such principles, and or- of Slater's children: Wayne 16,
ganizmg its J).)Wers in such form, and Eleanor, 19, were severely the gun at Joe and said, 'W hatever
:is to them shall seem most !Uce- beaten by pigs from the 35th Pig you got in your pocket, drop it,' "
ly to effect their safety and ha~ District, York Rd. & Champlost the father declared.
'l stepped a few feet In !rant
plncss .... (and) when a long train Ave.
Following that Incident, Mr, of Slxberry and said, 'If you shoot
of abuses and usurpations, pursuing Invariably the same object, Slate r suffered a nervous break- him, you better kill me.' "
'l yelled, 'Don't shoot!' Mrs.
evinces a design to reduce them down and was in the Veterans
under ahs 1lute despotism, it Is Administration Hospital for slx Slater added, "but the officer
thf>l r right, 1t is their duty, lo months. He was released May 22 pointed the gun right at my husband and fired. Joe was turned
throw off suc11 government, and or this year.
The family also contends that around completely by the shot,
to provide new guards fo1· their
after their attorney, Cassandra and he hit the ground hard. Then
future secui-lly.
Birnie, sued the pigs, they were we began to scream and cry out
for someone to please get help."
Looking for suspects has been harassed continuously by pigs.
Wayne was arrested four times
An ambulance was called to the
a commcn exruse and the basis
for which terrorist ac ts ha.,e been in recent months on "trumped- scene, and the elder Slater was
committed and justifieJ - It hap- up'' charges, while Pvt. Joseph, rushed to Einstein Northern Hospeus i 1 \'L,tnam, when whole vil- Slater Jr., 18, was arrested twice. pttal. Doctors there said it was a
lages arc wiped 11ut, and it has All charges against the brothers miracle that he survived the shooth:i.ppened across the country re- have been dropped.
ing.
While being transferred ThursThey said the bullet missed
Ct>r,~ly to the Black PanthH Party, esJ>t!Ci:llly in the case o' the day from Einstein Northern Hos- Slater's jugular vein by less than
alleged m..!rder in Connecticut, pltal to the VA Hospital, Slater a quarter.Inch as it entered his
for wluch our Chairm:i.n, Bobby and his wife, ~ltldred, who Is neck and missed his spine by even
White, gave the Free Press the less when il came out his back.
Seale, Is being held.
When we s:i.id lis W'ls f1sdsm following account as to what took The bullet also came close to hitt1ng his vocal cords and the main
i 1tclleduals, phrasP. mon gers and place Sunday,
"At about 5.30 In the morning, artery to his heart.
fasdsts said thi~ country was not
Wayne (who was not In the room
mov~!l(:" to th:it p ,hi. Wc11,we say Wayne became very sick and my
th:it this sint!ll! 1.d was an Intro- husband called the police so that during the shooting Incident) his
duction to the open ladies ~h<' he could be taken to the hos- Cather, Joseph, Jr. and Eleanor
were all placed under arrest and
power stru<'ture will use to quell pital," explained Mrs. Slater.
She said that when an officer held on charges ranging from
any form of legitimate dissent of
arrived at the house, Eleanor , breach of the peace to assault
the people,
But, the prople are not foc1lcd who had not been told about the with Intent to kill.
A neighbor, WUbert Thompson,
tor the peop 1 e saw this act and pig having been summoned,opened
28, or Smedley St. near 67th Ave.,
realize<.! more strong!/ '. ,, need the front door and asked what
was also arrested. According to
for Community Control of Police the officer wanted.
''He said it was none of her Mrs, Slater, he wastakenintocusand complete co:itrol of U1eir destinies. An:! Wl! simple say again buslness, and she should step a- tody after ask1ng pigs not to hanside," added Mrs. Slater. She die Eleanor roughly.
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE said that she had no knowledge of
Pig Inspector, Robert Wolfinger
ALL POWER TO THE PE·JPLE, the police being called, but be- disputed the account given by the
FOR. THE POWEH BF.:LONGS TO fore we could say anything, the Slater family, He claimed that Pig
TIIE:\f.
policeman pushed her up against Sixberry had beeu threatened by
the front door, and her head went Joseph Jr., who allegedly said,

''I'm going to get my gun and blow
you out of here'.'
Wolfinger said that Joseph and
his father then came at the pig
even though he cocked his gun and
warned them not to advance.
He claimed that the father continued to move forward despite a
second warning, and then when Sixberry pushed him out of the way,
his gun accidentally discharged,
striking the elder Slater in the
neck.
However, angry neighbors told
the Free Press that theyare"slck
and tired of the racist, gun-happy
cops In the 35th District" and that
they have begun obtaining signatures on petitions that wlll be presented to pig officials, demanding
that radical changes be made.
The Slater family told the Free
Press that they wm also ask their
attorney to initiate legal action as
a result of the shooting.
A physician at Einstein Northern, who requested that his name
be withheld, said 1t was Inconceivable to him that Slater could
have been shot during a scuffle,
as the pigs claimed.
"11 thls would have been the
case, the man would havehadpowder burns on his neck, but he had
none, only a clean hole,'· he said.
"This means he was some distance from the officer when he
was shot."
A police captain, who also requested anonymity, admitted (off
the record) that a few officers at
the 35th District were "racists
who are a little loo anxious to pull
the trigger.''
"You shouldn't judge all policemen by these few," he added.
"there aren't many of them, but
there's nothing we can do about
them at this time . You probably
know the reason why • •
P S The situation Is so bad In
Philly that the people have to call
the pigs in order to receive hospital service.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Reprinted from Philadelphia Free
Press, Sept. 2, 1969)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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LmER TO THE
PEOPLE

LETTER
TO THE PEOPLE
FROM ACONNECTICUT
PRISON
We as political prisoners have
been subjected to the fascist tacHes of the Ninantlc, Connecticut
state prison and its mad dog reactionary paper pigs.
Although we are denied the privilege to talking to the other women
here face to face, we sometimes
converse through our barred and
screen covered windows. But even
this Is soon interrupted by the oinking of the pigs here.
We have seen the beating of two
sisters here. There wasn't much
that we · could do except try to
spread the word of this act of fascism around the prison grounds and
report it to the head reactionaries
that work here. After the beating,
they were both thrown into a cold,
damp cellar which the girls call
the dungeon. They were left there
without food until the head pigs
felt it was time to let them out.
DOWN WITH FASCISM!!
The guards have been seen with
shotguns. When we asked one of the
fool reactionaries here why the
s udden change In the system here ,
we were told that they had orders
from head pig DA. Marckle and
the Commissioner to STEP UP
THEIR SECURITY.
We wUl fight fascism by building
a united front against It. It's one
thing to be oppressed; but it's another thing to be repressed. ALL
POWER TO T HE UNITED FRONT
AGAINST FASCISM .

FRANCIS CARTER

ERICKA HUGGINS

August 20, 1969- - We heard this
morning that our Chairman has
been arrested and charged with
"unlawful flight to avoid prosecution." We realize that the repressive tactics of the fascist gestapo
troops of America are stepping up,
but we cannot afford to let them
totally destroy the Party or its
leadership. We have to fight "tit
for tat." When they sharpen their
swords, we must doubly sharpen
ours.
It is needless to say that the people are confused at this point as to
what the Party's poll tics are . They
are not to threaten or harass the
people . The blundering of the mass
media and of the power structure
must not be misinterpreted. The
\ Party is nelther vicious nor dog' matte, but we are fighting for the
· llberatton or oppressed people and
the people of the third world.
We know that the fascists have no
evidence wlth which lo hold Chairman Bobby, so we demand his release. we demand the release of all
political prisoners. It is clear that
they (the reactionary power structure) are trying to remove the head
or the Party so that the body wtll
die. They tried with Huey, Eldridge, and countless others; but It
won't work. The Party will never
die because the people will never
allow that. We muslcontlnuetoorganize arowid the issues that affect us politically and economically
so that one day the people will rise
like a mighty storm . ... they will
smash all the trammels that bind
them and rush forward atong the
road to liberation.

The people are rising up like a
mighty strom ..... Rtght On .

ROSE SMITH
PEGGY HUDGINS

Rose Smith

LETTER FROM
A POLITICAL PRISONER
August 28, 1%9
On Friday nite, .\ug:. 15. 1969,
the captives on two tiers within
the walls of fascist Hudson County
Tombs. br<Jke the pig F;Ood sq 1ad
out of a bad habit ... Ti1e habit of
viciously be-'\li'1g the captives at
will...the pigs will.
TI1e pigs wanted to bust some
brothers up because the pigs felt
the bloods were makins; too much
noise .•. b---s- -t. TI1e brothers told
the pigs to go to hell, they were
not going for a busc. ••So the pigs
re inforced themselves with more
pigs, but the brothers sti ll stood
f irm on their conv ictions, namely
that they were men.
Besides the brutilization admins tered by the pigs, the living conditions are unbe.irable - --one of
the main pr ob lems that a ll of us
face is overcrowdedness.
\\"hen the sadistic pigs showed
up to crack skulls on the tier
where we were---we told the pigs,
" you are not going to brutilize
our brothers or us. if you swing
your cluhs we just n!', well swing
ours.'" So the piis left, but the)
returned with tenr l!as. :\11 the
brothers were !',l1outing . ''ALL
PO\\'ER TO Till·. PLO Pl.I '' and
" (Xl\\"N \\'ITII 11\E Pl<;S. " .\ftcr
thor shot the tear !!•IS on us some
of the llrothe1·s became nl'rvou:s,
hut we 1-cmtnded them ,rnd oursdves of the brothers and sisters

time.
Even while the gas grew
strong
we still chanted, "ALL
POWER TO TIIE PEOPLE," and
''DOWN WITH THE PIGs,·• All
the Alack Panther supporters and
sympathizers all over the pig pen
(Black, Arown and White).
Now the pigs had never had this
happen in here before sotheydidn°t
know exactly what to do. They had
150 pigs out in the ha lls with clubs
and guns ..• But they had gotten the
::~:~gea;~:;eo~l:e

0: : :

ains t oppression.
.
The next day the warden admitted that our actions were j;.istifiaf:i le and we werecorrcet because,
for one, the ja il , is an overcrowded
tomb ..• Again we Jet it he known to
tJ1e warden t hat we were not going
to a llow ourselves to be attacked
by pig gu.irds.
.\lthough we are inside the fascist pri~on walls, we m11st function, for
as our
Minister of
Defense Jluey r. Newton says,
"The walls, the bars , the g11ns,
the guards, c.in never enc:lrcle or
hold down the !de-as of the people.
,\ LL PO\\'ER TO TIii Pl·OPI I
!·REI
.\LI
RIS
Oi\l R~
POI .ll It \L P
-

h,1ve stood firm and h.ive Ii-.ii,th l{owle\'
,·an·ie_d on t11e• srru~i;Je foi-·;1 ion£ Polttk,ll_Prisonct"

w}w

~~~t~;

and mops were ready to fight to
the death ... So the warden came in
and we negotiated a " settlement",
but if you know this fascist city,
history was made in this act ag-

from Prison

To the Black Panther Party:
Let me start by Introducing myself. My name ls Richard Clark,
and my age is 19. I am from Philadelphia but am now In the District of Columbia Jail wailing for
trial. l would like to say at thls
time I am facing a court-martial
from the military service for desertion because I escaped from the
stockade. Why I am writing this
letter Is because I've been In the
re volution for sometime (since age
14) but was greatly dis11lusioned
by my former brother by actions l
would not Uke to relate to at this
ttme.
While in here, I ran Into another
brother from the Panthers and he
was also from Phily. What he told
me of my former organization
shattered my confidence in them
but did not deter my obligation or
responsibility lo the Black people.
I am a natlonalisl and revolutionist and consider myself capable of
defending my people against the pig
by any means possible. But I can
not do this atone, so I' m asking
membership In the Black Panther
Party. If I am convicted of this
felony, I will rece ive from the pigs'
both civilian and military courts, a
position which you might say puts
me ln front of the death squad.
In the past, I have defended and
watched over brothers who were
marked by the pig for death and
risked my own life. But my U!e
meant nothing to me then nor does
It now, because if that's what It
takes to defend or save another
Black brother so that he may still
get the truth to the Black masses,
F--- THI:; PIG FASCIST DOGS then this is what I'll give gladly
They cannot break our spirits; and with honor. But although I have
we will win!
served loyally, I am now deserted
Free All Political Prisoners!
and need the help of a brother .
Long Uve our revolutionary Central Committee!
(Our spirits are with you, Chairman Bobby)

Take the power...from t he paper pigs
and give it back to t he People.

Letter

Ericka Huggins
Frances Carter
Peggy Hudgins
Rose Smith
Political Prisoners
(Connecticut 14)

Sincerely,
Saladin Ali
P.S Please, brother, In your reply could you send me the latest
edition of the Black Panther paper
because I've only seen one edition,
and I'm not sure U they will let
It in but I wlll send a donation as
soon as , possible. Could you send
me the latest news on Huey Newton
and Eldridge Cleaver.
Richard Clark 162-443 CB "3"
Department of Corrections
District or Columbia Jatl
Washington, D.C 20003
200-19th St. SE

OPEN LETTER
TO lHE
PEOPLE

My particular situation here ls
still the same, a case of the
court, (the criminal)trylng to make
me (the victim) look like the criminal, and the criminal the victim .
The kangroo courts and the breaklng of the constttutlonS laws are
a reality here in the "belly of
~::r~r~~r~! :~;~h~fs~!eb:!:~~~ the beast" as Chairman Bobby
through• rt was without a doubt calls lt, and I can bear witness
the most c herished news that I've lo that. My ball of fUty thousand
received since being here. To know dollars ($50,000) is usually unthat you all are struggling In the heard of for the type charge (uninterest of the people was the sun lawful Interstate transportation of
a firearm by a felon. vlo. s922).
br~~~~ng~~~~u~/:;r~ee. and work So you can see that these fascist
uncrcaslngly, and we, too, will capitalists are not relating and
touch God· s heart. Our God is have never related to that jive
none other than the masses of a-s constitution where black people
the Black People." "New things are concerned
(A cloak of" Iegallty" was given
always have toexperlencedUflculto the arbitrary arrests and the
ties and set back as they grow.
incarceration or victims in con:~atlsth:h::~sef~;t:~~ 1:~is:;~;';1~ centration camps. The term was
plain sailing and easy success, "Schutzha.!t" or" Protective Cuswithout dlfrtcultles and setbacks tody", page 374 "Hise and Fall
or the exertion of tremendous or The Thrld Retch"', which should
efforts:• ~o the problems that you be on everyone's reading list).
The high and excessive balls
ma} be having should not sadden
put on blaCk peoph• are not only
~;
0 ::uplaf:;d ~~~r::~~
unconstitutional, but slick Dick's
challengln~ us to shouldtr H.
and r.liss Hoover's way of ImAll power to the people!

"When dark clouds appeared In
the sky, we pointed out that they
were only temporary that the darkness would soon pass and the swi
break through'' (Mao). Having

l~~P't\

plementlng punk a-s Mitchell's
(Attorney General) protective custody Jive, until those other lying
politicians (Congress & Senate)
In Washington can make It a law.
The balls set on members of
the Vanguard throughout Babylon
and the power structur1:':; refusal
to set a bail for Brother Huey
shows that capitalism really t't:i •
s embles "a dying person who ls
sinking fast, like the sun setting
beyond the western hill."
In closing I would like those
within the Vanguard to remember,
"We must not become complacent
over any success. We should check
out complacency and constantly
criticize our shortcomings, just as
we should wash our faces or sweep
the floor every day to rl"!move the
dirt and keep them clean.'·
ALL POWER TO THE Pt:;OPLE
BLOOD TO THE HORSES BROW
AND
WOE TO TIJOSE
WHO
CANNOT SWIM .
Jimmy York
Deputy Chairman, New Jersey
Political Prisoner

I

I
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LETTERS TO CHAIRMAN BOBBY
FROM SEATTLE LIBERATION SCHOOL

I

Revolutionary ( ·omradcs,

Enclosed are various letters to
the Ch,iirman from our Liberation
School. We realize that the yL•uch
make the revolution and the fervor
for revolution is felt in their correspondence. We also rcaliLe that
Jn immediate reply under the circ-.imstances imposed hy those lying
New Haven and llerkeley pigs is

i1nprohable, _so we will notify the
young brothers and sisters to this
fact. 1l1ey wiU understand because
they know th.Jc ".\II Powel' Belongs

To TI1e People.
Bobb~ White
Dep. Minister of Information
Washington State

I

I
I

'
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

II
I

I
I

2. W1~ want full employment for
our people.
J. \\'e still love you Brother Seale.

II
I
II
I
I
I
I

BUTCH
Dear llroLher Seale,
l. I want all black brothers freed
from the racist pigs.

JERRY
Dear Bobby,
l am In Uberntion School and
1 have been learning about you
and hope you get out of jail so0t1
and maybe you will be teaching a
Liberation School and 1t might even
be u.s you'll he ted.Chin~ and all
f_Hack hrother~ and sisters will be
out of jail too.
IHack Power, Black Brother
Jerry Coleman

PANTHER 21
HAVE BAIL
HEARING
On \ugust 13, l96Y, the P..inrher

21 had J bJil hearing in Federal
Coun in !\iew York City . This w1s
the 17th bail he;.1ring the 13 brothers and sisters who Jre im:arcer,1ted have haJ since they w<:re
buste<l on ,\pril 2 of this year.
.\t torneys \\'11liarn Kuntsler ..in:1
Jerry Lefcourt ..1rgued that the
State's b..iil system was ••unconstitutionJl'' ..ind that the b.-iilon wuich
the 21 wen• heing he!J was excessive, District Judge LdmonJ L.
Pamieri presided.
,\ttorney Lefcourt pointed out
that the $100,000.00 t>,ul th..it the
N. Y. Panthers ..ire being held on
was J "political bail"'. \\ illio.1m
Kuntsler p icked up the .irv;ument
blowing o.1bout the r,icist n..iwrc of
the courts. lll•:h l..iw~crs 1,1,'Cre
really "uking care of l>usiness.''
Ktntsler went on to point out hO\\
the pig po\,et· structure is out
to destro} th~ P..inthers, Jnd hm,
the press lhls conducted .i , idnus
:.J.1,1der .:-..imp.iiJ.;n .iv,.1inst the ]'art~. Lpng D. \ . I lo~,ln ..inJ Ill:,; !yin~
assist,rnt, pig Phillips equ..iteJ
the "~,,-c.11lcd'' consp1r.iq
to
bomll Jep.1rt111ent ~tores to th.it of
the Chlc.igo !F1m 11ing o! Jep.irtm<'nt stores. 11'.Lt Kuntsler pouned
out 111-H the person responsible for
heinous bomhuig wMI an in:-;anc
w!1ite ex-m..1rinc . TI1c r-:. 'J.. 21 JL·e
not lnso.1ne; 1he~ .ire revolutiun,lr)
frel!dom fighters .inJ :,erv.int s of
the people . TI1e ".iur.i of fec1r ,\round this c.i:.c" was ..itso mentioned, (\\ 11..::n P..1,1Lhers appear in
court in fascist New York lit),
there' s J pi~-a-Panthcr). TI1er e

w.?re 3 ..irmcJ men in the court.
"For wh,lt? 'dsked Kuntsler? "for
two
l.1wyers and your honor?"
Kuntsler
wem on to point out
that ''It Is white people that arc
doin5 all the shooting.'' And M,1rtln Luther King was the ex.:imple
put forth .
The Panther lawyers were Joined
in court ll}' Mrs. Eliz.itieth Dubois. who appeared
"..1s friend
of
the court'' on beh.ilf of the
N.\.\CP Legal Defense and Ed1c,nion F11nd. Mrs. Ou!1ois argued
that the bail system "discriminated af,':ainst the Negro o.1nd the
poor." l\.lrs. Dubois argued:
"lf a person is able 10 suppl}
$100,000.00 he hJs a ri~ht to be set
free, these defendants (N. 'J.. 21)
do. Their abiht\' to pil.) l1<1s nothinlt,! to Jo with their dc111ger to
the communit~."
l\.lrs. Dubois pointed out thJi'.
the ex.orbit.int bJil of $100,000.00
vlola1ed the ''eight amendment of
the Jive consrnmion which protects the lleknJant .igo.1inst p1·etrial detention. J11d1;e Po.1lmler1
s..tid that to lie.ii with the questions presented l1} the l.iwycrs
"would overturn some of 11L1r fund.1111entJI cnnecpts.•· l\vwe\er, he
did ,1dm1t thJt ''the puo1· 0,.1rt1cularly poor blo.1cks) .ire dis.1dva11tJ.gcd by the (b..iil) S)Stem.'' 1l1c
S I 00,00U.OU bail is to insure th.it
the inco.1rccr.11cd brothers ..imlsbters will not be (1n 1he streets
serving the people. Outrageous
bails are .simpl) a ltl~',lnS of insuring pretria l Jctcntfon for rcrsons whom 1he (caplt,tlist) s~s1em

MICHAEL

MAR IL YN FLETCHER
(a mother)

EDWARD

DWANE

Free Bobby Seale
Dwane Uutler, Jr.

STOP

THE
GANG-UP!

thinks is dangerous," r,...1rs.Dubois
closed her drguement by saying,

Bobby Seale, C"ialrman of the
Black Panther Party, was arrested
the other eventng by two dozen
FBI agents, armed with shotguns,
as he was leaving the wedding or
a friend. The agents said he was
wanted for ''Illegal flight to avoid
prosecution".

''1hose incarcer.ited before trial,
have more chance of being con victed."
Cp Jumped lyin~ D..\. Phillips
and he was off and lying at full
spee,1. Judge Palmieri dSked whether it was true th..it some of the

(a)Th:e
11~:s ;e~~:;,Y1:n~au(~)
he was not aware of ai.y prosecutlon. Just the same, $25,000bail
was slapped on him. l\o sooner
was this ball posted than Seale
was grabbed agall)--thls time by
San Francisco cops-•on a new

defendants had no prior records.
Pig Pl11ll1ps oinked thdt, " Each
defendant is responsible for acts
of
all of the otbers In a conspiracy. ''
''Once >·ou prove ii beyond a
reasonable doubt after trial in
coun," ,:ountered JuJ~e Palmieri.
•· If you assume these defendants
are innocent for all purposes,"
oinked Phillips, "then there should
not have been .in~ indictment.''
Right On , Pig Phillips.
"It is necessary for 111e to point
our,•· s.iid Judge PJ lmier1, ''th,H
rheir guilt h..is no1 been proved"
and he Jsked again .ibout inJividual records. "\:ou 111 st can ' t deo.11
with these <lefen<l.ints a~ ,1 conglomi1·ate.''
Pig Phillips searched his records ..tnd started b.-id mouthing
Curtiss Powell, Sa}·lng thJt Curt'i:s
Powell had a record of 3 arrests
'' ..\:·rest, No convictions?' · .isked
the judge and everyone in lhe court
room , Jo.1ugcd anj o.1pplJudell.
~brcover, t he arrest--..111 peuy offenses--werc ,It teat 8 to 10 }ears
old."
See th.it Pig Phillips w..1s lo1ally
outside. Judge Palmieri reserved
his decision to t-tudy
records.

From Oukh

Dear HohlJy,
I am Ie,irning from Liberation
School in Seattle. \\'e are teaming about fascism, capitalism, and
more. We lear11ed about th~ Jews.
We s.iw some films how the plgs
treated the Brothers and Sisters.
Ucar Chairman B•>bby,
I hope you ger out \lf Jail soon.
I u<;ed to have a typical black
middle dass misunderstanding of
Free Bobby Se.ile
the
OIJck Panther Pariy and what
Midiil.el Marshall
it stood for, but after stoppin~
and listening instead of letting myself he to!d h, the news media,
l am now able t\l decide certain
Dear IJobby,
things for myself.
My name is Edward Brookes. I
go to Liberation School in the (.:en- 1.
l have no intention of allowtral Area. I learned about the rng my daughter to Jive in a :.ocTen
Points of the ~tinister of iety as ex.isr today.
Derensc, !!lack Panther Party, l
hope you get a lot of letters from 2.
\.lo:o:t white people and their
the black brothers and sisters. 1 enforcement agencies intend to keep
love you and hope to he like you. thi:,; society capitaliMic with the
lllack man down.
ALL POWER TO I'll[ Pl:::OPI.I
I now rec"ognize the mack Pantll":!r
EJward Brookes
Party as the leader of a revolution
that ha}; been building after manr
years of persecution and sul) standDea1· Bobby Seale,
ard living, I am ~eady to join and
We are fine in LibcrarlonSci100I. fight for my daughter's freedom.
I am sorry you are in jail.

c';,:;;e

c~~:~~~~c;\~~~~~:it

::::;::~ lnat~~
state of Connecticut.
At the request of District At•
torney John J, Ferndon, a Judge
denied ball on the new charge.
F erndon said some police Informer
~=~ti~:rl~~f~e:. Seale In the ConAs Seale' s attorney pointed out,
not long ago San Francisco Police
Officer Michael O'Brien (while off
duty) shot and kllled a Black truck
driver named George Baskett. And
~~:~tl:;1;:_ast~),n~l~:~~~ai~~~:hr~~
people, who were: not police tnformers testified that he killed
BaskPtt In col(l blood.
That Is racism in one of Us
worst forms. One rule for Whites,
another rule for Blacks.
LABOR'S EXPERIENCE

POWER TO 'nlE PEOPLE
Marilyn Fletcher

BALTIMORE
BUST
Two sisters. Sherrie Brown and
Sandra Wallace had noticed pig
cars gathering about a block from
the office. When they went dow•1
to investigate, !hey saw the people from the comm L·nity gathering
as the pigs sla1rnned ,1 brother against tRe pig car. The s isters
began to tell the people ahout the
fascist pig tactics and were joined
by three more Panthers . As the
Panthers talked to the people about
the fascist pig repres:-;ion. more
pig cars arr ived. 1l1e fasc ist swine
grabbed brother J ohn Clark and
slammed him again.st ..i partol car .
Someone in the crowd ... threw an
old shoe and connected on one
of the swine. A couple of burley ·
swine grabbed s is ter Sandy. called
her a "b--ch", and ralseJ their
"law and order' ' stick~. Uut another pig called out that there
wl!re too many people arounJ. '01e
pi)!'S decidell to re1reat, but not
before arresting all the Panthers
in sight. They were Sherrie Brown.
John Clark. Steve McCutcilin, and
Malik J one~. 1l1ey were arrested
and charged with resisting arrest
and hindering pigs in Cil.rrying out
" law and order· ' '. 11tcy are cur rently in the pig pen, pending o;i
~'lOO. b..iil each. Their trial is
'-Chcduled for .September 12th. Sister Sandra Wallace wa~ tried t hat
SJme day on C'har~es of as~au lt
un a pig and found gu ilty 311d fined
~120.LMJ. TI1e fine was payed and
sh~ w.:is released.

Working people come in all
colors and such racism Is lJ~erl to
:;~~~h~~~~ndatl:;1~ iii1i,~s ; 1;~:tet~ .\LL P<H\'ER TI) fl IE PEOPLE
setup fo r the boss.
Unions have had their share of '-;;;==;;:--;:.--..===-=.-.~
'·conspi racy'' to prevent scabs suspicious or this whole eal. sfrom entering a plant and police peclally s i nceSeales'ar r est is just
frameups \!lhpn the powers that be the latest In a series of police
wanted to break a union or bust raids, rousts and arrests , which
a strike.
add up to a massive attempt to
Certainly their own experience sma~h t he Black Panther Party
and the phony FBI "gang buster" and tolntlmidateBlackpeoplefrom
stage n13naging or Seale' 5 arrest organizing to de!e nd the ir interests
ought to make union m,?n and women and Improve their condition.
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Legal Lynching and
More of the Same

The power structure is out to a

;~: ::e:x1~:1~1t~do~t:i e~~eb:~=

leged to be involved ln a shOotout with Cleveland ptgs back ln

Jul y of 1968. The fact that 14
pigs were wounded
and three
kUled, has made It necessary for

the power structure to set some
examples for other Black people
who mi ght lean toward armed
self-defense.
The tact that the
Bl ack community sufft!red only
half as many wounded and one
dead served to up-ti ght the pigs'
situation- even more. It is common knowledR:e that lhe Ple-s ran
amuck and somebody happened to
be waiting and ready. It's also common knowledge that the pigs tried
to shoot anybody not In uniform

and

then termed all their acts

Jus tifiable or blamed it on alleged

"snipers".
Ahmed Evans was singl ed out as

II rlngleader" and Is sentenced
to die in the electric chair on
September 23, 1969. Brother NonDu has been sentenced to 100 years
with no chance for parole. Once
again the pattern ls set , the trend
ls clear. To add to this, the brother of Ahmed Evans, wuuam
Evans, ha s been found shot to death.
The
pigs' answer to ttils was
"attempted
armed
robbery justlliable homicide. Some people
1n the community believe the murder
of William Evans was a
••warning'' from the plgstoAhmed
Evans' attorney and others connected with the "case."
A defense committee has been
for med . Money and help tn making
people aware are needed.
Contact:
Wllbur Gratton
July 23rd Committee
P.O Box 2404, East Cleveland
Ohlo 44112

THE CONTINUOUS REPRESSION
LEADING UP TO THE ARREST OF
CHAIRMAN BOBBY SEALE
The continuous chain or repression,
the constant harassment,
open fascist terrorist tactics can
be seen clearly since the bust 01
the New York 21.
On April 2, 1969 at 5:30 a.m.
over 400 plaincl othes pigs vamped
on 16 different houses and arbitrarily arrested (by any means
necessary) 21 Panthers of the New
York Chapter for a so-called plot
to bomb tulips, pig stations, railroad tracks and all Department
stores. The very same department
stores that the Black peopl e we
serve shop in.
On AprU 26th, the pigs bombed
the Des Moines omce destroying
everything.
On May 22nd, the pigs arrested
8 Connecticut Pant he r s on trumped
up charges of murdering a fPllow
Panther
who they supposedly
thought was a pig informer on the
N Y. 21, when In effect, the pigs
murdered Alex Rackl ey.
On June 4th, the pigs raided the
Chicago office stating they werp
l ooki ng for a fugitive that wasn't
t here upon Investigation. They said
something about the person being
conn t'C'ted with the Connecticut
case, The so-called person still
wasn't there.
On June 5th, the pigs raided t he
Denver omce andarrestedLandon
Williams,
and Rory Hlthe on
charges connec-t ed with the Connecticut case.
On June 6th , the pigs arrested
Lonnie ~lcLucas In sa.J. l Lake City,
Ut.i.h on the same c-harges.
On ·Augusf 18th , the pi gs held

a ransom of $20,000 on the Chief
of Starr, David Hilliard.
On August 19th, the pigs kidnapped Chairman Bobby Seale on
trumped up charges of being a
fugltl ve from justice In connection
with the Connectlcut case, based
on the testimony of some nigger
pig who signed a statement saying
Bobby ordered the murder while
he was in the state for a speaking
engagement.
Coincidence? Do you think so?
The dates are concurrt.'nt,
the
places of arrest or kidnap (arrest
without a warrant), run in a very
smooth line from the tast Coast
to the West Coast in order, ulUmately, to arrest our Chairman
Bobby Seal e.
This has been a premeditated
assault upon the Black Panther
Party In an effort to destroy the·
Party that is working for the
people; In an attempt to !near •
cerate all the leadership one by
one, state by state.
BUT
THEY
FORGOT ONE
THING ·- --- - the Black Panther
Party belongs to the people, and
that as long as the people are
oppressed and exploited, as long
as there are Bl ack people all ve there
will
always be a Black
Panther Party.
ALL POWER TO HE PEOPLE
FREE ALL POLITICAL PRISONERS
Sharon

OPEN LETTER
TO THE PEOPLE
OF THE COMMUNITIES:
we must now begin to stand up
and intensify our fight against this
injustice that is brought down on
us from "those" that are In power
and ruling over us, the masses
of the people. With all of this
represslon, we the membersofthe
Black Panther Party as well as
you the people can plainly see
that this government does not work
for the better interests of its
people. It ls outright criminal
fascist tactical suppression, tor
example when two men are arrested for j ust saluting, in court
a man that has been out in the
front of the people's struggl e.
We, the people have been lntimldated with threats on our lives
and victimized by the pigs, the
unjust courts, and the avaricious,
greedy businessmen who in fact
rule this country with force. Hts
tools are the lying politici ans and
the pig police. Bobby Seal e, your
Chairman, Is In the pigs' jail at
t his Ume, KIDNAPPED by thOse
in power who fear him and the
Black Panther Party. Why? It ls
because he ls not only the Chairman of the Black Panther Party,
he Is the people's chairman; he
is a leader for all of those who
are movingagainstthesuppresslon
of the peopl e's movement to free
themselves by ustng their constltutional rights.
You must begin to understand
and see that whatever happens to
the Black Panther Party happens
to you the people. We are not
fugitives !rom justice. If there is
to be any justice, then let those
that r ule over us and claim to
show justice, be tried in the courts
of the people as criminals from
justice. (Those that have brutaHzed, expl oited, murdered, raped
and have intimidated the people).
Anyone that has ever stood up
against any of this repression,
this injustice has been attacked
by those that are ln pawer, the
elite, or whatever you want to call

these foots. The social conditions
which the people have been subjected to ts against the laws of
the land and are outrightcrlmlnal.
This
fascism,
upheld by the
majors, governors and the PresJdent of these United States has
been explained by the lead ers of
our Party. Their control must be
broken by any means necessary.
Also, all the branches or government that come under their control must be dealt with. We must
not forget the lackeys that work
day and night for the avaricious
businessman to suppress and deny
the masses or the people their
human rights for freedom and the
pursuit of happiness. Yes, lf there
Is to be any justice, then a warrant should be put out on the
F.B. l fool Hoover, the President ,
all demaJ?;ogic poltticians, and the
pig police on the following charges:
The President, and his flunkies for
running a con game on the people
and having them suffer for their
rlghts; the pig police for lntimldatlon, murder, and brutality; and
the greedy businessman, for exploltation ofourpoor communltles.
Yes, we are invol ved in polltteal dissent. --dissent against .the
bull- -- t that is be ing played over
the masses of people in this country
today. No, we will not stand another day of this injustice . We
will go on to interfere with the
madness of this so-called government because you, me, and anyone el se has a right to go forth
and practice our constitutional
rights. The Minister of Education
has said that people must get
together now because there Isn't
too much time left for interviews.
I don't think they are going to
allow us too much time even to
walk around on the streets. So
I think that this is a situation
that demands a response from the
masses or the people . So we can
see and realize that we must move
against all of these Injustices a-

gain st the people. We are not afraid
to say that we are advocates of
self-defense. It Is only right that
peopl e defend themselves against
the terror and Inhumane acts of
these pigs who exercise power
over us. Our Minister of Defense
tells us that laws and rules
have always supposedly been made
to serve the people. Rules of
society are set up by people so
that they will be able to function
in a harmonious way. In other
words, in order to promote the
general welfare or society, rules
and laws are established by men.
Rules should serve men, not men
serve rules. Much of the time,
the Jaws and rules which officials
attempt to inflict upon poor people
are non-functional in relation to
the status of the poor in society.
These officials are bltnd to the
fact that people should not respect
rules that arc not serving them.
It is only a game that they run
on you. "It ls
t he duty of the
poor to write and construct r ul es
and la'Ws that are in their better
interests. This is one of the basic
human r i ghts of all men. One such
example of this Is the right for
decentralization of any police
depart ment that does not serve us.
"The slavery of Blacks 1n this
country provides the oil for the
machinery of war that America
uses to enslave the people or the
world. Without this oil the machinery cannot function. We are in
the driving shaft. We are in such
a strategic position i n this
machinery that once we become dislocated, the functioning of the remainder of the machinery breaks
down,"
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
FREE HUEY P. NEWTON
FHEE ALL POLITICAL PRISONERS
Joe Davis
East Oakland

SCANDINAVIAN
SOLIDARITY
WITH THE B.P .P.

Scandinavians received the news of
the
kidnapping of Bobby Seale ,
Cha irman
of the Black Panther
Party with utter amazement, It took
some time before they could really
belleve that the fascist pigs In
America had overdone their act.

On August 25th a demon!'itratlon
took place in Copenhagen , Denmark
in front of the American Embassy
led
by the Black Panther Party
Representative
in Scandinavia,
Connie Mathews. In pouring rain
over 400 Danes turned out l o protest the kidnapping of Chairman
Bobby Seal e, and the mass repression underway
to annihilate the
Blac k Panther Party. Most Danes,
for the first time, faced reality
as they remembered very c l early
the
visit
of Chairman Bobby
Sea l e to Scandinavia In March or
thi s year when he ran down to them
exactly what the Black Panther Party
was trying to do. Added to this was

now
diaphanous
that
Fascist
America, under the direction of the
Chief of J?igs, J. Edgar Hoover,
has started a full scale war against
the Black Panther Party.
rt becomes crystal clear to Scan.
dinavlans that J. Edgar Hoover con.
slders the Black Panther Party a
threat because they are the first
Black movement to put the Black
American Struggle Into a polttical
context. In opposition to the Black
Cultural Nationalists who condemn
all Whites alike, the Black Panther
Party does not primarily see the
struggle as a racial conflict but
as a conflict between the oppressors and the oppressed, capltallsm
and sociallsm, They express solidarity with the Third Worldandlook
- . . _ _ . upon their struggle as a llnk In
the struggle of all oppressed peopies
The Scandinavians are standing
the contents of this press r elease, In solidarity with the Bl ack Panone of the major newspapers In ther Party and are demanding con-

fi
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the Blac k Pan ther Pa rt y and In- Eldridge Cleaver to re tu rn to the
eluded the following extract from U.S.A., the release of all political
Esqulro•,"The ghetto seethes with prisoners and an Immediate end to
spies , secret codes and double a- the
massive repression launched
gents. One would think the pollceagainst the Black Panther Party,
A press r f.' lease from Eldridge were preparing themselves for a Connie Mat hews
Cl eaver, Minister of Information of war or were about to start one". Black Panther Party,
the Black Panther Party was also
T his article appeared in Esquire Representative In Scandina via
read at the d emonstration. Due to one and a half years ago. It ls
~:~gf:;tDt::;s~:~th~~e:;e~o:;~::::J
and imprisoned In California for
raising his hands In court during
the hearing
of Chairman Bobby
Seale.
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FASCISM IN THE LAND OF THE TREE
ANO THE HOME OF THE SLAVE

If lt wasn't for Huey , Bobby, home and Is perpetrating heinous
Eldridge, David and all the other crimes against people all over the
B.P.P. members, thelrwouldbeno globe. This fasclst dictatorship ts

organization ln rasclst hypocrltlcal headed by one of the worst demamegalomaniacs In hisAmertca serving the people. The gogic,
Free Breakfast Program Im- tory, Trlcky Dick Nixon.
Demagogic congressmen, goplemented by Huey, Bobby, Eldridge, and David, has now spread vernors, mayors with their pig
(as have all the many other pro- armies of repression serve not the
grams) across fascist America. By people, but Instead serve the intheir deeds, our leaders have ter ests of fat avaricious dairymen
clearly demonstrated to all of the who destroy millions of gallons of
people that they are dedicated, and milk yearly in order to keep dairy
are firmly committed to serving products out of the mouths of the
the people. They have not asked poor. The welfare ofthehUgechaln
for recognition , nor do they seek markets, which over-charge as
wealth or personal power. Huey , well as sell contaminated foods
Bobby, Eldridge, and David have In our communities (foods that
would never contemplate
laid their llves on the llne along they
with the B P P ' s rank and flle. passing off to the ruling fascists )
The work and programs initiated is protected. Banks,corporations,
by these com munlty leaders, (The government agencies and other giFree
Breakfast
for School gantic trusts blatantly rob the peoChlldren, Free Health Clinics, ple through exorbitant rates tor
Liberation Schools, and f" ree services , goods and by under payClothing) have brought the full Ing the workers. The corpor ations
weight or r epression of this fas- and government agencies through
cist bourgeois dictatorship down unsafe working condttlons, faulty
upon the peoples' Party ( B. P P ) equipment, etc. cause untold sufIn general and upon the B. P P. ferin g and death to thousands of
leadership in partlcular.
workers. All the for ementloned inThis c riminal fascist gove rn- cluding the rasclst military, which
ment which pays (with taxes stolen Is presently mired down In a peofrom
the workers) avaricious ple' s wars of natlonal liberation,
farmers not to grow crops , and and slssy a-- J. C:dgar Hoover and
avaricious ranchers to destroy all his fascist punk pig cops are
livestock , while the people go hun- In collusion against the people and
gry or are forced to rely on meat the B P . P . with the complete sancsubstitutes, dehydrated milk and tion of pig Nixon, Their schemes
other dairy substitutes that do not and actions are directed toward
provide the nutrients necessary tor wiping out, violently suppressing,
our children to develop strong heal- not only the leadership and memthy minds and bodies, dares to la- bers of theB. P. P. ,not just those
bel the B P _P and our leadership who would dare to struggle to reas "criminal and undesirables" turn all power to the people, but
which must be destroyed by any also the fascist are attempting to
lrradlcate completely the socialist
means available.
This
genocidal and arch- programs lnltlated by he B. P.P.
criminal government, which Is Fascism Is seeking to destroy the
guilty of mlsapproplating btlllons will of the people as manifested
yearly, ls squandering the lives in the leadership of the B.P P.
and resources or the people at The only measure the fascist could

MISSISSIPPI COON HUNTERS
STRIKE AGAIN

I
I
I

WE WANT FR E EDOM FOR ALL
BLA CK MEN AND WOMEN HELD

RANDY WI LLIAMS
could not be sure of what Is hap- porations need stlke-breakers, the
penlng. Fascist justice ls manl- courts rule in their favor, and
tested in being held for 72 hours the fascist pig cops move on the
ons usptc1on , of having ransoms and workers, brutalldng and terrorlzexorbltant fines imposed, of being Ing them. The fascis t pigs harass,
put on years of probation, of being intimidate, torture and kill mlIncarcerated onweekends ,of being norlty people and the exploited
sentenced to the maximum for White working class because the

IN F EDERAL, STATE, COUNTY

AND CITY PRISONS AND JAILS.
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE!
FREE HUEY!
FREE BOBBY!
FR EE LANDON AND RORY!
FREE
ALL
POLITICAL
PRISONERS!
Randy

FASCIST DUAL TACTICS

On Friday, August 15, two New Subsequently, the Pigs cursed and
OrlPans women were arrested In beat the two girls unmercilully
the "sovereign state,_ of Mlssts- throughout the night.
Some people who are quibbling
sippl on the trumped-up charges
After a week or captivity, Terry about the correctness of the recently held U FA F Conference
called by the Black Panther Party
should consider the announcement
by the fascist state's "Justice"
department to Intensify Its harassment and attempted suppression of
the Panthers.
The deliberate attack on the
Party's Chicago office by the pigs
set the stage for a new round or
violent suppression and coming on
the heels of this event, the
announce ment to "Investigate"
possible (sic!) violations of the
civil rights of Panthers ts a mere
smokescreen to conceal more"tegal" repression.
MISSES A. MARY REED and THERESA ANN JACKSON
Let no one be confused; didn't
the Chicago pigs claim that "they
or "disturbing the peace.'' The managed to smuggle out a letter were fir ed upon" by the Panthers ?
two women, Miss Theresa Ann to her mother who lives In New But this lie was exposed by ChairJackson, and !\llss Alexander Mary Orleans. Her mother contacted a man Bobby when he pointed out
Reed (from England) were con- lawyer In Jackson, and he managed
ducting an E.ducatlonal Survey In to get them out after paying $350
the area or Old Brandon Hoad, fines each.
just on the outskirts of Jackson.
As they were going about their
or the Pig Departments around
work, an unldentlfled car drove the country, probably the most
up. Out stepped a big rat, red racist of all are the Mississippi
necked cracker. He then told the Pig Departments. These racist
two girls to get In his car. Terry swine have reputations of being
told him hell no, she wasn't going Pigs by day and Klansmen by night.
anywhere with him . Then this In view ot this entire lncldent, August 27, 1969
"conce rned white citi zen" pulled at least two question stand out Chief Bruce Baker
out a gun and started shouting above all others: (1) Why did the Berkeley Police Department
obsc enities at them Terry's white Pigs feel it was their duty to beat Hall of Justice
companion, "lary, stepped between two helpless females, ( 2) Why Berkeley, California
the two and told the bastard that were they not permitted to use
Dear Chief Baker:
she objected to the way he was the telephonC'.
talking to Terry.
How long will we allow this
We are aghast upon reading the
Out or the blue rolled up a kind or sh-- to continue ? we must
Plgmoblle. Two niggerhatlng Coon not allow these racist b------s drafted plan for the annihilation of
Hunters stepped out and without to f--k all over our women . No the Black Panther Party National
asking any questions, promptly longer must we sit Idly by and Headquarters which hascomerrom
arrested the two. The Pigs refused watch thec,ppressors insult, maim, your office and the desk of Ofto tell the girls why they were murder and rape our wives, flcc>r Plummer1 We are even more
shocked by your Department's
arrestf'd.
mothers, and sisters. We must
Both Terry and !\laryweretaken protect our tamllles , our friends, spokesman, heard on KPFA tonight admitting that this sordid
to the Rankin County Pig Pen, and our communities from the
placed in seperate ce lls and were vicious attacks from the sick sadist document Issues from the Berkeley
Police Department.
not allowed to make phone calls, policemen at any cost.
I wish to register my strongest
Mary was told by the Pigs that Dl::ATI-I TO THE PIGS
protest against even the thought of
she was lower than low to be
such a plan, much less the actual
fo und in the company of a nigger. i.,y Louis x
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adopt, when on the verge of ex- every violation of the "law" ; or
tinction after having been driven for seeking redress in court against
to the wall by the demands of a negligent avaricious landlord,
the people and the Party, was the businessman ~nd orthe government
undisguised fascist tactic of kld- and having the case thrown out.
napptng the peoples Chairman, The papers are full of cases where
Bobby Seale. They have exposed the demagogic D.A.'s coupled with
themselves to the people as being fascist judges and Juries are sendfilthy degenerate fascist pigs. The Ing or attempting to send our brocovers were finally taken orr.
thers, sisters, fathers, mothers
The people have always been and children to life in prison or
aware that the courts, from fed- to extermination centers to be
eral on down to the municipal gassed, electrocuted, hanged or
level, were just not the places to shot. On the other hand the fasr eceive
justice. Unless one cist courts uphold the law and orchecked out the court system, you der or finance capital. When cor-

fascist courts have given the fascist pig cops a license to klll,
to murder in cold blood. The pigs
know that murdPr of fourteen and
fifteen year old youths wl11 be
simply classfled as justifiable homicide.
The B.P.P 's primary obJecttve
ls to make the people fully aware
that the government, from demagogic megalomaniacs,
fascist
Nixon and Hoover, to the local
lackeys Mickey Mouse Reagan and
Mafioso Alioto who are the criminals. They are r esponsible for
all the evUs that exist. Polluted
air and water, the war, exorbitant taxes and rents, unsafe housing and cars, red devils mixed
wlth strychnine (being sold on
school grounds) and the harassment, kidnapping, Imprisonment
and murder of the people and attempts to exterminate the B P .P
leadership. These are Just a few
examples or the criminal acttvlttes these fascist are guilty of.
The B. P P stands before the
people with our ten point platform
and program to show where we are
determined to go. We know and
understand protracted struggle and
we see through the fascist futile attempts to destroy the B.P .P
and the beautuul soCla."llst programs which the people have taken
as their own. The people and the
B. P.P. are determined to make
sure all fascists are swept into
their graves. The people and the
Party shall see to it that the people' s Chairman, Bobby Seale, will
not be railroaded through the fascist court system and into the
oppressors prison .

that "all windows and doors were
covered" In order to foll just
such sneak attacks by the pigs as
this. ln seeking to blame the Panthe rs for "ft ring first", the pigs
are using the tactics or all reactlonarles and are like the thief who
yells "stop thle!!"
Now the government comes forth
behind this event and seemingly
says it will look for violations
of Panthers' "civil rights." (supposed ly carried out by the pigs.)
But what they are really doing
ls seeking to confuse public optnlon by painting the false notion
in people's minds that the government is willing to punish Its
own forces and extend justice and
democracy to all, even Black Panthers, while at the same time,
conspiring to begin a fresh round
of "legal'' repression. Thls ts
known as counter-revolutionary

dual tactics and Is designed to
disarm and mislead people away
from the Party's correct call to
fight against fascism.
We must expose ~ e rasclst
dual tactics and not be hoodwinked
· by the seemingly'' good intentions''
of the ruling circles, or of their
state apparatus.
By the very
contradictoriness of their own positlon, they are required to vary
their tacttcs,seektoundermine the
growing Influence of the Black Panther Party, especially In the li ght
of the u F A F Conference.
Fight Fascism
All Power to the People!
W H Sherman
National Liberation Study Group
P O Box 16022
San Francisco, Calif.

A LEITER OF PROTEST
TO BERKELEY PIG CHIEF
draltlng of It! I can no longer
consider or any value such proposals or police-community workshops and public meetings aimed
al bettering relations between poHee and the people. Who can sit
down and talk with the mentality
represented In this plan. Rather ,
It fills me with disgust, and then
wlth rear and anger. Rather than
talking, I believe that my Church
would do better to begin installing
armQr-plate on our own windows
Immediately. Let me put It morc>
directly: do you have similar
plans for the f rPe Church and
other Movement headquarters? We
are anxious to know.
1 am encouraged by the fact that
such a plan has found Its way
outside your ,department to the
press . One of the remalnln1t hopes

of the people ls the free press
which can print plans from poHee departments, as well as lists
of narcs and tactical squads. Per haps free press, In the end, wlll
be our only hope of community
control of the police.
1 think I speak for the Free
Church community In saying that
we are a Church which wtll support
our brothers In the Black Panther
Party with whatever resources we
have. Documents such as this plan
only confirm us in the beli ef that
the Party ls the cutting edge of
the Black man's struggle (and
our own) for liberation in this society.
Regretfully,
Fr. Richard L. York, FreeC hurch
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UNITY IS
MORE NECESSARY
THAN EVER

REP HESSION

The police, FBI, CIA and re-

ttve .... The objective of cultural

presslve agencies In general are

nationalism Is a return to African

on the prowl for Black mtlltants.

culture, by which these nationalists

In the last few months Black Pan-

expect to regain their identity and

PHILLY PIGS
ON THE RAMPAGE
First LEE BERRY, epileptlc
beaten by the pigs,
then Joseph
Brooks, epileptic murdered by the
pigs, now CHARLES LEWIS ..

Approximately 4:00 Tuesday
morning, a brother named Charles

Negroes." This ls proof that some Lewis who lives at 1814 31st St.

have joined the ranks of the divi- was stricken with convulsions. The
sionists.
pigs were called by his relatives
Black capitalism has not de- in order to have htmtakentothe
ther Party orrlces In such cltles freedom. In other words, they feel veloped greatly from an economic nearest hospital. Approximately
as Sacramento, Chlcago, Denver, that Africanculturew111 bring them point of view. Thomas Matthew, 45 to 55 minutes later a Black
Washington and salt Lake City have polltlcal freedom. Often cultural who organized the Nattonal Econo- pig and a White pig arrived. Both
been attacked by the police. nationalists become reactionary mic Growth and Reconstruction pigs refused to carry Mr. Lewis,
Searching without warrants, the nationalists.''
Organization (NEGRO), found It al- who was In convulsions, from hls
making of false accusations, the
most impossible to sell his own second floor apartment down to
settlng or high balls, mass arrests BLACK CAPITALISM: NIXON'S capitalist services to the Govern- their wagon outside. Mrs. Mattie
and other actions have been taken PROGRAM
ment. He could not get the Pen- Knlght, who is Mr. Lewis'sslsteragainst the Panthers - which led
tagon' s orders and could not com- in-law told me that she begged
Gerald Le!court, their New York
Side by side with this tdeolo- plete other contracts for chemical them to carry him downstairs, but
lawyer, to say, "They are cer- gical struggle, aneconomisttcten- products. These were granted to both pigs, especially the Black pig,
tatn the Government is trying to dency called "Black capitalism'' monopoly enterprises such as were very nasty to her. Being that
destroy them within a year."
is developing, The Idea of Black Kodak and Minnesota Mining, in- the pigs refused to carry Brother
The Black Panthers have been capitalism Is to divide. It ls a stead.
Lewis outside, some brothers, Tim
carrying out W11ty activities with palliative aimed atneutrallzingthe
The reason such monopolies as Darrison
and Kltshen Wilson
other groups of liberals, le!ttsts Black masses and deceiving a ml- Shell and the Chase Manhattan carried him downstairs and outand radicals - - Black and White-- norlty which believes it can join Bank, to cite onl y two of them, side to the pig wagon.
to form a coalltion against reores- the ranks o! the capitalists as join the Black 1 capital1sm program
Mrs. Knight who relayed th1s
slon. But this W1ity of Blacks and exploiters. Black capltallsts wlll i~ that they see a danger In the story to me, ts nearly sightless,
Whites against U.S. raclaloppres- also expollt their own people. This Black people'sstruggleandlnthelr and wasW1abletoobta!nthenumber
slon has caused the Panthers to be Nixon strategy has met with some possible alliance with White rad- o! the two pigs though she des! red
attacked by other groups of Black success as a political measure. teals.
to do so. The pig wagons that
self-styled nattonaltsts. This clash ,
·- But a significant event has al- usually patrol the community are
among Black groups has exposed
ready taken place. In April -- 2201 and 2202. In this area it
existing ideological differences.
during the Negro Economic De- usually takes the pigs a half hour
velopment Confe r ence , In which the to 45 minutes to respond to calls
activities 1n conn~ctlon wtth the other than those reporting robNATIOJ\ALISM:
REACTIONARY
Nixon plan were supposed to be- beries. Mrs. Knight's niece died
OR RE..VOLUTIONARY
gin -- elements or groups that in January or February while waitThe last !ew years have seen i·
~~rpi;!~ist!~~k p~~~~~~~~r~~:~ ing to be rushed to the hospital. In
this case, the pigs had taken at
least a half hOur to r espond to
1
the emergency call.
Though these incidents do not
culture. The Black man has beism cannot help the Black people,
come aware that the theory of ra- I
because It Is based on the assump- involve actual beatings on the part
of the pigs, they do illustrate the
1
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brutal nature of the pigs toward
the Black Colony. The fascstst pigs
are right there on the spot in
protection of the interests and the
property of the avaricious, greedy
businessman, but take their time
when called to rush someone to the
hospital. The pigs (human property of the power of !tnance capttal) are controlled by a system
which places ahtghervalueonproperty than on human lives! This
Is
why the BLACK PANTHER
PARTY Is circulating a petition
!or COMMUNITY CONTROL OF
THE FASCIST PIG POLICE The
pigs on 31st St. must serve the
people on 31st St. Not the avarIclous businessmen living out on
the Main Line! The pigs wlll not
stop busttng your heads and letting you die while waiting to be
rushed to the hospital as long as
they don't live In yaur community
and are not controlled by you.
"THE PEOPLE AND THE PEOPLE ALONE ARE THE MOTIVE
FORCE
IN THE MAKING OF
WORLD HISTORY!"
Chairman Mao
Only YOU, the PEOPLE, can
put an end to this fascist brutality from the pigs. You must
seize the power to control your
own destinies, because HOG TATE,
and CISCO KID PIG RIZZO won't
give it to you.
A LL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
Lynn Smith
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
Philadelphia, Branch
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African clothes, the use of African !
names and languages -- all this
has become popular in the United
States, as fias the wearing of na- 1
tural hair styles and t he empha- I
sizing ot other external charac- I
terlstlcs aimed at making blacks
more like the peoples they or!gJnated from.
But this trend toward Idealizing
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mlc scale, Black capitalism would
:~~~}~~~e~e~;:;~e:.~~ld have to
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Blackness has Its negative side.
Black leaders In the front ranks o!
the struggle against the American
way of life and for the liberation
of Black people have expressed ·
their disagreement wtth this trend.
Huey Newton, founder of the
Black Panther Party, now in Jal!,
.
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It appears that the words of Black
Panther leader Bobby Seale are
" already being proved true In reference to Nixon· s plan, he stated
that Black capitalism "only leads

Itsoys·,.·m",·•.gthesnylnsgteomf twhehtccahptkta.1.tpsst
j Negroes In slavery"

I

\
,1

In the face of the present sltuatton of the Black movement in the
United States and the attacks o!all
kmds which are leveled against 1t
with a view to doing away with it

of

~=:io~:\~~::rh~~=
Bia bu.In~ tolte advantizJt
~:a~P~~t:;Ylolta~~i:V~r~h:e~ft~a~~
0
the revolutlonary. Revolutionary bladi ~ltur~!
the Blacks and to secure the s upnatlonallsm is based o~ a popular
card,
port
of the Whltes in the struggle
O
revolution whose obJective ls f
to eradicate capttalism, which ls
power tor the people. To be a re- or
·
the real prerequisite for truly
voluttonary nationalist, you must
For Instance, an article pub- solving the problem of racism ln
flrst of all be a socialist. The Ushed in Time magazine points out the United States or anywhere else
reactionary natlonallst Is not a that then• ls a group of Black in the world.
socialist, and his !lnal objective athletes who have become buslis oppressing the people."
nessmen, tak ing advantage of con- PUBLISHED: 8/18/69
Newton's point becomes even cessions and loans offered them.
clearer when he says, "Cultural Meredith Gourdine, and Olympic Gramma Weekly Review of the
nationalism , or pork chop national- broad jumper, has said, "Black Official Organ of the Central Comism, as I sometimes call it, Is the athletes have a better chance to mittee or the Co!"Tlmunlst Party
result of a false political perspec- Join capitalism than any other of Cuba .

"~,t' ;:cii;~:ti~~-~~
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HANDICAPPED
YOUTH
MURDERED

J"..,-oa

BOSTON PIGS
RAMPAGE
Boston August 29 ,Hl69
On returning from a film rally
sponsored by the Black Panther
Party, the fascist Boston Pig Department moved on a Panther car
with gW1s drawn, for a "motor
violation." After sPe lng the community respond to their gPstapolike tactics, they Immediatel y called an "Officer-In-Trouble'' call,
whtch brought 10- 12 car loads of
pigs with guns drawn within 2
minutes.
The Defense Capta in, Doug
·Miranda, anl;I myself we-re Im mediately whlskeq away and were

not advised of our r ights nor put
under arrest. After arriving at the
pig station, Doug was put W1der
arrest for a "motor vehicle Violation" and I was suspected of
being a fugltl ve.
These Incidents prove several
things: (1) The pigs are only In
our communit y to brutalize and
murder Black people. (2)They reali ze the power of the people and the
Black Panther Party's role in the
education or our people lo the true
nature of the ,;tecadent American
socll:!ty· and (3) ThE! system'6 at-

IN COLO BLOOD
Patrolman W1lllam Blshwanger
shot and k111ed 15 year old Joseph
Brooks on Wednesday August 27.
Brooks, a mentally retarded youth
was on vacation from the Ebensburgh State Hospital. Brooks was
told by Bishwanger to drop a knt!e
he was holding. When Brooks refused Bishwanger shot him in the
face. Joseph Brooks died fifteen
m lnutes later.

ther Party. Byforceofthepeople's
petition we will move for complete
implem entation of the end
to
POLICE BRUTALITY & MURDER,
We want no more "Joe Brooks'"
a 15 year old victim of epllepsy,
and retardation. Shot down by a
fascist pig just doing his job. Well,
his job is shooting, brutalizing,
torturing, and klUing niggers.

WE CALL FOR THE IMMEDIATE
Statement from the Black Panther
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 7th.
Party:
POINTOFTHETEN POINT PROThe outright racist action em- GRAM OF THE BLACK PANTHER
PARTY --- In addition to our
ployed against Joseph Brooks ls
neither strange nor new to Blacks, petition that we are circulating
PUPrto Ricans, and other oppressed presently, (the PETITION FOR
people in the con!tnes of this cap- COMMUNT IY CONTROL - DECENitalist system. The young brother TRALIZATION-of the Philadelphia
named Joseph Brooks, is the third PIG DEPT /National Committee to
Black person popped by the fascist Combat Fascism), we will begin
Philly pigs in the last three days to circulate a petition 1n support
tempt to destroy our dedication
This trend ot outright, cold- blood- of a PEOPLE'S COURT.
as revolutionaries for the libera- ed, wanton waste of life Is the
Th!s revolutionary People's Cou rt
tion of our people.
forces of fascism in the raw . The will be a trial o! the racist, fascist
BLACK PANTHER PARTY says dog that murdered l 5 year old,
in direct opposition to these tac- Joe Brooks. We believe that ALL
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE tics:
POWER GOES TO THE PEOPLE!
NO POW ER TO THE RA GIST GESTAPO PIGS
I! you would like to help us in
"WE WANT AN lMMEDlATE END
TO POLICE BRUTALITY AND the circulation of this petition,
Black Panther Party,
MURDER OF BLACK PEOPLE" contact,
Black Panther Party,
Dostun Chapter
PhUadelphla
Chapter,
1928
Ll. Information,
CQlumbla Ave. CE6-3358
This Is point no. 7 of the Ten
Eugene Jo11es
Point Program of the Black Pan.

.,
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male chauvinistic In not wanting to r elate to sisters
as leaders over them•-bl.tt tt was also the sisters,
because or condtttoning,wanted to continue to submit
to other sisters, rather than to leadt:rs of the Party
per se, regardless of sex.
And I can see since the time I Joined the Party
that the Party has undergone radical change in the direction of women leadership and emancipation of
women. Even though Ericka Huggins provldt-S us with
a very good example it' s not so much Eric ka and the
r ealization that E.rlc'ka poses a strike example. It's
the fact that the political consciousness and the polltlca.J level of members of the Party have risen very
much since I Joined the Party and because of the
fact that we' re moving toward a proletarian revolution antt because we have come to reallze that male
chauvinism and all Its manifestations are bourgeois
and that's one,of the thingswe·re fighting against. We
reallze that In a proletarian revolution, the emanc tpatlon of women Is primary . We realize that the
success of the revolution depends upon the women.
For this rea~on, we know that It's necessary that
the women must be emancipated.
IMPORTANCE OF WOMEN'S LIBERATION

Editorial Note:
Within the Movement, debate rages over
organizational and political strategy for the
wom e n's liberation movement. This debate
rarely includes the ideas of black women.
So we rapped with six women, members of
the Black Panther Party , about some of the
i~sues raised by the women's liberation movement and their own experience with women's
liberation inside the Black Panther Party.
(T ec hnical note: A large space between paragraphs means that a different sister is speaking. )
)10\"E.!\!Et,,·T How has the posltlon ot women within
the Black Panther Pa rt y changed? How have the

women

In the

Party dealt with male chauvinism

within the Party?
PA~THl:.R \\O!\lE!\: I've onl}' been In the Party
aboul ten months and when I got In the Party the

thing about Pantherettes was squashed, we sort of
grev. out of it. Then there's Erlcka Hugglns. The
brothers had to look on Ericka \l.·lth a new light
because she had been thru a lot of things that some
Brothers hadn't even been thru. The sisters looked
up to her and we all saw what we had to do. The
sister3 have to pick up guns Just llke brothers.
Then· are a lot of things the sisters can do to
change societ}.
We realize that we have a role to play and we' re
tired of sitting home and being misused and unless
v.e stand up, male chau vin ism will still show Itself
and be something that's Just passed over. Unless
we speak against It and teach the brothers what's
correct and point out what·s wrong, then It'll stJII
be here.
Then• used to be a difference In tt\e roles (of
men and women) In the party because sisters were
r elegated to certain duties. Thls was due te1 the baclt~
wardness and Jack of po!Jtlcal perspec t1ve on the part
of both sisters and brothers. Like s1s\ers would just
naturali} do the office-t ype Jobs, the clerical-type
Jobs. The} v.ere the ones that handled the malling
list. \ ou know all those things that go Into details.
The}· were naturally given to the sisters and because 01 this, because the sisters accepted It so
willingl y because they had been doing this before,
this Is the type of r esponslbllltles they· ve had before,
it w.1.s veq easy for m.1.le chauvinism to continue on.
The on\y examples we had of sisters taking responslbl!!t) 1-1ere p robabJ} In Kat hleen or one or two
PE-Oµle -...ho ext>rclsed rt-spons lblllty Jn other areas
of Part} work
"e ve recognized In the past 4 or 5 months that
sisters have to take a more responsible role. They
have t(I extend their responsibllty and It shou ldn't
be Just to detail work, to things women normally do.
This, I think, has been manifested In the fact that a
Jot of sisters have been writing more articles , they' re
attending more to the political aspects or the Part)·,
they' rl• speaking out In public more and we' ve even
done outrt-ach work In the community, extensive outrt-ach v.ork In that we've taken the Initiative to start
our own schools-• both br others and sisters now work
in the liberation schools. It's been proven that positions
aren't relegated to sex, It depends on your polltlcal
av.areness.
I can remeber that when I came into the Party ove r
a year ago at that time Uavl d Hllliard was r-:attonal
HeatJ4uarters Captain, and there was another sister
m the Party who was the l\atlonal Captain for women
and even though most of the people r t: lated to Uavld
Hilliard as being I\atlonal HQ Captain, most of the
women rdatetJ to this other sister for directives because she was ~he I\atlonal Ca ptain for women. Under
her were sergeants and lieutenants who were all
sisters and in their ranks were other sisters. There
was almost a separation between the brothers and the
sisters
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ROLE FOR ADVANCED WOMEN
Alsv for a pnson to use tht> argument that the
struggle does not ATTRACT women tothf' organization,
l think, ls coming from a subjeettve point of vfew. Bt!cause if they understand that lt' s not a women's or
a man· s struggle, 1t' s not an attraction for a man or
a woinan, but we' re here for the llbE>ration of oppressed people, irregardless of whether male chauvinism
exists, the women would stlll come, into the Party or
movement because they agree or are willing to support
the revolutionary principles that exist: If they find male
chauvinism, they should bl:! willlng to fight It on the
basis of principle and wtlty. And to sa)', •they're not
attraeted lo lt"--there' s no advertlsementforgettlng
rtd of oppression. lt' s an attraction based on prlnclples,
not based on some s ubjPctl ve wi s hes or wants. So 1
say that women who say tbat they don't want to come
into tbe struggle because they're not ATTRACTED to
the stniggle aren't really interested In the flrstplace.'

•••••••

•

fad and tbe whole revolutionary struggle will be set

:~;~u~;fii~~;\h:t~:~::~~~·~fffl:rfi~1;~

:/:;::·;~Lo; ::·0:::~·::;:'~

selves to solve some of our backwardness . This would

' : • • • • • • : • • MOVl:.MENT Black women are considered to be the
•

Hight now the Issue of male chauvlslm Is rather

t~:;t r~~t~:1~:t::~u~~ut!~~whaJt;!~i::c::~~~:=~
,
:way from them- -to take away thetr manhood We've
i:!kti° flght all this before . Our men are co~stantty
ng or saying that maybe If we assume a heavier
role, a more responsible role, that this In turn will
sort of take away their responslbllty ;nd It's' suCh

~0::~c:;e ~\~~i/~t!i::i.have to be very sure that the

It shouldn't have to be one certain role for a man
and one Cf'rtain role for a woman--we·re all gonna
participate in the struggle and whatever we can do
best, we do it, whether It's at a higher level or not.
This ls very touchy and presents some problems in
combatting a specific thing like male chauvinism
because some brothers still have this fear of wome~
dominating the whole political scene. It may not be
voiced that often, bl.It I think it's a very real fear,
and we' re going to have to be sensitive enough to
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I think tt' s important to recognize the dangers
that separate women's groups face immediately , just
because they' re women's groups and there· s a good
cha.nee that lheY' re going to get off base In terms of
what the primary struggle Is. However, I think we
have to be very carefUl In terms of condemning
forms that are used in the movement. I think that
there ls room for special organizing of womf'n.
There are poslll ye things that thesP kinds of groups
.can do: for example, canneries, special plants where
there's primarily women, elf'ctronlcs and this sort of
thing in terms of working class organizing, in terms
of organizing cooperative nurseries to liberate the
energies of women.
But, they are always facing certain dangers In terms
of turning in on themselves, in terms of becoming a
very petlt bourgeois little clique where they just talk
about how they have to take care orthe kids all the time
or become a gripe session . So,I think,while we as Panthers, while we integrate the struggle of tht> brothers
and sisters within the Party, we still will see how these
separate women's liberation groups do thru their
practice. And that•S where our judgment or them wlll
come In.

~:t"
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WOME~'S LIBERATION IN PRACTICE

PANTHE:H WOMEN: I think, historically, even at this
time, even for women in the Party, to say we want full
share and full responslbillty Is kind of difficult and
ki nd of touchy because of our society. Our men have

• • •:::::::: •

•

be just another divtdJng tactic as far as I can see,

::;~nopi~:::~~cf:i°~:p~~s~~n ~~~e:st:~~c~ss~:laal~
• ~i~~i:/anguard, role. Do you want to talk about that a

sharp and kind of out of Place. We' re starting to talk
about It and eve rybody Is sensll ive about lt--butonc...
wonfen rtnd their place In terms of their roles as
revolutionaries and use the example of the Vietnamese
women, then I don' t think It wlll be such a s harp Issue .
I think we'll begin torunct1onand make It very natural
,

~~~~::iz1: l~~ywt~:te ,::,';: ;~in~a~~ tt:k~ ~~~=i~lt:
share of the political arena but at the same time
we're going to have to keep the~e things tn mind. '

We have a phrase that says that the only culture
worth keeping ls a revolutionary culture. Now, our
culture dictates that we become revolutionaries. Irregardless of what the brothers say, like Rosemary
says, we should tunctlon in a position that furthers
revolutlon and revolutionary culture. The women· s
llberattoo groups that. are separating away1ro1Jl the
men (.f' ' th.lnJt Rot>ttta said there 16 ~ r00lfl'for
them-taod'wf! cain·- vaclllate on wtrethe-t.. ~reis or
not, we have to Jutlge them on t.heir practice) should
take Into consideration that we'rf' here to liberate
the people and like we said, It's a sociallst liberation
struggle and we can't operate"as halves.
It women's liberation Is going to exist, it should
extst with the goal in mind to channel the energies
they liberate into a united liberation of the men and
women •together --not as a bourgeois cult, because
this has happened many times. They've become extremist organizations of femalP. superiority and have
totally forgottem about- the people's struggles and
oppressed people and have, themselves become oppressors.

I think It's important that within the context of
that struggle that black men understand that their
manhood Is not dependent on keeping their black
women subordinate to them because this Is what
bourgeois Ideology has been trying to put Into the
black man and that's part of the special oppression
of black women. Black women as generally a part
of the poor people of the US, the working class, art!
more oppresssed, as being black, they' re superoppressed, and as being women they are sexually
oppressed by men In general and by black men also.
So, in this context we see that black women are
especl3:lly oppressed in this country and it's ' very
Important that black women understand and black
men understand that black man's manhood ts not

SOUTH AFRICA
"Our women have formed their
own organizations when Issues
(such as the extension of passes
to women) have demanded, but ours
ts not a feminist movement. Ours
Is a national organtzaUon and no
question that ellects wo'men ts
separable from the fundamental
questions of apartheid national
oppression, and eco~omic exploitation. Women's place In the
revolution ls no dtfferent from that
of men. It Is In the front line.
Wherever that may be.''
African National c ongress
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~;~:::s~;~ement doesn't
,
WOMEN: Well, that may be true, but stUi,

if you' re interested in the strunle ofopprt>ssed people

you can come Into an organb.a.tlon and bring thai
question in yourseJ!, Instead of staying away from It.
You can fight on the basis ot unltywlthio a.Q organization, not on the basis of, •well,tbey'renot dealing with
the women· s question and they' r not dealing with the
special oppression of women, SO therefore I'm , not
going to participate•_ They' re stlll being subjective.
Well, I think that's one place where women who are
already advanced are gol.Qg to have to take a strong
stand. The fact Is because of objective condltlons In
this society women a.re more backwards, because of
their poslUons In their borne, or tn school, even
worklnf women who are more exposed to what's ha~
penning 1n the world, are st1ll relegated at home and
to the famtly jobs to the cblldrton, etc, etc, and tht>lr
perspective in terms of the~ world ls more llmitPd, So
It's very important that women who are more advanced,
who already understand re-.:otuUonaryprlndples, goto
them and explaln It to them and struggle with them,
We have to recogntzt> that women are backwards politically and we have to struggle wtth them. And that
can be a special rolt> that revolutionary women can
play.

~~r;:t~:tr ~n m~h:ho:~;~l~:1~~~t, 01e:~~~~n~~;;i~~~
own strength and the strength he also gets from a
revolutionary relationship. A relationship is mbre
frulttul. when, In fact, the woman Is the other half
and not the weaker half. They (the men) get more
out of the relatlonshli>,just as the women.

PANTHER WO~EN: It' s because of the fact th.at
women are the other half. A revolutlon cannot be
successful simply wlth the efforts of the men, because a woman plays such an integral role in society
even though she ts relegated to smaller, seemingly
lnsignl!lcant positions.
l think condtuons outside the Party have rorced
·us to reallze that we have to get rld of male chauvinism. As Panthers, we cannot separate ourselves and
dlvlde ourselves and work as Pantherettes and on
the other hand have brothers work as Panthers and
expect to pr esent a United Front against racism or
against the enemy or against outside forces. There
has to be unity within the Party. We can't be divided
on the basis of sex and we can't be divided on the
basts of principles o r anything .
E rlcka became a good example because the pigs
realized she was a revolutionary. Maybe we didn't
realize that, In the sense that we thought about It
all the ti me or brought her up as an example of a
strong woman . But, I think the pigs realize that and
this outside cond ition has forced us to r ealize that
we can't ope rat e as two halves, separate, apart from
each other--we have to be untfled.

PANTHER PROGRAMS

UNITY IN STRUGGLE
MOVEMENT: What are your Ideas on the strategy for
women•s liberation in terms or separate women·s
organizations, the priority of women's liberation in
relation to other issues like imperialism and racism?
PANTHER WOMEN: I think It's important that the
separate women's liberation groups not all be lumped
into one categorr. Their effectiveness and their value
ls dependent upon to what extent their work ts furthering revolutionary goals in this country. I think
tha~ there are au different kinds of organlzations
1n existence now. Ther@ are some people who talk
about the contradlctlon among m .-n and womr,n as
one of the major contradictions in capitalist socl'ety
and therefore they take that contradiction (and even
It the}· don't talk about It, some or them put It Into
practice) and develop It Into an antagonistic contradiction, when actually It ls a contradiction among the
people . It's not a contradi ction between enemies.
An example ofthlsls at the UFAF Confert'nCt' where
occasslons a rose !ram tlm e to time whe r e wom en would
want to have a caucus and a man would come around and
they would get very uptight that a man was the re and
were practJcally ready to jump on him, just because he
happened to be listening around. I think that's an
example of how the women's struggle Is taken out of
pcrspecttve--lt Is separated from class struggle in
this country, It's seParated from national liberation
struggles and it's given its own category of women
against men. Sometimes people say, "it's within a revolutionary context~, but In practice, If all their rhetorie
and all their practlct! Is anti-men, It ls not a revolutionary program and, as a matter offact, It hJnders
the revolutionary forces.
The contradiction between men and women is a contradiction that has to be worked out within the revolutionary forces. It is not at all comparable to the class
contradlctlpns. It's the class struggle that takes priority. To the extent that women's organizations don't
address themselves to the class struggle or to national
liberation struggles they are not really furthering
the women· s llberatlon movement, because In order
for women to be truly emancipated in this country
there' s going to have to be a sociallst re volution. And
there's going to have to be Ideological struggle for
decades and probably for centuries before male chauvinism Is overcome. If women don·t understand this
they' re not going to truly be able to overcome the!;
special oppression.

PANTHER WOMC:N: Tht> Black Panther Party d~s
not have any program that ls specifically addressed
to women, per se. Therf' ls, on the National Com mittees to Combat Faclsm, a eommlttet>onthenatlonal steering committee of womPn. But the primary
function of this committee ls to.channel those women
who are proponents of women·s llberatlun Into areas
of work Integrated into the UUE'ratlon movement,
Even though thP Panther Party doesn·t have a
womrn's program per se, (I don't know whethPr we
will in the future or not) I think we r ealize that the
best effort ls thru practice and that our liberation is
gonna come thru the realization on tht> part or the
brothers that they can't pract ice male C'hauvinlsm,
but even more important, It comes from a conscious
effort on the part of the sisters to educate themselves
and not to accept mental positions or rPlt>gate themselves to submissive positions. The brothers can be
non-chauvinistic as much as they want, bl.It unless the
sisters r ealize that tbey have to accept an equal
position or act as a revolutionary, then this Isn't
going to do any good So I think the best criterion
for that Is practice.

In addition to that-.simply becaus<' of th<, fact that
we arp members of the Black Panther Party and are
therefore In the vanguard, does not nect'ssarllr mean
that we can d~m ourselves champions of women's
liberation. We believe that male chauvinism must be
stomped out, because we have come to r ealtze thai

FEMALE CHAUVINISM
Any organization thar s being formed for women' s
liberation, like Hosemary said, has got to take Into
consideration that they can't operate separately and
by themselves. They must also und e rstand the definition of chauvinism. Chauvinism isn't just relegated t_o the male. Chauvinism ls an und yi ng or unreasonmg or Irrational love for one's s ex and If a
women's liberation organization gets uptight because
a man comes around, that• s unreasoning and Irrational
It's not being realistic and looking at things as a whol;
In terms of a man too functioning as a revolutionary
and a woman functioning as a revolutionary. It they' re
not careful, they will go to an extreme and they will
become female chauvinists. They w1)] have an undying
~~;~g:~:. their sex and totally negate revolutionary

VIETNAMESE WOMEN LEAD

"BABYLON"

Unfortunately, U we don't be careful, J think that
the women's llberatlon struggle can be co- opted by
opportunists . It can become Just like a style or a

" .. .. WOMEN ARE OUR OTHER HALF, THEY ARE NOTOUR WEAKER
HALF, THEY ARE NOT OUR STRONGER HALF, BUT THEY ARE
OUR OTHER HALF AND THAT WE SELL OURSELVES OUT WE
SELL OUR CHILDREN OUT, AND WE SELL OUR WOMEN.OUT
WHEN WE TREAT THEM IN ANY OTHER ,MANNER. ••• • "

!~::e~:t:~Po~:~nB:~rg:;1:h~d~:::a:~0 ~fa:sh1~~/~;
something we' r e fighting against. But because we've
come to realize all thPse things just reoentl}·, we' re
very new at It . So that whether or not we will become
champions of wome n's liberation, whether or not we'll
be able to provide the P.Xample to lead other o rganization s towards women's liberation wlll comethruour
practice .
WOMEN'S CAUCUSES

Mad Quips From Mammy Lammy
"What makes a woman appea ling
Is femininity and s he can't be
feminine
without
being submissive''
"We say male supremacy ls based
on thrte things: t radition, acceptance, and reason,"

········•···················· ·········
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MOVEM ENT: Wha t do you think about all women's
caucuses Ins ide thP organization? Some people say
that within movement o rganizations the r e's male
chauvinism and women must deaJ with It from a position of power, so they s hould organize their own
caucuses . T hey a lso say the r e's a paraUel between
women' s li beration and black liberation and Just like
black people had to get th emselves together without
whites first. so women haveto~etthemselvesto!!'ether

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER
MINISTER OF INFORMATION
BLACK PANTHER PARTY

···············
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MOVEMENT: Do the Panthers have any speclflc
programs directed at women in the community to get
them involved In the stru9:1i!:le.

Roberta Is correct and even those women's organizations who do address themselves to the struggles
that are at hand, the strateg y or having autonomous
women's liberation organizations Is Incorrect because,
as Roberta says, it seems as If those organizations
l ook upon women's liberation as a p riority when Jn
aetuallty the struggle towards socialist revolution Is
a priority. Women can only become emancipated not
through their own efforts as a particular group' but
throu.gh their participation on an equal plane 1n' the
existing organi zations which are comprised of men
a~d women who art! struggling for the same cause.
It s not a separate struggle and women· s liberation
does not take priority, bl.It in fact Is part and parce l
of theoveraJJ struggle.

When that was abollshed, when there we r e no longer
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~IOVE)-11:.NT: You onc e said that the Vietnam ese
women werf' your example, Could you explain more
conc r etel y what that means in terms of the struggle
of women in the United States?
PAr,;'T HE H WOMEN: We feel that the example given
us by the Vietnamese women ls a prime example
of the role women can play In the revolution. The
Vietnamese women are out there fighting with their
brothers, fighting against American Imperiali sm with
Its advanced technolog}'. They can shoot . T h~y• re
out there with their babies on their backs, as the
case may be, and they• re participating in the revolution wholehea rtedl y just as the Vietnamese men
are participating In the re volution, tn the national
liberation struggle. T he succes s of their na tiona l
libe ration s truggle Is Just as much dependcmt upon
the women contin uing struggle as It Is dependent on
the Vietnamese men. So there we see in Vietna m
wht-re the struggle today ls the sharpest In terms
of struggling against US Imperialism, the women In
fact, play the role of the other half- -not the weaker
ha.U, not the stronger half, but the othe r half of the

'

Vietnamese men. We hold them up as our example
and we hope that tne revou.iuonarY women m me U S
1 s~~~t example and uve up to th e goal tha t

REORGANIZATION

!:Y :;t~:~tet:°:~!~~~s t~o~h!ls~;~~h:~~ ~~o~i:~:;sw:~~
were In the specific pos ition.,,, there wasn't just a
reaction on t ne part of certain brothers cause they
didn't llkE having to rc:late to certain sisters, who
were in leadership positions. I nere wa~ also a rt-action
on the part of some sisters, who because the y had to
relate to some brothe r s, because they did not have
ranks above certain br othe rs, they wanted to quit the
Party. So It wasn·t Just a matter of brothers being

•
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MOVEMENT: Could you explain what you mean when
you say that the success of the revoluttoo depends
without meIL Movement organizations have always been
dominated by men, the way civil rights organizations
used to be dominated by white J)l'ople.
PANTHER WOMEN:I don't know, that sounds tUoglcal
to me bE'cau~E' you 'can·t solve the problem apart from
thf" problem. You can·t be liberated from malf' chauvinism if you don't even df'al with lt--H you run away
from It. Ant.I I think forming anyseparateorganlzatlon
with that In mind Is negating or contradicting what
you' rf' setting out to do. I think any t}'Pf' of Inside
organization that deals with women· s liberation should
take into consideration that womf'n· s liberation Is Important, but what ls primary Is the People's liberation.
If they want a women's club, those ha:.,e existed for
centuries- -they should form that, lnstt'ad of calling
themselves r Pvolutlonarif'S,
• MOVEMENT: One of the argumt!nts that's been made
.Is that the movement has failed to attract a lot of
women because of theehauvlnism within the moVpment
and because of the intimidation that's found In a lot
of political organizations. Wf' fall to attract the other
half because men dominate. Women have to gf't togPther
to talk about their specialproblemslnorderto tnvolvt!
more women In the struggle.
PANTHER WOMEN: I think our Judgment of caucuses,
Just like indePf'nd@nt groups, tsgolngtohaveto depend
on whether or not they !award the revoluttonary movement in the end. I mean If their purpose for caucusing
among themst'lves ls to make a moreefflcientorganlzaUon and lf they, In fact, are able to do that thru
their practlce, then Right On. But If they fall Into a
trap of Just getting by themselvesandJustcomplainlng
about the situation and a"rf' unable to put forth a
posltlve program, then that form ls not viable. Again,
theJr practice is going to have to tell--whether or not
the/ turther tbe revolutlooary organization PERIOD.

•: for a woman to behave as a revolutionary and not as
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Ron Karenga (Pig)
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INTERNATIONAt NEWS
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THE POWER OF ARMS

From Tricontinental May - June 1969

by Amilcar Cabral Secretary-Gen~ral PAIGC
After the Party was created in leaders in order to create the meas-

ZIONIST MENACE
Zionist at:l{ression against i,1..,
nPJ,;hbourlng Arab countries, an1
Is ra~l's lni111·n1.·1 ~~ •aimf':it o! the
At, h population or Palestine, millions of whom have been driven
from their homes, continue to occupy a focal point of world anxiety . Behind Israel with her arr ogant contempt for the Arab
peoples and her dream of establishing a r eligious Jew ish st ate
from the Nile to the Euph rates,
s t ands the world·s most powerful
and aggressive Imperialist s tate,
the U.S. A. Staunchly backing the
Arab countries in their demands
for the withdrawal or th 0 lnvadlng
tsraeli troops and self-determination fo r the Palestinian people ls
the Socia list soviet Union.
Thus, a prolongation and intf'n-

1956, there was ano~her important ures necessary to help the struggle~
moment in 1959 when the Portu- This enabled us to create a political
guese committed the Pijiguiti mas- school to prepare political activists.
sacre, which caused indignation This was decisive for our struggle.
among the entire population of In 1960 we created a' political school
Guinea and Cape Verde. That was in Conakry, under very poor cona crucial, decisive moment, because ditions. Militants from the cities
it showed that the Party was following a mistaken line and that it had
no experience. At that moment the
Party knew nothing of what was
happening in the world and we had
to advance empirically. It wasn't
until 1961 that I got to know the
works of Mao Tse Tung. The lackb
of experience made us think that \Ve
could fight in the cities with strike&
and other things, but we were wro:rg
We had to find appropriate formulas
and the reality of the moment
to mobilize our peasant, instead of
showed us that it was not possible.
utilizing terms that our people
That same year, after Guinea .:couldn't yet understand. We could
achieved independence in 1958,
Ainilcar Gibral
never mobilize our people merely
small groups were created and then,
on the basis of the struggle against
in 1959, the Party succeeded in unitcolonialism. That produces nothing;
ing each of them under its leader- - Party members - were the first to speak of the fight against impeship. The result waS a single or- to come to receive political instruc- rialism is not convincing enough.
ganization requiring that each give tion and to be trained in how to In its place we use a direct Ianup its group identity when it be- mobilize our people for the fight. guage that all can understand:
came part of this one organization. First some comrades from the city Why are we going to fight?
This showed the confidence our peo- came to the school, then came peas- What are you? What is your
ple had in the leadership of the ants, youths (some even bringing father? What has happened to
Party. In September 1959, a little their entire families) who were your father until now? What is
more than a month after the Piji- mobilized by Party member'i. Ten, happening? What is the situation?
guiti massacre, we held a secret twenty, twenty-five people would Did you pay the tax? Did your
conference in Bissau which gave a come for a period of one or two father pay the tax? What have
complete new turn to the character months. During that time they went you seen from that tax? How
of our struggle. Then we began to through an intensive formative pro- much do you get from your peaprepare ourselves for armed strug- gram and we spoke with them, and nuts? Have you thought about
gle and we decided to go into the night would come and we couldn't what you will earn with your
countryside. The President of the speak any more because we were peanuts? How much sweat has it
Party, Rafael Barbosa, was the first completely hoarse. Some of the ca- cost your family? Which of you
to leave for the mato to mobilize dres of the Party would explain the were prisoners? Was it you who
the people and to form new party entire situation to them but we went waS a prisoner?
members. Our city people also went further.
These were the mobilizing factors.
- workers, employees, etc.; they We performed in that school as in You are going to work in roadleft ·their things and went to the a theatre, imagining the mobiliza- building. Who gives you the tools?
mato to mobilize the population.
tion of the people of a tabanka, but You bring the tools. Who proAnother great moment is when taking into account social character- vides the meal? You provide the
the Party moved beyond support- istics, traditions, religion the meal. But - who walks in the
ing the struggle of the Angolans to customs of our peasant population. street? Who has a car? And your
direct action in our own land in An aspect that I want to point
daughter who was raped by that
August 1961. We began with sdme out is the condition of our countryso-and-so - do you find that all
important sabotage; the Portuguese side. We speak of peasants, but the
iright?
responded with massive repressions term "peasant" is very vague. The To interest certain elements we
against our people, which made the peasant who fought in Algeria or even used some concrete cases the
contradictions between us and them China is not the peasant of our people J:cnew about: individuals
greater and brought us inevitably country.
who had been molested by Portuto armed struggle.
It so happens that in our coun- guese colonialism but didn't realize
The great wave of repression un- try the Portuguese colonialist did that Portuguese coloniali&m was at
leashed by the Portuguese - during not appropriate the land; he al- fault.
which Comrade Rafael Barbosa was lowed us to cultivate the land; he In our new mobilization we avoid!",rrested - didn't succeed in destroy- didn't create agricultural l:ompanies ed all over-generalizations and pat
ing our will to free ourselves. of the European type like he did, phrases. We went into detail and
On the contrary, it spurred our will for instance, in Angola; he didn't h.ad our people who were preparing
to carry the fight onward and to create colonatos, as he did in An- for this kind of work repeat what
show the Portuguese that nothing gala, where he displaced masses of they were going to say many times.
could stop us.
Africans in order to settle Euro- That is an aspect which we conAt the beginning of 1961 the Por- peans. We maintained a basic struc- sidered of great importance, in our
tuguese arrested 21 Party members ture under colonialism: the land specific case, because we started
- among whom were Fernando as cooperative property of the vil- from the concrete reality of our peoFortes, Epifanio, and others - some lage, of the community. This is a ple. We tried to avoid having the
of them leaders of the Party. The very important characteristic of our p_easants suppose that we were outgreat campaign that took place peasant, who was not directly ex- s1ders. come to teach them how to
forced the colonialists to give them ploited by the colonizer but was do ~~mgs; we put ourselves in the
trials and to free the majority of exploited through trade, through p~s1t1on of people who came to learn
them. That gave us a great deal of the differences between the prices with the peasant, and in the end the
prestige and helped to implant the and the real value of the products. peasant. was discovering for himself
idea of the struggle deeper in our It is there where exploitation oc- V.:hY things had gone so badly for
people.
curs. Not in work, as happens in him. He . came to understand that
Consequently the Party decided Angola with the hired workers and there ex!sts. a tremendous ar_nount
to take advantage of the existence company employees. This created a of explo1tahon and that..,he lS the
of independent countries, at least of difficult aspect in our struggle: to one .who pays everything, even the
one of the neighboring independent show the peasant that he was being p_rof1ts of ~he people living in the
countries. If the internal factors are exploited in his own land.
c1tv. Experience shows us it is necesdecisive, one ,cannot forget the ex- Telling the people that "the land sary that each people find its own
ternal factors. The fact that the belongs to those who toil on it" was formula to mobilize for the struggle.
Republic of Guinea was next to us not sufficient to mobilize them, beallowed our Party to decide to in- cause we have more than enough CONT[NUED NEXT WEEK
stall there, teinporarily, f01_1;e ~four land; the~e is a~I t~e· t~nd we need.

s lflcation of the Middle East crisis
must lead to a grave danger that
the two most powerful nuclear and
milttary states wm confront one
another. No sane person could wish
such an outcome, for reasonswhlch
are all too clear .
Yet, that is prec isely what th e
leader s or Israel. 'l iJ, , I a.1 l 1.:>etted by the West, ar e continuing to
do. Th ey recuse to withdraw to the
borders th ey occupied before th e
aggress ion of June 1967, as df'm1rn ded by the Security Council, They
refuse to allow the return of th e
Arab rc,fuget>s whom they expelll'<l
from Israel and from the occ upied
tnritorles. They continuous ly conduct fresh aggressions against
their neighbour ing s tates.
Their pretext for so doing is
that thl:'Se st ates ar e allow ing th eir
territory to be used as bases for
th ,:, operations or the guerrtllas
or th e Palestlnian Ar ab liberation

"Our road is dreadful
but glorious"

FAT'H
movenwnts. But who could deuy
th l' right of people who have been
expellC'd from their moth erland by
force to rl'turn by all means including armed strug~ll'':' Or the
duty of th€' fraternal Arab States
to 1?:ive lhf"m all ass is tanc- l' In their
powr,r·•
Is r ael must quit the territories
she has Ill egally annexed by her
acts of a1tg n•sslon. She must
readmit th(' Arab peoples sh<' has
Inhumanl y driven from th('ir ancestral homfl lands, That ls the pbin
messagp of lhfl rec('nt Cairo Confl>ren('(• In s upport of the Arab
peoples .
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Vietnam

HANn1

On July 4, 1969, In the A So HANOI (LNS) -- A U.S spy plane
valley, southwest of llue, 50 Gh, was shot down Aug. 14 in Ha Tay
and 10 puppet troops were killed Province in the Democratic Reor wounded in a crash between public of Vietnam, Prensa Latina
U.S. and puppet soldiers. In fact, reported. The plane was number
U.S.
planes had strafed and 3316 -- that Is, 3,316 US planes
bombed by mistake a com pany or have been shot down over North
puppet Regiment 3 raiding near Vietnamese territory since the beA Luo!; soldiers of a unit of pup- ginning of the war.
pet Regiment 5 coming to the rescue of Regiment 3, Incensed by the
rash attack of the Yankees, opened
('
flee on a unit of

us. moloclsed

Division 5 moving behind them.

(Excerpt from Vietnam Courier,
July 21, 1969 No. 226)

HANOI
HANOI (LNS) -- Twenty five Gls
stationed at the port clty of Vlnh
Lam staged a demonstration against the Vietnam war recently,
according to a dispatch from Vietnam's Liberation Press Agency.
The Vietnamese agency also said
that Gls mutinied and killed two
omcers in the town of Thach Tru,
in Quang Ngai province. South Vietnamese police reportedly indicated
that the two officers were shot in
an explicitly anti-war protest.
Nguyen T h i Song, Labour Heroine, co-operative vice-chairman: "I'm responsible for
the fa rming and stockb reeding techniques. During the past rew years, our co-op. ~as
reaped fai r ly good crops despite frequent U.S. air raids and natural calam1t1es.
Recently, I plan ted sweet potato on some experimental plots. _Th"; result v.:as heartening: 27 tons per hectare. T h is proves that a correct application of science and
tech ni q ues can fu r t her inc rease sweet potato output in Trung Hoa, instead of the
presen t 11-ton ma rk".

t

WOMEN ARE GOOD CO-OP
HEADS SAYS HO CHI MINH
of progress. T hey have taken on
new leadership responsibiltties. It
ts very common now to see women
a s heads of cooperatives, and, in
my opinion, they• re better than men,
be cause when men achieve an exceptiona l workday they usually
throw a little celebration party,
a nd someti mes the produc tion
s u rplus is wasted. Women don't
do that."

HA NOI
HANOI (LNS) -- More than 100
Black Gls staged an anti-war protest Ju ly 30 in the port base of
Qui Nhon, in Kinh Hoa province .
according to a report by the Liberation Press Agency of South
Vietnam .
T he report, as transmitted by
Prensa Latina, said t hat t he men
marched from one end of the base
to the other and also marched on
the local airport. They reportedly
"s houted s logans
demanding
peace, the end of the U.S. aggress ion In Vietnam and the immediate
withdrawal of the U.S. troops."
At the airport, t he Black Gls
battled with cops who tried to stop
the demonstration.

Vietnam

h A'.j:rzca
•

JOUt

The Vorster regime Is pressing
ahead with legislation to give
sweeping authoritarian powers to
the Bureau of State Security, already dubbed BOSS by South Africans.
The powers vested In BOSS are
slmUar in many respects to powers
vested in the S.S by Hitler soon
after he took power in Germany.
Once BOSS becomes legalized,
nothing this sinister fascist organization disapproves of can be
published or raised in court.
The press cannot publish or
com munfcate any information relating to
mtlltary, pollce or
security matters "deemed prejudicial to the safety of the State."
In other words any person tortured in detention can be dented
the right to seek redress in court
if the Prime Minister or a ny official authorised by him issues a
certificate preventing any evidence
being led on his detention.
In other words anything the BOSS
does not want publicised or brought
to court can now be legally and
e!fectly hushed up.

Isreal
The United States has delivered
50 Phantom Fighter-Bombers to
Zionist Israel. T he move ls calculated to insure American type
"peace'' in t he Middle East -just as the United States has done
in Vietnam.
Israel's Prime Minister, Gohld
Meir is exspected to visit the
United States soon and ask for
25 more P hantoms and an additional 80 Skyhawks. As part of
the kick-back, Israel will have to
buy the Napalm, (to bomb Arab
civilians with) from the United
States. The United states is the
onl y country in the world that
produces Napal m.

Chili
SANTIAGO DE CHILE (LNS) -Cops broke lnto the o!flce of
Hsinhua
(the New China News
Agency) Ln t he capital of Chile,
and later detained the Hslnhua
Bureau Chief, Jorge Palacios .
Chilean authorities accused Palacios of violations of "national security" laws for his ties to the
Left
Revolutonary Movement,
known as the MIR.

Brazil
SAO PAULO, Brazil (LNS) -Three Sao Paulo TV stations were
destroyed by fire between J uly 13
and 17, signs of the pro-Chinese
organization led by M. Carlos
Marigheta and the former Army
captain Carlos Lamarca who deserted January 28 with a truckload of weapons.

AFRICAN CULTURE

-----.
..
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SAO PAULO. Brazil (LNS) -Sao Pa ulo saw Its 28th bank robbery of the year Aug. 6, as urban
guerrillas stepped up their activities against the military regime.
A tr io of ar med men liberated
$5,000 and took off In a car. Prensa
Latina repo rted that t he r e ha ve
been 61 political bank robbe ries
ln
1969, invol ving a total of
$717, 800.
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LYNCHING
By Ho Chi t-.llnh
La Correspondence International,
No. 59, 1924.
rt ls well known that the black
race Is the most oppressed and
most exploited of the human family, It ts well known that the spread
of capltallsm and the discovery of
the New world had as an Immediate result the rebirth of slavery
which was, for centuries, a scourge
for the Negroes and a bitter dlsgrac" for mankind. What everyone does not perhaps know, Is
that after slxty-flve years of socalled emancipation, American
Negroes still endure atrocious
moral and material sufferings, of
which the most cruel and horrible
is the custom of lynching.
The word "lynching" comes
from Lynch. Lynch was the name
of a planter In Vlrglnla, a landlord and judge. Availing the control of the whole district into hts
lord and judge. Avatllng himself
of the troubles of the War of
Independence, he took the control
of the .w hole dlstrictlntohlshands,
He Inflicted the most savage
punishment, wlthout trial or process of law, on Loyalists and
Tories. Thanks to the slavetraders, the Ku Klux Klan, and
other secret societies, the tllegal
and barbarous practice oflynching
Is spreading and contlnulng widely
ln the States of the American
Union. It has become more inhuman since the emancipation of
the Blacks, and ls especially
directed at the latter.
Imagine a furious horde. Flsts
clenched, eyes bloodshot, mouths
foaming, yells, insults , curses ...
This horde ts transported with the

wlld delight of a crim e to be committed wlthout risk.
They are
armed with sticks, torches, revolvers, ropes, knives, scissors,
vitriol, daggers; in a word, with
all that can be used to kill or
wound.
Imagine In this human sea a
flotsam of black flesh pushed
about, beaten, trampled underfoot,
torn,
slashed, Insulted, tossed
hither and thlther, bloodstained,
dead.
The horde are the lynchers. The
human rag ls the Black victim .
In a wave of hatred and bestlallty, the lynchers drag the Black
to a wood or a public place. They
tie him to a tree, pour kerosene
over him, cover him wlth Inflammable materials. Whllewaitlngfor
the fir e to t>e kindled, they smash
his teeth, one by one. Then they
gaugeout his eyes. Little tufts of
crinkly hair are torn from hls
head, carrying away with them bits
of skin, baring a bloody skull.
Llttle pieces of fiesh come off
hls body, already contused from
the blows.
The Black can no longer shout:
his tongue has been swollen by a
r ed hot lron. His whole oody ripples, trembllng,!Uce a hall-crushed
snake. A slash with a knife: one
of his ears falls to the grund ...
Oh! How black he Is! How awful!
And the ladles tear at his face ...
"Light up," shouts someone.
"Just enought to cook him slowly,"
adds another.
The Black ls roasted, browned,
burned. But he deserves to die

FOR MANY
VIETNAMS
On hehalf of the Black Panther
Party, we would like to express
our deepest concern, for a valiant and courageous leader, of not
only the World's Vanguard exemplified in the Vietnamese people:
hut a people who gave to the Black
Panther Party the "will to resist"
by setting the examples first against French Colonialist, that a
people with the will to resist will
a I ways have insurmountable victories. The death of Ho Chi Minh
must s ignal th ~ peoples of the
revolutionary camps to step up
their wars of resistance against
the oppressor of the world, "U .S.
lm7eria lism". Thi s will serve as
th e only valid concern for a man
who spent all of hi s life fighting
the yoke of colonialism, So let
our tribute to Ho Chi Minh manifest itself in the creation of -onetwo-three- many Vietnams,
LONG LIVE THF COURAGEOUS
PEOPLE OF VIETNAM
l'OWEl{ TO Tllf' PEOPLE
srizr TllE TIME
Chit.'f of Staff
David llilliard

~.J
~

.

J
HO CHI MlNH
Born: May 19, 1890
twice Instead of once. He is therefore hanged, or moreexactly,what
ts left of his corpse ls hanged.
And all those who were not able
to help with the cooking applaud
now.
Hurrah!
When everyoody has had enough,
the corpse ls brought down. The

rope ls cut Into small pieces which a feast, make appointments with
wlll be sold !or three or five one another for the next time.
While on the ground, stinking
dollars each. Souvenirs and lucky
charms quarreled over by ladles. of fat and smoke, a black head,
"Popular Justice," as they say mutilated, roasted, deformed,
over there, has been done. Calmed grins horribly and seems to ask
down, the crowd congratulate the the setting sun, "ls this clv111"organizers," then stream away zatlon?"
slowly and cheerfully, as lf after

TO THE COURAGEOUS VIETNAMESE
PEOPLE COMMEMORATING THE DEATH
OF HO CHI MINH
To die tor the fascist lmperlallstlc war mongers ot th e U,S, and
others in th e world; to die for the
oppressive ruling circles or the
bourgeoisie exploit er s ; to die for
the capitali stic , aggressive, inhumane, atrocious, genocidal regimes Is a death lighter than a
feather which a destructive windstorm can blow about at random
Will.

I

But to die for the people; to
die for the correct soc ialistic development of mankind; to die In the
midst of soclallslic revolutionary
change tor human survival; to die
tor your nation and peoples' right
to self detPrmlnatlon In their land,
homf:> and communil"; to die for the
fre(•dom of allfromoppresstonthat
th€' Black Panther Party has wltn{'ssed In the> proktarlan lntl'rnatlonallsm practiced by the Vietnamese peoples' rC'volutlonary
r€'prf>sentativf>s that we have met;
to dlP after all the great heroic and
d{'dlcatc>d years of sacrtflcr to
bring to the world and his people
an end to the murderous, stormy
winds of capitalism's fasci st, aggresslv(• lmJ)E'rlallsm; to die because he lov ,•d the people or his
nation and humans of the world
(and Brother HoCh!Minhhadprac-

;~r itr:1t1:1:~~!:(~

~~P~i~hlsr:i-11
heavier than the high est mountain
In th e world of which no, not any
destrucl!vl.' fa sc ist Imperialistic
storm can blow away at will.
Who can find the f Pather or fPathers th at W!'re blownawaybythedestructlvp windstorm? I can't find
any. Who can Sc>c> the mountains
since> the windstorm ts gonf>" I can
SC'f> many; lhf>y s till stand. There!
Thal mountain will always stand,
and no Chi Minh ls that mountain-a dr-ath hPaVIC'r than Mount Tat .

Thr Black Pantht•r Party or AfroAmerica, vanguard organization of
th(• coming American Liberation
Front.

Died: Sept, 2, 19 69

"THE MOTIVE
FORCE"
Uncle Ho was a liberator whose
deeds will forever be remembered
by the oppressed and exploited of
all lands. He was our friend, a
friend of the working people in
our country, of the Blacks and
Chicanos and Native Americans, of
all who feel the whip of U.S . imperialism.
Ho Chi Minh devoted his long
life to the struggle for Vietnamese
national independence. Under his
wise leadership, the Vietnamese
drove out Japanese and French
imperialism. And today they are
defeating the mightiest and dead1iest enemy the world has ever
known, Yankee imperialism The
Vietnamese are proving again that
the people can win.
The Peace & Freedom Party
was born of our own struggl e against U.S. imperialism. Uncle Ho
was our uncle, too. We cherish his
memory ,
PEACE & FREEOOM PARTY
0 F ALAMEDA COUNTY
Lee Coe , Chairman
David Cohen, Vice-Chair m an
Carl Bangs, Secretary
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LETTER FROM CHAIRMAN BOBBY
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What's wrong with the rank and
file revolutionary politicians-tobe? What we would expect is this:
One thing Is that thP revolutionary
Party mf'mbers must CATCH the
tricks of thf' power structure and
many things alo1111: wlth its opt>ratlons of pacification, for example ,
The fascists begin to pactry when
they see lhf' ranks or their armed
bodies or other, which use to he
brainwashed, getting hip hy n'slsting, bC' it in the military or
otherwise, BY now, all the Party
members should be hip to the use
of cultural nationalism by th!' pigs
as a means to maintain their exploitative, oppressiv(> war machine. Party members must have a
political perspective on all fronts
to the extE>nt that they can damn
near or automatically point out
tricks, facts, and liestothe members of the masses IN THE MILiT ARY a nd thos e not in it. Check
lu)f'Cifi.Call •• In th e rstahl!shment
news media! Who in the Party ls
writing an articl e about th!' use of
cu ltu ral nationalism and outright
Black racist s t atements by a fasctst named General Chapman of the
Babylonian Marine Corps') This,
of course, with the run or the ne-ws
items In the regular media, Isn't
the only developing situation especlally related to thenet'dtoteach
the correct mC'thods and id('as to
th e masses via the- Black Panther

the Party knows that the mass media Iles and misleads thc- pt>ople,
The only thing th€' Party has Is a
national organ which ne('dS to be
built up to a mllllon circulation
nationally in Babylon and abroad.
rm surP when our Minister of Defl'nse, Huey, set
the rule that
ev<>ryone read the news dally and
also do two hours daily n•ading of
Party materials, c•tc,, hedldn'ttell
members to do this just so you
would have some kind of "personal'' information . No, Huey saw
the net>d to see to It that Party
members bc>eome equipped with
corrf'ct revolutionary thought and
form the work habits necessary to
maintain a political party to lead
the movement in this country.(The
strong!.'St instrument of the proletarlat must be at the forefront to
deal wlth th!' immf'diate situations
and Jong range struggle). Every
Party member has h£1enstudyingto
some exh>nt. Now 1t·s time to further devt:•lop what Party members
are suppose to knowcorrectlytobf'
functional. All the rC';,oJutlonary
politicians must bf' able to (or develop to) wrlh:ands1waklothepC'ople. starting now.
Anothl'r thing is that f'Veryon?
should writ(• to the Minister and
tell him what and how much you
undf'rstand about his latf'sl art!cl es. '!'ell him if the articles enHghten us. Tell hlm that. Huey has
always been a brother who loves
to explain what he mt>ans If any
Party
member has questions.
"Prlson--Where Is Thy Victory'!"
and the one in thE> Ebony (Black
racist) magazine. The articles
naturally give righteous politlcal
perspective, and we nE>('d more
from the Minister. Ask J-IU(>}' to
write mor!.', Huey will love that.
And rn bet he responds. David,
brother! Has foe Party tlnlshPd
editing and printing Huey's taped
statement df'allng with the peacP
forC('S of the movl.'ment, n•t? You
know Party members heard lt on
tape. But rm surP you know that
It must b<' printed so we Party
membc>rs can study H.
Another slick talking fasc ist likE>
Alioto and Nixon has made himself
known to the £>xploited peopl<'S of
America. 111s name Is Leonard F.

::~:,t~0nf;~~~:r:~:lt~~~:~. door,
As we know, the Party papPr
sets thf' rorrect, or Is definitely
sup1>0se to give, the correctpolitlcal line. Now everyone in the Party
naturally receives nationally the
Party newspaper, From there, the
corri>-ct political
perspective ts
transferred, by Party members
and the Black Panther Party newspapers, to 85 to 100 thousand peopie a round th e country, And from
ther e hopefull y It might gettoarew
more million In the Black communltles, th., white radic al left,
etc., e tc, Who in the Party ... , .. ?
Mavbe we should centralize wHh
Blg Man or someone to Se!' to it
that thOSC' imJ}Ortant situation s
which dPvelop that must be count ered, when It 's a meansesp€>cially
lo try and rebralnwash those who
resist and other potential supporters , are written. These articles
shou ld relate to the Party's correct llnf'. The Party membPr or
anyone (•!sf' who Is writing s hould
lf't the Ed itor know so Big Man
knows it's going to be covered.
Party members are suppose to
read th e news everyday. t know
there ls a l ot of work; but r ead and
actually assign yourselves a task,
say maybe two hours a night or
earl y in the morning, andwrlteartlcles dealing with specific sltuatlons that develop, I know some
brothf'rs and sist ers in the Parly
already write articles. But even
Brolher Andrew one night, with all
th f' work he has to do, he sat up
one night and pounded out somf'thi ng, Some of what he had to say
was all fuck f'd up, But that was bl'rause the Party had to get the Edit o1· on his job. What Andr!.'w was
doing was writing an article about
how the Panthers had gone up to
the campus and taught Reagan' s
Natlon::tl Guard from Party mater!als, And It was a timely dC'veloped
s itu ation of fasc ism in Berkelr-y
which was frPsh in thu est a!Jllshm cnt press. Don't misunderstand,
W{· don·_t nc:.cessa rll y. count on the
t:stablls hm e n_l pr ess fur news. But

f~~~;a~~a~~k~1;~:f;st~~
the U,S. Marine Corps . rt· s really
gotten bad. And we thf' oppressed
P<'Ople should hope that itgetsf'Vf'n
worse, when the top brass or thf'
military has to try and selltoG.I's
cultural nationalism which Is a
Black
racist's
narrow-minded
form of thinking that supports this
oppressive. capltalislic system.
This General Chapman has jumped
up and hollered a program out
that's similar to the same crap
thf' Nixon attempted to trick Black
people with, which was Black rapltalism. Everyone now adays Is
rather hip to jive promises that the
Aliotos, Nlxons, Daly's, and Reagans attempt to make capitalistic
tools or th e Bl ack commun ity.
We are well aware or how at one
tlme to be "Proud of being Bl ack"
was sc roned by the power structure. Then along cam1:1 Malcolm X.
And he was not only proud of being
Black, but Malcolm was moreprogresslve than th at. He was or became a revoluti onary proletarian
who r e fused to be a Black r acist,
Listen to his record, "The Last
Message." Reading Malcolm's l ast
words one notices how Malcolm hegan to teach Black people to defend th e mselves and protect themselves Crom an}'one who attack s ,
Malcolm also in his last davs
movl'd to buil d the Organization of
Afro-American Unity, aneededpoIillc al organization which was prim ary
in df'aling with everyday
needs or Black people, s uch as de<'ent housing, hf'tter education,
c lothing, food, f'lc .
Huey P. Nt,wton, the Mlnlst f'r of
Defense, has polnh•dout how when a
progrC'sslve, revolutionary organlzatlon comes along sincerel y
snv-ing to teach Its people, the
•' ruling c lass, th e govenor will rtnance C"Ultur al nationalism because
all th ey (the c ultur al nationalists)
do Is bark and holln about being
Black. The reason they wm be rtnanced Is because thev are not true
revolutionaries,·• The man (the
fasc·lst gd'verior) will _allow th C'

~;;:J:=~~/
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Black racist, cultural nationalists
to put on tlwir plays, and the povPrty programs will give th€'m grants
to play bongos on Black cultural
programs. The govenor will do this
in hopes that they will forget about
the need to fight the hunger and
pig brutality rampant in our communlttes, They wm finance them
when an organization like the Rlack
Panther Party comes along that
wm d<'fend its('lf against aggresslon and teach the people to dedefend
themselvc>s, Huey said,
"The power structure l ooks at the
cultural nationalists as a bunch
of barking dogs and looks at the
Black Panther Party,'' (espf'dally
when 30 million Black people llsten to the Party), they look at It
like," a political force destrurtlv"
to oppressivf' capitalism which thf'
ruling class maintains. So, what
they do is throw a few crumbs to
the cultural nationalists to kef'p
thC'm
barkine:.
A barking dog
doesn•t bite. But they move to
kill true revolu'tlonarles like Malcolm X,'' and Huey P. Newton, Eldrldge, and many other membt'rs or
the
Black Panther Party. Thf'y
move to put many of us In prl50,1s on trumped up charges. But
as the Party strengthens with the
corrPct Ideas and methods amongst
thf' people, the pigs begin to US!'
th('se cultural, Black racist, pork
chop natlonallsts as murderers in
thf' samf' manner as Blacks WPre
us!.'d to murder Malcolm X, and In
the same manner as Black racists
have been used as provocateur agC'nts against tlw Party and are
still he\ng used.

CONCERNING THE G.l's:
Basically, getti1w down to rhe
nitty gritty, there is the need on
the p,.rl of the power structure to
move to use "nii.:~as" progressive
revolutionaries as much as he can
to tn and make it look like "Ulack
people are just fighting amongst
themselves." l!e"ll imply or Sa}
this on hi:<- news broadcast. Not
sol t-,;ot at all. Now in the military, there has been some riots
hetween lllal·k and white soldie1·s
from he,·c !o Germany to Vietnam.
and especially in Vietnam where
lllack soldiers see they have no
business fighting a war for the
fJ!>c1st ruling cla,:;s power sti·ucrure, U Hlack soJJiers can ' t get
a long with whiteones.wcllitbreaks
down the fighting capac-ity on the
part of the ll.S. military. 13:ll look:
there ls another factor . So m1ny
black (jl's won't fall Into a crap
with this black radsm chat this
fascist demagogic c;eneral Chapman wants and needs .
What about a ll ·the Cl's. be they
black or white, who are refusing
to fight in the war, wi10 are seek ing sanctuary in churches, going
A~\'OL, hiding in ot her countries,
and a lso there are those who are
drafted who actua lly refuse to go.
I even saw a fro.1t p:ige headline
one day where it saJd over 100,000
A.W.0.L.'s. 1 don' t remember the
exact figure, but this i~ important
to notice. A large portion of G. l.' s
in the t .• S. military don ' t w.int
any part of this wri.r. They want
out. C.I.'s even have underground
newspapers. The L-Hack Panther
Party gets many letters expressing
comp lete dissent from Amerkan
C:. l.' s. All in a ll , there ls ~reat
dissent among American c; l.'s,
hoth black and white, brown and
red,
c;eneral Chapman' s Black racist
proJ?;ram--(a r ea l sumrn:Hio:i of
what he did): Chapman has told
Black G, l.'s that they can have
~ome "soul music" in the juke
hox and weflr natural "!\fro'" hair
if the)' sto;J t,eing discontent by
raisin~ the clinched fist, which
Chapman wronr, ly described saying
and impl ying that it wds a '' nlack
Power ">a lure•· . only. N•,. Not the
case, t ,1e lattel·, Tii~ clinched fist

N0.3

is a'' Power tn the People'' salute, black communitv. Just before he
11ut there is a two-fold purpose would send in paratroopers to
here on the part of the power kill black people, Lyndon Johnson
structure in doing this. One is to would say, "We cannot, and will
try and co-op Lhe clinched fist not tolerate it." 1l1is same general,
salute and Lell brothers in the Chapman. works withandforNixon,
military that it means "Black and did the s:11ne for Lyin:i Baines
Power" which has already been J ::,hnson who kept the war going for
co-opted by the Nixon regime to the four years he was a rotten
mean mack caplulism which really President. Lyndon Baines Johnson
breeds more hlack racism. Two. is a greedy, exploiting, avaricious
to limit the clinched fist salute to businessman and was a demagogic,
only Black people by tryinl! to get lying politician, G~neral Chapman
ir identified with Afro hair curs is a running dog for the ruling
and "soul music" in a juke box, circles. 1n face, being a general
so It won't spread beyond Black puts him In the category of being
soldiers to white l;i's who are a member of the actual ruling class
beginning to <;how great Jissent by circ:les which oppresses and exrelating to revolutionary- ideology ploits us, the masses of the laborsuch a~ '' Power to the People ' ', ing people, unemployed or emOnce a white G.l.getsthecorrect ployed.
meaning to the ~ayln~. "Power to
I was in the military once and
the People,'' he is going to rem- because l opposed racism in the
ember that old phrasing they taught top brass, a Lt. Colonel. I was
him in school which Is the same pl<'ced in the stockade for six
in
essence to '· Power to the months and kicked out with whar
People.'' ll1at old saying is, ''Cov- they
call
a
"bad conduct
ernment of the people, by the people, discharge", I was told that when
and for the people." Now, when 1 got o.1t, (I had served a full
it's placed in a proper perspective 4 years, lacking one month to go),
one can ~ee that this capitalist they said I wouldn't be able to
government is not of, by, and for get a job an:! that I should accept
the people. I low can it be when the fact that it was my fault that
30 million 13lack people don't have I received a 39-17 B.C.D category
human rights. which we have been discharge. i told the fool that there
demanding for 400 yearn. It can't wasn't any jobs OJt there for black
be a government by the people people before I came in the service
when fascist cops brutalize and and asked him what the hell he
murder black and white people who meant by thlnkinft that I was i,upcirculated
petitions
to
keep posed to be upset by him Sa}in?:
Eldridge out of prison, When young that, Then he said I was ''being
white (;I's denounce the military smart." l sure was, I was smart
for the ag~essive war on Vietnam enough co know thar there weren't
11nd also i,ee the racism within any jobs for the masses of hlack
the military against hlack soldier;,, people. But just to prove I w1s
then it's tinie to get a dema~ogic a good worker, I got a whole lot
(lying, misleading) fascist gener.Jl of jobi:;, They would fire me when
like Le-onar<l Chapman to come out they found out I had a A.CD. I
and say some crap like there has didn't care because the work 1 was
been some "racial strife" and doing was aldingtheirwarmachine.
we ' re going to give you black boys I began to realize this when I met
some ''so.ii mi.sic'' and let you lluey P. Newton. I became more
''wear Afro hair cuts," Then he aware by studying and reading and
acts like this is the c-nd of all trying to help organize resistance
"racial strife", where black (,l' s of some kind againsttheoppression
are suppose to forgetaboutthepov- that the ruling class circles mainerty and brutality they receive in tained upon the heads ·)f the laborthe wretched ghettos, and white ing masses (be they empbyed or
Cl's are suppo:-ie to say to them- unemployed) C.I. 's , Black, 11rown,
selves, "ls that what the Black Red, White. anycolor,areworkers.
C;J ' s
wanted? Soul music and But they work most d irectly with
Afro hair cuts 1' No. Look at it the fascist aggressive war machine
in a broader perspective. The next of America named by E ldridge
thing the dogs will be lying about Cle.iver as "Uabylon,"
to the c;l's is about llo Chi Minh's
So, for those 13lack Ca's who
death, if they ain't already doini;( need an understanding of how this
il. They will be telling black (,l's capitalistic system works ag.iinst
that the Black Panther Party doesn't black
and
all poor , oppresi.;ed
exist anymore, which is a lie, as people, not only at home but also
everyone who reads this artic le in genocide abroad, I would like to
the Black Panther Party Newspaper point out number 6 of the Black
testifies to, and especially all you Panther Party's Program:
brothers in the mUitary who are
reading this issue, Brothers, don't "We want all black men to be
for~et to g ive this paper to the exemljt from military service.
white, red, brown and other black
We believe that mack people
G l' s who need to read this lnfor- should not be forced to fight in
mation.
Buy S more copies and a military service to defend a
maybe take out some subscriptions racist government that does not
for .some people you know who protect us. \\'e will not fi~ht and
should read the Black Pant her Party kill other people of color in the
Newspaper. Do:i't usevourrnilitary world who, like black people, are
address . ]lave 1t sent home then beinl!; vict im~ed b}' the white racist
re11ackai.:ed and :-ient to you, so government of •\merica . We will
you c-an make sure you receive it. protec1 ourselves from the force
A ;iicwre of Chapman, the dem- and violence of the racist police
dgogk, fascist genera l, Is m the and the racist militar} b}•wha tever
paper and under his narn.:i in the means necessary."
San Francisco Chron icle he is
q ioled as saying, ''Total impartialil)','' This ls meanttomennfrom POWER
the article that ''officers" are to HORB\
use "total im'lartialiry in ,foalin~
with ~larlnes or a ll races, color s - - - - - - -- -- - •
and creeds, " "to di~pel the racia l
problems that currently exbt.' ' "True fr(,edom cannot begin to
Sounds just like Tricky Dick Nixon be horn until all !>'>lice> and reprf'sslve forcf's of thf' s t ate are
10 rne. Chapman went on about
tht> people:' -'' violence ' ' amongM<-rlnes''cannot controll ed by
be to lerated.' ' Rut I remember wtien
Bobh}' SPal e
' 'Lynching' " Baines Johnson would
react t o mack rebellions in the .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _•
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group against another, and the fact finding process ls potential jury service simply by use of voters' registration
rolls. Such a result ls prohlblted by the policy of the Federal
have an excessive impact through over-representation on Jury Selection Act and by the Constitution.
juries. (Broeder, supra, 1965 Duke L J at 22-24; Tucker,
supra, at 742-45; and note, for example, that the authors END FOOTNOTE
of the 1890 Mississippi constltutlon believed Negroes to
be "given rather to furtive offenses than to the more
In Anderson v. Alabama, 366 US 208, 81 s.ct. 1050
robust crimes of the whites." (Ratliff v. Beale, 74 (1966), supra, the Court summarily reversed a state court
l\1lss. 247, 266, 20 So. 865, 868 (1896)
finding of no discrimination where 10% of the veniremen
were Negro in a county where more than half of those eligiThe prosecution herein made no attempt to refute or ble were Negro. In Whltus v. Georgia, 385 U.S. 545 (1967)
dispute the findings of the Kerner Report, or of the sociolo- the Court reversed a conviction where 42o/c of the eligible
gists who testlfied herein or submitted the brief amicus population, 27~i. of the taxpayers from whom Jury llsts
curiae, or , Indeed, to deny that group prejudice exists were drawn, and 9%: of the llsts themselves were Negro,
to some degree in the great maJority of white citizens finding these figures under the circumstances ln question
against black people. Since jury dls cr lminatlon tends to to constitute a prlma facie case of discrimination,
excl ude Negroes and other disfavored groups, the result
In Mitchell v. Johnson, 250 F.Supp. 117 (Ala. 1966), the
is to Increase the amount of prejudice against such groups court held that the "wide disproportion'' Of a Jury list 35,7%
on juries so that the prejudlce ls even more concentrated Negro in a county whose population was 82% Negro reon juries than 1n the general population. Exclusion of quired the state to explain Its origin as non-discriminatory
Jurors opposed to capital punishment further concentrates (which the state !ailed to do). The Court of Appeals for
on the jury persons whO are racially prejudiced (RT the Fifth Circuit has described disproportionate represen183-85).
. tatton giving rise to prtma facle cases of discrimination in
terms of "significant discrepancy'' and "very decided varlThe fair trial thus depends not upon whether Negroes aUons" (Davis v. Davls, supra; Labat v. Bennett, 365 F.2d
are excluded by way of original selection from the voter 698, 712 (5th Cir. 1966), cert den 386 U.S. 991, 87 S.Ct. 1303
lists, or by way of thejurycommlssioner'sexcuses for em- (1967); United States ex rel. Seals v. Wiman, 304 F.2d 53,
players' convenience, (31) Or because as wage-earners they 67 (5th Cir . 1962).
cannot afford to serve, or because they are cha1lenged perVoter lists which are themselves aproductofdlscrlmlpaemptorlly, but upon whether Negroes actually serve on the tlon may not constitutionally be used as sole sources of
trial jury itself In reasonably proporllonal percentages of jurors. United States ex rel. Goldsby v. Harpole, 263 F .2d
their representatlon In the adult population.
71, 78 (5th Cir. 1959); White v. Crook, 251 F. Supp. 401,
404-05 (Ala. 1966); Harper v. State , 251 Miss. 699, 171 So.
FOOTNOTE
2d 129 (1965). The use of voter registration lists has been
upheld in Boston and New York because those not registered
(30) "No doubt each juror was sincere when he said that were not shown to constitute a racial, economic, political or
he would be fair and lmpartlalto petittoner, but psychological other ldentlllable group. Unlted States v. Bowe, 360 F .2d I,
impact requiring such a declaration before one's fellows Is 7 (2d Ctr. 1966); Gorin v, United States; 313 F.2d 641 (1st
often its father." (Opinion of the Court, per Mr. Justice Cir. 1963); United States v. Greenberg, 200 F.SUPP. 382
Clark, 81 S.Ct. at 1645).
(S D.N. Y 1961),
(31) In People v. Tripp, superior Court of San Diego
In Bowe, no evidence was adduced and no hearing held
County, No. Cr. 14790, the panel was quashed because the on the allegation that the peut jury array systematically
practice of excusing employees for trivial excuse and for exc!Hded Negroes. The original motion to quash the indictthe convenience or the employer was found to result in ment on the ground that the grand jury was Improperly
substantial underrepresentation or Negroes on the master selected for systematic racial exclusion was not supported
panel.
!>y any evidence or affidavit. A renewed motion to quash
the Indictment was supported only by an affidavit by one
END FOOTNOTE
of the attorneys, based on "discussions with former Jurors,
the deputy clerk in charge of juries, and 'information supUnder prevatling law, 1t ls immaterial whether exclusion pl1ed by pol1tlcal figures and the United States census burresults from a state law or from the discriminatory appU- eau• " (360 F.2d at 6). The affidavit flied In support of the
catlon of statutory selection criteria which are on their second motion contained only conclusory allegations and
face non-dlscrlmlnatory. "Along and unbroken line ol our stated the attorney's opinion that Negroes, Puerto Ricans
decisions since (Strauder v. West Virginia, 100 U.S. 303 and blue collar workers were grossly unrepresented on the
(1880)) has reiterated this principle, regardless of whether federal jury panels. On appeal, appellants dld not attack
the discrimination was embodied in statute or was apparent the formal method of selecting grand jury members from
from the admlnistratl ve practices of state jury selection voter registration lists and conceded the constitutionality
officials, and regardless of whether the system for depriving of that source.
defendants of their rights was 'Ingenious or ingenuous.' "
In Gorin, the United States Court of Appeals for the
Patton v. Mississippi, 332 US. 463,465-66,68S Ct. 184,186 First Circuit held that voting lists could be used as a basis
(1947).
for jury selection unless it appeared that in the commWlity
Where there ls striking disparity between the proportion there was systematic and Intentional exclusion from those
of Negroes chosen for jury duty and the proportion of Ne- lists of a particular economic, social, religious, racial, geogroes In the ellgible population, the burden is on the state graphical or political group. Considering the problem in
to rebut the presumption that discrimination has been the l9b3, the court rejected the argument that eligible persons
EDlTOH' s NOTE:
cause. Hernandez v. Texas, 347 U.S. 475, 74 S.Ct, 667 who did not register to vote constituted a "political" group
The followllic article Is l:lken
(1 9$4): Patton v. Mississippi, supra: Smith v. Texas, 311 in the community. The decision was prior to the enactment
from the appeal prepared by the
U.S. 128, 130-31, 61 s.ct. 164 {1940); Norris v. Alabama, of the Federal Jury Selection Act and prior to the findings
294 U.S. 587, 55 S.Ct. 579 (1935); Neal v. Delaware, 103 of the Kerner Report. No evidence was presented to the
u.s 370, 26 L.Ed. G67 (1880); Davis v. Davis, 361 F.2d 770, Gorin court concerning the racial or other characteristics
the Black Panther Party. HueY' s
773 (5th Cir. 1966); State v. Anderson, 205La. 710, 18 So, 2d of those persons not registered to vote. The court pointed
attorneys have moved to have the
33 (1944); Bass v. State, 254 Miss. 723, 182 so. 2d 591 out that the group (of those not registered) "has no distinct
case reviewed bY' the Court of
(1966).
or definable outlines" and noted that there was no showing
Appeals of the state of C<lllfornla.
Defendant Newton urged the court that upon the showing of exclusion of any enumerated class.
The Black Panth.!r News Paper
of disproportion here the burden be shifted to the state
In Greenberg, the District Court for the Southern Dlswlll priDt the appeal In part-(R. T 327). Not only the motion to quash the ventre, and lrlct of New York held that appellant had not sustained
~very week to give the people an
the motion for mistrial after the jury was Impaneled, but his burden of showing that primary (not exclusive) reli.the facts as lo why Huey P J.Jewton
rellef requiring the prosecution to rebut the presumption ance on lists of registered voters was not reasonably deshould be set free immedlate!L..
was also denied (R. T. 344).
signed to produce a fair cross-section of the commW1ity.
Denial of said motions was error, under prevailing de- Some names were also obtained, In Greenberg, from city
Pre Judice operates to Incline the jury to believe Ill of the cislons and the policy of the United States as set forth in directories and real estate listings. The defendant there
defendant and to disbelieve his testimony and those of the Fl!deral Jury Selection Act which requires supplemen- urged that the 30% of the population not registered to vote
black witnesses for the defense, especially when their testi- tatlon of voters' rolls where ne'cessary to enforce rights and constituted, a fortlorl, a cognizable class called "the
mony conflicts with that or white prosecution witnesses. to effectuate the policy or the Act not to exclude persons politically dormant:• The court held that In making a chal(SPe t,,lyrdal, supra, at 550-52; Broeder, supra, 1965 Duke on account of race, color or economic status. (32)
lenge to the "required and accepted standards" for jury
L.J. 60 Harv.LR.; (29) Tucker,"RaclalDlscrlmlnation1n
selection, a party must introduce o_r offer "distinct eviJury Selection In Virginia," 52 Va. L. Rev. 736, 742-44 FOOTNOTE
dence'· In support of his challenge (Id., at 387). This de(1966).
fendant Newton did. Greenberg was likewise pre-Kerner
(32) The Act provides (28 u.s.C.A 1861):
Report and prior to the Federal Jury Selection Act which
FOOTNOT~
"It ts the policy of the United States that all changed the "required and accepted standards."
lltigants tn Federal courts entitled to trial by jury
In none of these cases was there a showing of exclusion
(28) The rnited States Supreme Court, federal and state
shall have the rtght to grand and pettt juries selected of a cognizable class by use of the voter registration lists.
cases prohibiting exclusion of a racially or slgnUlcantly
at random from a fair cross section of the com mu- The uncontroverted testimony in this case establlshed that
ldenttriable group from jury panels do not rest upon an
nlty In the district or division wherein the court Negroes of defendant's ghetto area were under-represented
explicit Undlng that white persrms are racist or prejudiced
convenes. It Is further the policy of the United States by as much as 29.5o/c, and Negroes were under-represented
against Negroes. Now, following the official findings of
that all citizens shall have the opportunity to be county-wide by as much as 17.3%. No such showing, or any
the Kerner Report by the President's official National
considered for service on grand and pettt juries In the showing, was made In the Boston or New York cases.
Advisory Commission, even more stringent controlso!the
0
discriminatory result are required. If 7 our of 10 white
~~~~~;~: 0 ~ ~t:e:!et~:
di:~h~w u;i~i~est::::r;pa~~~po~~~=~~r~e:~:~d:~~J:1:t~~
persons or any percentage even approaching that figure
purpose."
vote and Negroes registered to vote, which was held to raise
were racially biased against the defendant, a fair trial
28 U S.C.A 1862 provides:
a presumption against the state in Harpole.
could not be had as the result or any selectlon process
•' No citizen shall be excluded from service as a
The existence of an ldentutable minority is considered
which systematically, through a series of steps , from
grand or petlt Juror in the district courts of the Unlted a question of fact. Hernandez v. Texas, 347 U.S. 475, 74
use or voters• roll through peremptory challenge, sub~~~~~~.o;/:~i:i~~: :~:t:/~lor, religion, sex, national ~Ct~ ~~in1~:i:· ;1:~~rrrf~~: ~el~l~~~~~~a~ll1 d~~~~;f ~~
stantially underrepresented black people on the actual
trial jury.
The Act requires that there be:
S.Ct. 585 (1956). (32)
(29) Where Jury deliberations have become known,
".
. some other source or sources of names in
overt preJudlce toward blacks has been revealed (1965
addition to voter lists where necessary to foster the FOOTNOTE
Duke L J. 21-24).
policy and protect the rights secured by sections 1861
(32) So have members of the Ca tholic faith, Juarez v.
and 1862 of this tltle." (28 U.S.C.A. 1863 (b) (2).)
END t•OOTNOT~
State, 102 Texas Cr. 277, S.W. 1091 (1925), and those who do
The prosecution· s reliance upon the Act as a justification not belleve In a Supreme B~tng, Schowgurow v. State,
Cha llenges for cause cannot keep Juries free from un- for exclusive use of the voters' rolls (RT. 239-40), was 240 Md. 121, 213 A. 2d 47 5 (1965) neither of which groups
conscious prejudice or from µreJudlce which the venire- thus misplaced. Hather, the Act Itself provides that wherever are more culturally ldentl flable, distinct or signUlcant
man, through embarrassment or otherwise, is unwilling necessary to effectuate the rights and policies of the Act, than the black
urban poor or West Oakland and other
to admit publicly on volr dire. Irvin v. Dowd, 366 U.S supplemental sources must be used, and sets forth specific northern ghettoes today.
717, 728, 81 s. Ct. 1639 (1961). po) See also Breeder, examples appropriate to such areas as the District of
"\"oir Dire txamination : An tmptrlcal Study," 38 So. Columbia (suggesting the city directory) and the districts END FOOTl'.TQTI::
Cal. L. Hev. 503, 523 (1965), concurring with uncontro- of Puerto Hico and the Canal Zone.
verted testimony gl v<'n In the Instant cas(' Uy Professor
The Act's policy of ensuring that each county, parish,
Nevitt Sanford, Ph.D., and Bernard Diamond, :-.1 D. , on or silni\J.r political subdivision within the district or
unconscious racism and difficulty of ascntalntng both division Is substantially proportionally represented in the
unconscious and wilfully withheld attitudes of racism m::i.ster Jury wheel wou ld, if correctly applied here, prohibit
through ordinary techniques of volr dire {HT 227-28, the practices herein whereby the ldentlfi::i.ble black com308-09).
munity of West Oakland Is lost In a county having vast
The lav. contemplates that In finding facts, Individual areas of white suburbs (see map In sub-section I, g, this
1u1·or~ will make \!kl' lnfC'n•nces and reach like conclusions section). These while subdivisions or Alameda County share
in like slluatlons, .reg::i.rdless of who the parties art' . This no cultural or racial affinity with West Oakland. 1' rom the
cailnot be the case if there is pr-en1dlce ln'onio,popul::i.tlo~ riefendaut' s district, 47. 5' of the adults were excludC'd from _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
hampered further U members of the prejud~ced group
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On

t.he

RIGHT ON YOUTH,
RIGHT ON REVOLUTION
very

ft rs t

KANSAS CITY
BREAKFAST FOR
SCHOOL CHILDREN
IJr eakfast fo r
Schoo lThe
Childre n Progr am , a comm onsense
soclalist progr am , will be resumed
in Kan sas City i mmedia te ly. Although the Black Panther Party in
Kansas City fed over 700 childre n
every day last semester, the op pressive conditions that continue
poverty still exist. Toe Breakfas t
will be expanded to include mor e
children Qiunger is everywhere).
Connected with the FJreakfast will
be a Libera t ion Schoo l for the
children emphasizing some of the
beuer-known revolutionary figures
during slavery, Malcom X, the
Bl ack Panther Pany's lO Point
Platform and Program, and rev-

olutionary songs. We expect a lot
of s - -t to he thrown at us bee-

I
ram, PEOPLE, FULL OF VIGOUH AND
and as you know we are here to VITALITY, AHE IN THE BLOOM
educate t,y
example and by OF LIFE, LIKE THr, SUN AT
giving the Brother a second he lp- E IGHT OH NINE IN THE ~IORNIng, (of grits) he really began to ING, OUR HOPE IS PLA CED ON
dig a ll t hat was happeni ng and be- YOTJ, THE WOHLD BELONGS TO
came a beautiful brother. We rea ll } YOU, THE BLACK COLONY' S
feel that Brother Ti mmy and the FUTURE BELONGS TO YOU.
rest of his com r ades will pl ay
t hei r pa r t in the makin g of Rev- Rolando (Montae) Hearn
olutton ... . And taken fro m the quo- ALL POWI-..H TO YOUTH
tattons of Chairman l\.'lao on Youth. ALL POW EH TO THE PEOPLE
T HE WOR LD IS YOURS, AS WELL FREI:: HUEY
AS OURS BUT IN T HE LAST A- FRE:E BOBBY
NALY SIS iT'S YOUHS, YOU YOUNG RIGHT o"N

day about the Free Breakfast I

a 'ittle brothtr
here,
entered into t he br eakfast progra m
in South P hily, I saw a warrior
come Into t he breakfast fightlng.
But after he got a taste of the
sister's good cooking, he decided
lo become cool and check the
things out. After the brother dug
the fa ct that we wer e wo rking in
the interest of t he people , and
we rapped to hi m about youth
making Revolution he decided that
the Panthers wer e a lright. Brother
Renen went on to expla in to him

FREE
HEALTH CLINIC
For all pract ica l pur poses the
dr eam of Martin Luthe r Ki ng , J r.
may never be rea lized under t he
prese nt military industr ial regi me ,
In Kansas C iry the oppos ites have
t r uly manifested themse lves . The
Bobby llutton Free Hea lth Clinic
is getting off to a r ather s low
s ta rt but this is only beca use of
the repr ession and terror that is
entrenced in the ()lack Com munity.
Our contacts out-of- s tate have arr anged fo r some dedk ated medica l
cadre to come to Kansas C ity to

ause of this but r evolutionar y ideas
ca:nnot be killed off. When these
c hildre n see oppress ion a nd exploitation mor e clea rly the ideas
taught them i n t he irchildhoodabout
socia lis m, revolutionar y love for
one another , se lf-confidence , and
knowledge of self will for m a bas is
fr om which they can carr y t he
revo lution to comple tion and consolida tion.
g ive us some new ideas and new
ways to solve some adminis tr ative
ALL POWER ,TO THE BR EAK- proble m s . Des pite all difficultie s ,
FAST PROGRAM
th e Kansas City Chapter of the
ALL POW E R TO Tl!E FlffUR E Black Panther Party, like all other
people and we are continuing the ALL POWER 10 TII E PEO PLE
REVOLITTIONARI ES
Chapters , has received inspiration s truggle to make the People' s Free Keith Hinch
FREE ALL POLITICAL PRIS- from the boundles s rese rves of the
Hea lth Clinic a working rea lity. Dep. Minister of Education
ONERS
Keith Hinch
Dep. Minister of Education

FREE ·FOOD OR FAIRY TALES???
The Black Panther Party, in esThe Head start/or Coordinator
tabllshlng and expanding the Peo- of the School, a liberal in the true
pies Fre e Breakfast Programs a- sense of the word, was unmovecross this countryhasencountered able, refusing to entertalntheposmany harassments, attempts at sibUlty of the two programs runsabotage, and co-option. But never nlng concurrently. He r main obbefore has the program been has- jectlons was that "her school was
sled and possibly held up by a to take children away from slum
"Play-House-School" exclusively conditions and environment", and
for four year olds.
"mlxing~hlldren of all age s would
Panthers, who' ve worked all mean
ALL the children of the
summer implementing the first neighborhood coming In." She
Liberation School in Berkeley, are voiced a fear of the neighborhood
now faced with an unheard-of at- children tearing up and destroytempt to place a "Play-House- Ing her make-belleve flowers,plcSchool" program over the Fre e tures, and toys. Hungry children
Breakfast Program, where chll- cannot eat fake flowers, pictures,
dren of all ages can enjoy one hot, or toys. Her attitude ls a good
nutrltous meal to start off their example of the prlvlleged class
school day.
coming Into an oppressed area to
The basic contradiction lies In "spread a bit of sunshine" with
an attitude, purely selfish, llb- their presence,- their unreal,
eral attitude held by a few in- make-belleve programs, that condlviduals who are running the Unue only to fill our youth with
u P lay-House-School' '
program. false values, and delusions of maUpon hearing of the end of our tertal things which they' 11 never
summer program, the Liberation be able to possess ln this CapiSchool, a rumor was started that tallstlc Society.
the Liberation School and the
Since members of the T rustee
Breakfast Program were one and Board r efuse to accept their rethe same, and the program ended sponslbllity to the community, and
with the closing of the Liberation are content to avoid the Issue with
School. This was done to create delaying tactlcs, and not fac e the
misunderstanding between Pan- serious problem of feedin g hunthers and the Board of Trustees gry children, and thereby providof the Good Shepherd Church. One Ing the solution to a real need in
of these "super-llberals'', Teddy the community, a definite stand
Knight, a former •worker for the must be taken
..Ii "'
government, even went so far as
We underst~nd the necessity of 1 •• ~
to take cold sandwiches, cocoa, and feeding hungry children throughdonuts to a bus-stop a few blocks out our neighborhoods and thereby
away under the disguise of con- meeting the real needs ofthecom- beUeve and false programs and
tlnuing t he "Breakfast Program". muntty, and not perpetuaUng our projects which continue to place
Since when has cold sandwiches oppression with Ideals and Ulu- our youth behind and out of conreplaced hot grits, eggs , bacon, slons of materialistic bulls--t. tact with reality.
toast, and hot chocolate ? This OPThe people of the West BerkeWhllc ther~ ls no comparison
of thl:' two programs, they can
portunlst move was done without Jey Community want a Free Breakthe approval of the
Board of fast Program. The needs and destill complement each other. A
Trustees ot the Church who had sires of the community s hould take Free Breakfast ls the perfect way
voiced their desire to "see what precedence over White Liberal Ego to start off any program, whether
t he ·Panthes planned to do first''. _ '!'rips bent. _on setting up makeit's educational or enjoyment. So

J

we want the support and active
assistance of the People to put
forth a Peoples Program. We want
r.ll persons living in the West
Berkeley Area to come and take
part In a basic program to fulfill a basic need . The Breakfast
Program at the Church of the
Good Shepherd needs your support
and help!

All Interested persons are asked
to come to Church of the Good
Shepherd, 9th and Hearst Sts. , Berkeley California, to help feed the
hungry chUdren In our community.
ALL POWER TO THE P EOPLE
FEED THE HUNGRY CHILDR EN
AND SEIZE THE TIME !
Shirley Hewitt
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DRAFT
CASES
SNAG
U.S.
COURTS
LIBERATION News Service

THF. FORT JAC'KSO'-1 F.IGHT: (lt'n to right) Andn.'\\ Pultt•,v, Jo-.l.' Ruddrr (hidden), Delmar Thoma~.
F.diltl\'rlo Clrnpt1rru. Tnmmit· \\'oorHin, Oomillif.:"k Ouddk. Joe Cult'. Curti., F.. Muy~.

BLACK MARINES APPEAL HARSH SENTENCES
FOR SPEAKING OUT AGAINST WAR
Two black marines from Brooklyn, Lance Corporal WUllam
} arvey, Jr. and Pfc. George
Da .lels, were sentenced to slx and
Iv years hard labor respectively
!or making statements against the
v;ar in Vietnam to fellow Marines.
1 lwir courtmartlal which attracted
almost no publicity at the time,
took place at Camp Pendleton,
California on July 7, 1967. Harvey
and Daniels were 18 and 19 years
old at the time and have already
served a year and a halt or their
sentence. Their appeal which was
argued before the Mllltary Board
of Review at Washington, DC., on
March 6, 1969, has brought the
case to public attention.
The two marines were courtmarttal ed for statements made to
about 20 fellow marines In Informal bull sessions which took place
after noon and evenin g chow on
July 27, 1967, at Camp Pendleton.
The soldlerc:: di scussed the fact
that the war In Vietnam was a
white man's war and that black
people should not ha v(' to fight
in It and that they would have to

come back from Vietnam and fight
the
white man at home. They
decided to request Captain's Mast,
the Marine procedure !or requesting to see the Commanding Officer to present their grievances
and protest their grievances and
protest being sent to Vietnam.
On July 28, 14 men In a unit
being trained tor combat In Vietnam although not on orders to
go, requested to see the CO. They
were unsuccessful but at the
time a sergeant spoke to the men
and took statements from Harvey
and Daniels. None of the Marines
disobeyed an order or refused to
be shipped out to Vietnam. Twenty
days later the Marines were arrested and charged with promoting
disloyalty among the troops. Three
months later on November 27, 1967
they were both convlcted at a
court martial where they were
represented by Marine lawyers.
Da niels was found guilty ot violating a provision of the Smith
Act of 1940 which makes It a
crime tor any person to attempt
"lo cause insubordination. dis-

loyalty, mutiny or retusal ofdutY"'
by a serviceman. Harvey was
acquitted o! this. charge but was
convicted of violating the general
article o! the Uniform Code ot
Mllllary Justice which punishes
"all disorder and neglects to
the prejudice ot good order and
discipline." Speci!tcally, he was
found qullty o! "making disloyal
statements with Intent to promote
disloyalty among the troops."
Their lawyer, Ed Sherman,
pointed out that this was the first
case where servicemen were
court-martialed !or statements
against the war when no action or
retusal of orders resulted from
the statements. He said, "There
was no mutiny, nobody disobeyed
orders -- there was no disobed·
lence at any time, yet both of
these men were given the maximum possible under the law."
The Naval Board of Review reduced Daniels' sentence from ten
to tour years ln a dtclslon handed
down on March 6, 1969. Harvey's
decision is now pending.
The laws which these marines

' WHY I LEFT THE ARMY '
them ror llttlP or no reason at all.
Then I decldt>d to fight these
Army Pigs back. l tried first by
quitting thP job they gave me. Then
evrry chance I got todlsagreewlth
.some or their policies I did. They
told me no underground papers like
The Black Panther, so I read them.
I wore Ill} hair the way I wanted.
They tried to .stop me from wearIng my hair long, but (•wry tlmp
tiler told me to cut It, I simply
tamed It, which made them even
madder.
But tht>rt' was a Revolution that
I knew liltle or nothing about. A
Black Hevolution . !l('rt.' I was stuck
In the Pnemy· s arm). Thar s right
in the enemrs arm~· \ If rou don't
think they an• your ent:!mr, look
what's going on today, Those pigs
are klllini;: blacks like hell. In the
army they put you In Jail or kill
you, or evpn kill you in Jail. But
mostly they send you to Vietnam.
dead up on the front lines todle for
the Pig or the black that· s killing
our
brothers.
To die tor the
businessman that Is sta n·lng our
kids. And when we gl't rE>;1dy to
take what l>elongs to us, whose
side are you going to he on? ThP
limP 1.s now to Prt-'pare our~elws.
Ther an, n•ady to try and foreto
us but W(' need unity, Wt' need
you.
Freprh,}
A D.C.-l-'rance

A Black Marine found himself
subject to disciplinary measures,
after wearing a button portraying
the Minister of Defense, Huey
P Newton and the words ALL
POWER TO THE PEOPLE! It's
common knowledge that the meaning behind these words are frightentnp: to the Fai;;r lc:;t oower structure. It makes the~ blow their
cool. The U,S.M C Is tamed for

,

,

If Blacks don't work, nobody works.
NEW YORK(LNS)·· Blacks have
recently stopped construction on a
total of $930 million worth of projects In Pittsburgh, Chicago, and
Amherst, Ny In an all-out mllltant etfort to get Into the bullding trades unions. They are
threatening more demonstrations
In Milwaukee, Cleveland, and Boston.
The AF L. - C IO, were very

ing.

Admittedly, Oakland is a heavier scene than most. In Octoben
1967, west Coast activists mounted
a militant Stop-the-Draft-Week attack on the Qakland Induction Center, marking the Introduction of
the new moblle, hit-and- run approach to mass demonstrations.
And the Panthers have seen flt
to set up their National Headquarters in QakJand. But Oakland's
draft resistance In getting to be as
American as apple pie.
Dig these statistics from Uncle
Sam:
From July to December ot 1967
Reprinted from the G.J Clvillan there were 746 Federal indictAlliance !or Peace, Cambridge , ments handed down all across the
Massachusetts
nation on charges of resisting the
draft: falling to register, tailing
to take the oath, and the llke.
In the next six-month period -from January to June, 1969 -- the
number had gone up to 1080 indictments. And In the last half
o! 1968, the number o! lnctictments nationwide had jumped to
1492. Thus, In a ll o! 1968, one percent of the quarter o! a mllllon
men drafted by the Army, gotthelr
its record achievements in lunacy cases all the way into the belly
of that sluggish monster known as
and murder.
the Fede ral Court System. When
It's a sure bet that the Marine
2472 tiny time-capsules go otr ln
Corp will not be able to disguise
the blood stream of the sorry
political
repression as "Pabehemoth, the poorthingknowslt's
trlotism" or "tradltlon" even I! a down.
John Wayne and his Hollywood
On July 1, 1969, some 2958 criHenchman live another 100 years. minal cases were pencting In all
Federal courts involving various
violations of the draft laws -ALL POWEH TO THE PEOPLE mostly men refusing induction.
That's 15 percent of all criminal
cases on the Federal dockets.
ln Washington, Justice Department statisticians are doomy.
The backlog In the courts rWls
at least one year on draft cases
even though by law they have the
top priority of all crim inal matters. ln the attempt to reduce the
backlog, the reluctant Inductees
are often offered a chance to repent just before the trial begins.
But cases continue to pile up
faster than the courts can hanuptight about the Bla cks' unreal- dle them .
More than 5000"dellnquencles''
istic de mands, has c ited the pro•
gress It has made In getting are under lnvesllgatton, and
thousands morP await discovery.
Blacks Into apprenticeship programs. Blacks reply that these U the trend continues, and the Investigations produce more and
ettorts are mere- tokenism, maintaining that even if a Blad. man more indictments each month, even
the current stopgap measure of
goes through a complete apprenspecial judges in overworked disticeship profZ"ram, he still ts denied entrance to the unions. Black tricts to hear nothing but pre•
membership In the building trades trial arguments In draft cases may
ulons averages about two percent. not be enough.

GUNG-HO
FASCIST

DESERTER TELLS :
First I would llke to say that
I am an Afro.American. t want
to let you, the
reaUf.'r, know,
blacks In the army have more
r('ason to leave than whites. Lik('
r.1ost of you, I JOlnt:!d thf.' arm).
I joined be-cause I had come to
a point in my life when• I was
fac-Pd with a problem or what 1
wanted to be. In high school 1
spent most or my tim(' in sports
and reall}' did not reE>I n•ady for
college- or an)1hlng like that.
So I made the dPclslon ot going
to the army. As soon as I entpred
basic training I could Sf"llSf.' tht•
racism insld1• of this a1 my. But
at this time I said to lll)setr th,u
Is was harassment, whkh is just
a word to takt.> the pi;J.ce of racism .
After basic and someth ing called
on thP job training, I was SPnt to
my dutr St•llion In the States. I
st.1yed thl're a year before r had
to rP-enllst in order to get out
of goin it to VIPtuam.
At this point I just dldn· t want
to die. Because of thi s I began
to think al.lout what was n•all)
going on ove-r then.'. llelng in the
servict', I never found the information I \\anted, ;rnd lwcamP i·onfuscd. In l:.urop<' I d('clded to drop
out, for mon, and more Ill) e}'es
werP being 0PE>lled. Stationed In
Germany I began to look at what
I was rt'ally In. I watched people
1.x.•ing put In jqll and all kinds
{)f t esfrktions
being placed -on

were charged with violating are
clearly not constitutional and a
violation o! their !irst amendment
right to talk to other servicemen
and convince them of their point
ot view. Sherman ts alsointroducing the argument that the element
of racism entered into the unduly
harsh sentences that were given.
Capt. Lester G, Fant lll, who
argued !or the Marine Corps, said
Daniels and Harvey had created
"an extra - ordinarlly dangerous
situation" by urging the black
marines to "stick together" 1n
their refusal to go to Vietnam.
Captain Fant com pared this to a
"wildcat strlke'' In ctvlllan lUe.
It ls obvious that the brass, like
the politicians and the union bureaucrats get particularly up tight
when black people get themselves
together, especially over such an
explosive issue as Vietnam.

OAKLAND, Cali! (LNS) -- A
hard rain ls talllng on the rickety world of Lewis B. Hershey.
There Is mushrooming discontent
with the process whereby the Army
kidnaps Innocent young men, kicks
them In the balls, cuts off their
hair, and sends them to fight elephant grass and the local populace in distant Southeast Asian jungles-- that's right, the draft. The
hatred ot the draft has generated
a rash of challenges tn the courts
which threaten to cripple, U not
destroy, the SelectlveServiceSystem o! America, Inc.
They've got a permanent FBI
man stationed here at the Qakland
Army Induction Center, who does
nothing but deal with the average
ot ten refusals per day. Maybe he
also gets some ghoullsh thrlll from
watching the halt-clothed unwilling
induction meat Inspection, but his
job is to take care of those who
refuse to step forward to take
their vows. He pops up, raps down
their rights in a routine mumble,
fills out a few o! his torms, and
starts the ball ot repression roll-
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.
Pig O,Brien .. ,, I want to kill a mgger so goddamned bad
•
HE killed George Baskett.
I can taste "fI I"
CONT. FROM LAST WEEK

[THE BLACK-WHITE ENTANGLEMENT]

O

1969, IN T HE SUPERIOR COURT of Ca hforma Joseph Karesh presidmg Michael O'Brien
went ~n trial for manslaughte; m the death of
George Baskett

N JANUARY 13,

D AVID

(THE TRAITOR TO HIS RACE]

ANDERSON, THE EIGHTEEN-YEAR-OLD son of an
elementary school prmc1pal, testified that he was
hstenmg to a rock record "when I heard shots and
a big commotion " He went up on his roof, wh1:h
,,. ~.,,

_

_ fl';,- ·

-

,. ,

black man, you are standing against the white man1"
Ehrlich kept Anderson on the stand for two more days,
hammering at left-wmg assoc1at1ons that weren't there and
ideas that Anderson refused to agree with He demanded that
Anderson show his draft card and pretended surprise when
Anderson produced one.
Havmg raised the specter of SDS, the bombastic attorney
made another try, this time with the Black Panthers. He asked
whether Anderson knew Richard E. Brown, a Panther who had
given a lower apartment in the same building as his address
when arrested five times between March and November, 1968.
Anderson said he didn't know Brown, but that he had moved
into the building in September and that no blacks lived there.
Finally, Ehrlich said that he "had been informed" that a
police report, dated the night after the shooting, involved
Anderson's apartment, and that the report said a black youth
was livinp with Anderson and his white roommate, David
Dixon, and that the apartment was decorated with "Free
Huey," "Black Revolution" and Che Guevara posters. Ander•
son merely noted that his apartment is decorated with travel
posters, not revolutionary posters, and that he and Dixon
have no other roommate.

By

A STRANGE COINCIDENCE, the Tactical Squad was
called out m the area of Rodgers Street "to protect
fire engines agamst possible sniper fire" on the night
followmg the Brush Place shooting And a couple
Two days later George Baskett's sixth child was born.
commanded an excellent view of Brush Place, to see what was of the boys JUSt happened to bust mto the front 'of, and out
It took only one day to cho~se_ a jury. _E~ rlich used ~wo gomg ~n, and he t~ld the court "."hat ~e .~aw. ,, .
, the back of, 35 Rodgers Street, where that stupid white punk
peremptory challenges; one ehmmated a1rlmes supervisor
David Anderson 1s not only white, hes clean : his fathers lived who had backed up the black people's story about what
George A. Buckner Jr., the only black called. No "personal professional job is in San ~a~dro,_ just so~t~ of Oakland happened the night before.
reflect~on," said Ehrlich .
.
. .
across the bay, and the family lives m th~ pnstme suburb ~f
When they busted in, one Ta~ Squad member testified, he
Si~ilarly, any lawyer can msure an all whit~ Jury b~ use Ca_stro Valley. Anderson had taken his apartment while saw somebody else going out the back; he trained his pistol on
of his allo_tment of peremptory challenges, which the Judge gomg to college.
.
the man and told him to stop-then discovered that it was Richcannot review.
. . .
From t~e roof, he said, he ~aw three _black men s~rea~-ard Brown, who cried out, "We live here, we live here."
Ehrlich made it quite clear, when questioning Jurors, what eagled agamst the wall and a white man with a gun; he 1dent1- The cops were there, of course, without a warrant, without
the trial was going to be about. A key issue, he said, would be ,tied the white man as O'Brien. Then, An~ers~n _went on: a any cause to break into the apartment, and without permission.
"this black-white entanglement." Judge Karesh found nothing f~urth. black pick~d up a stick and swung 11, h1ttmg O'Bnen They didn't even call out that they were police.
to criticize in that formulation .
.
. either m the l~ft s1d~ o~ on th~ left elbow. As_ Baskett backed
John Coate is white, but he has long hair and is obviously
Attention on the second day focused on EhlAbeth Hawkins, away, crouchmg, 0 Brien deliberately shot him .
a tall, striking woman who said flatly that she had watched
Shortly thereafter, he went on, O'Brien held his gun on another traitor to his race. Coate, it seems, was visiting David
Michael O'Brien deliberately murder George Baskett. The one of the men leaning against the wall, and deliberately Anderson on the night of September 30, when the Tac Squad
next day, Ehrlich moved in , contempt dripping from his tiny kicked him in the seat of the pants. "Just give me an excuse- came, and he said there was no black man there and no
, frame. He accused Mrs. Hawkins of having lied outright on just give me a reason and I'll sh~'•'' you!" O'Brien was quoted revolutionary posters on the walls. Ehrlich decided Coate was
three occasions.
as shouting. Then O'Brien moved back and yelled at the people biased against the police, too, and started on the same bit
But she refused to be Ehrlich's pigeon. After she insisted looking out of the apartments to get their heads back in.
with questions about State; Coate replied that he believes in
again that she had seen O'Brien kick the dying Baskett :
nonviolence and is opposed to both police and student violence
Ehrlich : "What kind of shoes did O'Brien have on?"
on the campus. Anderson, he said, is "a rather conscientious
Mrs. H1:1.wkins: "Sneakers, J think."
person who cares about the world in which he Jives."
Ehrlich : "Then he couldn't have hurt Baskett much if he
And the j ury apparently just plain didn't hear Anderson's
kicked him,could he?"
father, the school principal, because he was there that night
Mrs. Hawkins : " I have no idea-I have never been shot and
too, and while he left before the cops came, he left Coate and
then kicked."
Anderson and Dixon alone. He also described the posters on
Carl Hawkins followed his wife to the stand and corrobthe wall. He cou ld describe them, he said, because he had
orated her story, with additional details. During the early part
provided them-they were travel posters.
of the incident, he said, his stepson, Richard Dickerson, had
At one point during the testimony, Ehrlich found reason to
arrived and asked a neighbor, Mrs. Anne Thomas, what was
thunder an accusation which, in its wording, effectively let
going on.
. the jury know which side Anderson was supposed to be on
"Your father's having trouble with the white man," she
"This is a white and black fight," Ehrlich shouted. "This man
replied .
Anderson is an unmitigated liar. Any man who would sit there
That, she testified, angered O'Brien further. "Shut up, you
and lie a man's life away is not entitled to a fair trial-he should
goddamn nigger bitch!" he yelled.
be taken out and shot."
Mrs. Thomas promptly yelled back, "Ask God why he
For this bit of legal theory from the city's foremost criminal
made me a nigger bitch and made you a honky."
attorney, the judge had not a word of rebuke.
Baskett had picked up a stick and tried to use it to knock
But that wasn't Ehrlich's most extravagant shot for the
the pistol from O'Brien's hand, but O'Brien ordered him to
day. He made his position, his tactics and his opinion of the
drop it and began to count.
judge all very clear just a short time later, when a Tac Squad
"O'Brien," Hawkins testified, "extended his arm, braced his
officer said that he believed Richard Brown was in the
right arm with his left hand to steady the pistol, and fired one
·,
courtroom.
shot. I saw the flash of the gun."
Ehrlich strode to the railing separating the spectators from

George Basktt1's widow Charmaine, with their children .,

Shames
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th;~sm:::~~~t.' the dead man's brother, appeared and told

I
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..

MI CHA EL

nigger, I'll kill ~i~~" ~e:~~~ f~:~:}10 matched each other
The score, by
ess · .
.
.
almost exactly, ~ne ~ho differed . Up to th •s pomt memory
divided al_on:8 ra~ial Imes. .

-

-.

---.

I

~~::~:'::ie~fs:::dc:~~bo~~~ed over, and bellowed, "What's

Ehrlich tore into him , shouting that he was a "professional
There were some audible gasps in the courtroom, but Ehrlich
liar." Assistant District Attorney Walter Giubbini, who proseignored them. The black youth, after a brief but obvious
cuted the case, ca lled the use of the phrase "disgusting:•
Q'
struggle for control, said quielly. "My name is not 'boy." My
Karesh , however, let Ehrlich rant.
name is Richard Brown."
But the next witness-Special Officer Adkins-had seen
Ehrlich was faced with a calm and believable young witness, Ehrlich walked back to the counsel table, threw himself
none of this at all. What he had seen was a silent confrontation, and one who was white-apparently beyond the reach of into the chair, and said, "Why don't you lock him up?" That's
no words at all, in which Baskett was beating O'Brien on the simple racism. But he knew his judge, and he knew his jurors. a little obscure, but that's what he said.
head. "O'Brien stumbled backwards, kind of shaki ng his head. The key lay in Anderson's attendance at San Francisco State
Judge Karesh leaned solicitously forward and said, 'Tm
Mr. Baskett was preparing to st rike him again when the gun College, and the possibility of making the young man appear sure you didn't mean to offend anybody, Mr. Eh rlich."
discharged ." Later he sa id that O'Brien was "tensing up, trying a traitor to his race.
Jake took the cue and leaped up again. Facing the jury, he
to regain his balance," but that he was off balance and "back- Ehrlich immediately asked whether Anderson was par- thundered, "Some black people seem to think it disgraceful
pedaling," leaning backward with his gun "straight out in his ticipating in the strike there; Anderson answered that he was. to be called 'boy.' My grandfather and father called me that.
hand," when it went off.
There followed a barrage of questions abou t Black Panthers, What's wrong with it? I don't understand this childish, inOn redirect examination Adkins admitted to consulting hair, SDS, prejudice, and a number of other subjects, none of fantile feeling. I have defended these people many times
with Ehrlich about a week after the shooting. The police which were particularly relevant, though they seemed to fasci- without fee. I have no hatred for these people, no feeling for
department had been '"harassing'' him to talk to the district nate the judge, and Giubbini gave up trying to stem the fl.ow.
them at all. But I won't take any backtalk out of them, either! "
attorney, he explained . Ehrlich interrupted to say that he had
What Anderson actually said was fairly mild. He is not a
Karesh finally decided that maybe it was time for the jury
I
advised Adkins only to tell the truth.
member of Students for a Democratic Society, though he is to leave. When they were gone, he repeated to Ehrlich, " I
D' k
,
d h.
.d f
in sympathy with some of its aims (which no one asked about). did not mean to imply earlier that you meant any offense to
ic erson s turn .came next, a_n is story vane rom t~at He thinks students and teachers have a right to strike. He anyone."
oft_he other black witnesses ~?ly in t~e quotat1~n from O'Bne~, hopes the strike will help to end institutional racism.
· which he remembered as, Drop it -drop it, goddamn 11 • But this alone dpesn't convey the effect. Ehrlich met G iub-

8 RI EN, THE MLJR DERER

bini's obj~tion tot.he ~hole line of questioning by saying that
he was trymg to prove bias, because "the..ite people who are part
of SDS think every white policeman is a pig.'' He asked
Anderson : " If there is any feeling between white man and

CONTlNUFD NEXT WEJ;K
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October 1966
Black Panther Party
Platform and Program

What We Want
What We Believe

:1. Wt· \\ Ulll an l'n d to th l' ro bb1.• n b, lh t: CAPITALI ST of our HhH·k
<.'O mm11111t,\.
· •
\\'c bt'lit'Ye that this racist goYernment has robbed u:-; and 110\\ \\·c are
clernancl111g till' m·erdul' debt 01: forty <ltrcs and two mules. Forty acres
and two muks \\·as prorn1sl'd 100 years ago as l'l'slltullon for sla\'e labor
and mass murder of black people. \\'e \\Ill accept the payment 111 C'Urrcncy
which \\Ill be clistrihutecl to our man\' commurnl1es. The <;ermans are no,\
a1d111g the .ie,,·s 111 lsnl{'I for the ge1loc1cle of the .J c\\ ish people. The Cermans murckrecl s1\ million .Jews. Th(• .-\ment·an racist has taken µart 111
the slaughter of o,·l r fifty million bl ark pt•ople: tlwrefon.•. we fet·I that th is
1s a mockst demand thal we make
1

-1. We \\ a nt <il'tl'llt hou.., ing-. li t fo r s hl• ltt•r of hum a n l}l'in gs.
\\'e bel1e,·e that 1f the white J;rncllords will not give decent housing to
our black community. then the hous111g and th(• land should be made into
coopcrati\'es so that our tommurnty. \nth goYernmcnt aid, can build and
makC' dC'ccnt housing for its pcopit'

5. We want education fo r our people that exposes th e tru e na ture of this
decad e nt Ame rican socie ty. We want edu cation that teac hes us our true
history and our rol e in the prese nt-day socie ty .
We beli eve in an ed u cational sys tem that will give to our people a knowledge of self. If a man does not have know ledge or himse lf a nd his position
in society a nd t he wor ld, then he has li ttl e cha nce to relate to a nyth ing
else.
6. We wa nt all bla ck me n to be exe mpt from military se rvi ce.
We believe that Black peop le should not be forced to fig ht in the mili tary se r vice to defend a racist government that does not protect us. We
will not ligh t and kill othe r people of color in the world who, like black
people, are being victimized by the white racist gover n me nt of A merica.
We will protec t ourse lves from the force and violence of the racist police
and the racist military, by whatever mea ns necessary.
7. We wa nt a n imm ediate end to POLI CE BRUTALITY a nd MURDER
of bl ack people.
We believe we can end poli ce brutality in our bl ack co mmu nity by organizing black se lf-defense groups that are ded icated to defe nding ou r
black commu nity from racist police opp r ession and bruta li ty. T he Second
Amendment to t he Constitutio n of t he United States gives a r ight to bear
arms. \-Ve t herefore believe th at all blac k people s hould ar m the mselves
for sel f-defense.

8. We wa nt fr cednm fo r all bl ack me n he ld in federal, state, county
and city prison s and jails.
We bel ieve th at all black peop le should be relea sed from the ma ny
jails and priso ns because they have n ot received a fair a nd impa rtial trial.
9. We want all bl ac k peopl e whe n bro ugh t to trial to be tried in court by
jury of their pee r group or 'people fr om their black com muniti es, as
d efined by the Constitution of th e Uni ted States.
a

'Ne believe that the courts shou ld follow the United Sta tes Constit uti on
..;o that black people will r eceive fa ir tr ials. Th e 14th Amendme n t of the
U.S. Consti tu tion gives a ma n a r ig ht to be tried by hi s pee r group . A peer
is a person fro m a simil ar economic, social, reli gious, geogra phical, e nviro nme ntal , his torica l a nd racial background . To do th is the court will be
fo rced to selec t a j ury from th e blac k community fro m which the bl ack
defe nda nt ca me. We have bee n , a nd are bein g tried by all-w hite juries
tha t have no und erstan ding of the "average reaso ning man " of the bl ack
community.

10. We wa nt land , br ead , housing, educa ti on , clothing , justice and peace.
And as ou r major political object ive , a Uni ted Na tion s-supe r vised plebiscite to be he ld throug hou t the blac k colony in which only blac k co lonial
subjects will be allowed to participate, fo r th e purpose of d e termini ng the
will of black peop le as to the ir nation al destiny.

Mi 11i ., ll'r of l),,f ,•11 si•.

nt,, .. k

P,1111/,er

p,,, ,_,·

I. Wl' ,,ant frct·dom . Wl' \\a nt pow t•r to det e rmi ne th e de stiny of our
Rlatk Com1111111it~·-

\\' e be lu.·,·c that black people,, Iii not be free until ,,-e are able to dete rmi ne our dc:;t 111 y

2 . Wt• ,, .i nt full l' llll>io~ mt•nt for o u r pt·op ll· .
\\' c bel1e,t• Iha\ lhl' fl'dt•ral gmt•rnn~ent ts rt•spun::.1ble and obliga ted to
gl\'l' l'\"l'l'.\ lll;Jtl l'lllplo,\llll,'ll\ 01' i.l guar.:mtet·cl ltll'Ollll'. \\'e bcl1cn• that 1f
t h e \\ l11tt• \nll'nC'all b11s1m•s:-.ntt'll \\ 111 1101 glH' full t•mplo_\'llll'lll llll'll the
means of product1011 should he lakcn from the bustnt•:-,smcn and plated 111
th e t·ommu1111_, so tlwt till' l>l'opll' of tlw tommun1t_,. ran organize and cm
plo~ ;111 or 1h people and gl\ t' a high st;111d.1rd or ln 111g

When. in the cou rse of hu ma n events, it beco mes necessa ry fo r one
people to dissolve the polit ica l ba nd s which have connected the m with
anoth e r . and to assume, a mon g th e powe rs of th e eart h , t he sepa ra te and
equ al sta ti on to whi c h the laws of na ture a nd na tur~'s God entitle th e m, a
dece nt respect to t he opini ons of ma nk ind requires that they should declare
the ca uses whic h impe l t he m to the se pa ra ti on .
We hold these truth s to be se lf-evid e n t, th at a ll men are created equal;
t hat t hey are e ndowed by thei r Creato r wi th ce rtain un ali e na bl e rights;
tha t a mong th ese are li fe, liber ty, a nd the pursuit or happin ess. That, to
"iet·u re these rig hh , gove rnments are in stituted a mo ng men , de rivi ng th eir
1ust powe rs from t he co nsent of the governed; tha t. wh e neve r any fo rm of
,t.::oH·rnmcnt bcto mes dcst ru cth•e of t hese ends. it is the r ig ht of the peopl e
tu a ll t·r or to abo li sh, it. and to instit ute a ne w gove rnme nt, lay in g its
fou ndation on ~uch prin ciples. and orga nizi ng it s powe rs in suc h fo r m, as
to t h L• m s hall ~ccm most likc l)' to effect t heir safe ty and ha ppin ess. Prudl'n(·e. indeed. will d icta te tha t governments long cslal .,ed should not
he chcrnged fo r light a nd tra ns ient ca uses; and. accordin gly. all ex peri e nce
hath shown. that mankmd are more cl 1sposcd to suffe r . whil e e vi ls are
:--.ufferahlc. than to nght thc n1,'.>c lvcs by abo ll s h111 g the forms to whi c h they
art• atn1slonwd But. \\ h1.•11 a Jon i,! tra in of abuses :rnd un surpation s, pur-.11i 11 g: ill\ .iriabl~ tlw -.,111w objl'l't. l' \int cs a d es ig n to rc dut·c the m und e r a b-.n lu tt· d1·-. 1mt i-.111 , it i-. the ir rig h l. it is th eir d u ty . to throw off Mit h go ,·e rn nwnt. and In prO\iclt· Ill'\\ g: u.irth, for thl'ir fu tu re sec urity.
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EH"r) nu: mht•r of lhl' BLACK PAN'l 111'. R PAR"I' lhrnu~h11111 !hi..,
l·1111nln of r:11: i,1 Aml·rica 11111,1 ahidt· In lhl..,l' r11k, a, lmu:lional mt· m•
hl·r-,
lhi, parl) . (:EN I RAI, COM ,\ 1rn EE llll"lllhl·r,. CEN"I RAL
S"I AI.- FS. amt LO(:AL SI AFFS. im.:ludin~ all c:1pl:1in, ,uhordin:1lt' lo
l' illll'r 11ali1111al, ,l:tk. aud lot·:11 ll'ackr-.hip of" !ht· llL\CK PAN I HI-.R
PARTY will l' llforn tlw,t· ruk,. LI·n~lh of ,u,pt•11,i1111 or o llll'r di,.
ciplin:tr) al'lion 11t•t·l'.,.,:tr) for \iolalion 111" llw,t· ruk, "ill dt' pl·nd on
nalional ckd,ion, h, national. ,tall' or ,talt• arl'a. and local l"ommilll"l'"
and ,caff, wlwrl' ,ai~I ruk or ruk, of 11n• HLA(. K P \;-.,'"I IIER PAR'I'
Wt.RE VIOLA n :n.
E,l'r) llll'lllhl'r of lhl' parl) 11111,I k111n, lht•,t• ,t•rhacum h) hl":trl .
Auel appl) lht·m dail). Ead1 llll'nthl'r mu,I n •p1trl lll l) ,iulali1 111 111" lhl·w
ruh•, lo lhl'ir lt•adt•r-.hip or the) arl' t·inmlt·r-n· \olulion:tr) and an· :11,11
,uhjt•cfl'd to ,u,pt·n,ion h) lht· HI.ACK PAN"I IIER P1\R'I Y.

oi·

THE R ULES A R E:
I . No part} mt·mht·r nm h:l \ l' nan·otk, ur Wt'l'd in hi, pu.,.,l'.,.,ion
"hik doin~ parl.\ work.
2. All) ~rl) llll mltt.•r fo und ,huolin~ nan·olit·, "ill ht· t•,pd lt•d from
thi, part),
J. No parl) nll"mht·r t·an hl• DRUNK w hill' doin~ dail) parl) "ork.
-1. No parl) mcmhl'r will ,iolall' rult·, rdatin~ lo offin· \H1rk. ~t•m·r..il
mt•l'ling, of lhl' BLA(:K PANlllER PARTY. and llll't·lin~., of lht•
BLACK PANTHER PAR.IV ANYWIIERE.
5. No parl) ml'rnhl'r "ill USE. POINT. o r FIRE a wt·apo u of .tn)
kind lllllll'n·,...ari ly or at·t·itknlall) al .t n)OIH".
6. No parl) mt•mhl·r can join an) olhl•r arm) fort·l' ulht•r lhan tin·
BLAC K UUERATION ARi\-lY.
7. Nu part.\ ml'mht•r t·an ha,l' a "l'apon in hi, po,-"l'.,.,iou whilt•
DRUNK or loadl'd off nan•ofic, or wt•t·d .
K. No pa rl) llll'lllhl'r "ill t·ummil a n) uimt· ... a~ai n,I ol hl'r parl)
mt•mht•r. o r BLACK IH:opk :II all, and t·annol ,lt'al or lakl' from lht•
J)l'OJ>lt·. rwl t'H'l1 :1 nt•t•dk or a pi{'n• of lhn•ad.
•
IJ, Wlll'n am•,kd HLA(.' K PANTHER i\lEl\.181-:RS "ill ~ht• onl)
namt•, addrl',,, a nd will ,i~n nolhiu~. Lt•~al fir.I aid 11111,1 ht• unckr,lood
h) all Parh llll'lllhl'r, .
. 10. Tht..Tt•n P oiu1 Pro~rnm and plalform of tin· HLACK PAN.I II ER
PARTY mu,1 lu- known :md untll'r,lmHI h, t•ad1 Parll llll'lllht•r.
I I. Parh Com muni l'al iu n, 11111,1 ltt.· Na1i11nal a nd Lot·:il.
12 . Till'. 111- I0•I0•pn,gram , t11n1lcl ht• knc1w11 h) all mt•mht•r-. :i nd
al,o undt•r.tood h) a ll flll'lllhl'r..
IJ. A ll Financl' uflit·l',-., will opu:ilt' umll'r lht• juri,dit·lio n of lht·
Mini,ln of Finant·l'.
1-1, 1-:'ach pt•,-.,1111 "ill ,uhmil a n•porl ofcfaih work .
I.). l::aeh Suh-S1•etio11 l ,t'; !dt•r St· c tion i ,1•:1tl 1•r, l.il'ult-n.inl. ;uul
l '; 1))tain mu~I ,uhmil Hail~· .n•JJorh of wo rk .
16. All Panllw,-., 11111... 1 lt•arn In IIJ>l"rJk and ,t·nkt• "l'.tpuu, corrl'l"I I~ .
17 . All IA·adt•r-hip t>t'r-.onnd who t'XJ>l· I a mcmhl'r mu_..t ,uh mit lhi,
informal ion lo lht• Erlilur of fill' Nt•w,papl'r. ,o that ii will ht• puhli,twd
in llu· paf)l'r amt ~ill ht· k11ow n h_, all diaplt·,-., and h ra ndn·,.
IK . P11lil it·~I Edm·:11ic111 l ·l:1.,.,t•, an· mandalor.\ f11r ~t•nl·ral mt·mht·r,hip.
19. ()nl.\ 11ffit·l· JK'r.cin nd a..,,j~m•d 111 rt',IK't"lilt' 111lin, t•at·h da,
, hould ht• Own•. All ollll•r. an• lo w ll pa1>t•r. a 11d do Polilit·:11 "ork m;I
in lht· t·111111111111il) . ind11di11g (.':1pla i11,. St•t•fi o n Ll'adt•r,. dt·.
20. t ·O\1\1 l/Nl(' A l"IO"S - a ll d1:1ph•r, 11111.,1 ,u hmil "l't·kh n ·port, in "riliu~ lo flu· ":1lion:1I lh-:1dqu:1rlt',-...
·
2 1. All ltra11d1t·, 11111,1 implt-1111·111 l· ir, 1 Aid and /or Ml'dit·:11 t ·:1dn·,.
22. ,\11 ( 'haplt•r,. Hr.1111·lw,. a ml t·i11111,1111t·111, 111' tlw HI . Al' K PAN1111·. R l'\RI, 11111... 1 , uhmil :1 nwulhl) l· ina11dal Rq)Orl 111 lht• \ ·liui, .
Ir~ of l-ina111·t·. aml :1 1,o lht• l'l'n lrnl Commil1t't' .
2J. 1-:,t•r)ont· i11 :i kad1•r.hi1> po,iliou 11111,1 n·:ul 1111 it-.... lh:111 1"0
hour. ))t•r d:1 ., lu l.t'l' I' ahn·a,1 nl llw dian~in~ pulilin 1I ,il ualio11 .
2-1. 1'11 d1:1pll•r 11r l1 r:111d1 , ha ll at·n·pl ~ra111,. p11\1•rl\ l1111d ,. llllllll'\
or :111.\ olhl·r :1id from :111~ ~l l\1·r nn w111 :1~t' lll') "illu1111° t·1111l:H'li11~ lh~·
N:1ti1111:1f I lt•:ulqu:trlt•r-..
25. All diaph'r, 11111,1 :ullu·n· lo lht· polk., and llu· idt•olo~) laid
do"" h~ lhl' {"1-.~' IRAL CO.\1.\Jlnl•.E 'uf !ht• 81.,\( ' k l' AN.1111-.R
0

PARI, .
26. ,\II Hr:mdn·, 11111,1 ,uh m il "t't•l.1 _, n·1,orf-. in "nlin~ hi lhdr n·•
' \)t'r li\l' { "h:1 p1,·r,.
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